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THE STUDYOF INHERITANCE

1.
A successful
his
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research will

where he wishes to be.
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review of the literature
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kinship-derived
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and relegated

This subordination
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current
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objective.
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the study of kinship

ignored Rivers I efforts

into

for

inheritance
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lead investigators
for

to
is willing

I am not.
attempt

investigation

and politics.

categories

1

in

than progressive

W. H. R. Rivers I abortive

as a distinct

inheritance

shows short

interested

Perhaps another traveller

diseovering

This review begins with
establish

are not leading

paradigms or theories.

to walk in circles

the perspective

studies

monologues rather

become apparent

will

inheritance

into

investigations
productive

it

And finaIly,

dialogues.

Second, the difficulties

paradigm (tcuhn L962) foreed eaeh

of a unifying

anew and created

to start

A

often provides

it

by peoples who were marginally

the topic

The lack

inheritance.

however, that

A glance at earlier

and errors.

trials

rnust be unambigious .

can be understood within

faced by contemprary students
of previous

research

never were asked"

that

inheritance.

by scmeone studying

may be followed

The same rules

to
by

Radcliffe-Brown
a minor topic
to rnodi$z

inheritance.

In addition
from kinship

and trichotomies

have succeeded.
confusion

statements

One exception

inheritance

from kinship

criticism

proceed without

its

step beyond this
di.scovery.
considered

a return

has inadvertently

situation

Homansr general

in its

about social

(feOf :10).tt

rudirnentary,

of

for

studies

is worthy of

or conceptual

explanatory

0n1y a handfuI

yet necessary,

schemes, but

porarer. A conceptual
of anthropologists

phase of scientific

dimensions and questions
in perspective.

inheritance

ttNo science can

modelling.

it

the more critical

A glance at these schemes connotes what previous

help place rny research

those

to River I s separation

ignored

of inheritance

is not enough to give

significant

and

any serious

haste to classif,y

systems of categories,

scheme is not a theory

dichotomy with

and law suggests that

requires

in the study of inheritance

in itself

consequences of partible

the social

theory

theory

of thi.s distinction.

the utility

The present

of inheritance

paralysis

Goody and Leach are given credit

In sum, anthropology

systems.

Few

such as lulurdock, from making

A comparison of this

and kinship,

rediscovering

this

into

on inheritance

investigation

issues

generalists,

generalized

to this

inheritance.

schemes derived

another.

about inheritance.

has been Homans! research
impartible

seheme with

have been

of these attempts has been considerable

The resul-t

which has prevented

definitive

Ittheoriestt

inheritance

one such conceptual

to correlate

borrowed

were uncritically

from Western European legal

derived

With a few exceptions,

concepts.

that

has also been inundated with

inheritance

studies,

dichotomies

atternpts

to these categories

researchers

of inheritance,

and will

1.1

Riversr

Trichotomy

The questions

that

are asked concerning

inheritance,

depend upon the social

definition,

W. H, R. Rivers (tgZ+:87)

transmission

of kin

office;
It

would appear that

investigation,

i.e.

transmj.ssion.

The possibility

in this

Acquiring

rights

for

i,e.

refinement

in addition

relative

transmissions
individual

is structured;

that

society.

distinguish

invests
Structuring

the haves (those
(those receiving

invoke some criteria

when determining

AIl

are held

for kinship.

in conmon with

Other criteria

are not found in descent:
like

industry,

i.!.

meritr

other

of kinship
societies

the rrhavesft in

of the subset of rthaves?r in inheritance

age and sex.

attributes

it

'rhaves'? in inheritance.

to those written

criteria

to prop!rty,

individuals

Most societies

of kinship

rights

of something to other

from the have-nots

the appropriate

invoke some criteria

these other

to each

individuals

of rights

exclusion

or none).

when delimiting

rules

(Eigure 1.1).

Each involves

in sone subset of the total

the transmission)

F\:rther

is appticable

processes.

control

This transfer

transmissions

of

of comparison of these processes is

are similar

accrues from rules
receiving

of property

group rnembership and exclusive

groups ) relinquishing

exclusive

the transmission

each process worthy of distinct

a set of questions

kin

(ot groups).

its

trichotomy.

in some respects,
(ot

within

descent, the

differentiates

the transmission

he considered

such as

phenomena included

group membership; succession,

and inheritance,

implied

a process,

deseent
requires

Some, but not all,

of

descent group transmission,

used in inheritance
residential
or esteem.
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imprint

L.2

phase of this

against

inheritance

in socS-o1ogz, he defines
universum jus

quod defunctus

of Roman legal

succession

assumes a meaning that

distinctions

inheritance

is a succession to
In turn,

Rivers I tripartite

blurs

distinction

Succession becomes the r?transmission of rights

(iUia 232).

Radcliffe-Brown

Then, axiomatically,

trj.n general,

though there

transmission

of property

are a few exceptions,
follows

his

est success j-o in

of a deceased manrr (flSS fia).

position

legal

general?

Ignoring

as trhereditas

habuit

the entire

(f igure L.2).

and effectively

discussion.

adoption

the uncritical

He

Radcliffe-Brown.

concept of succession

worthy of distinct

as a topic

own warning

begins with

cycle

under his

subsumes inheritance
it

its

Unwarrented Synthesis

Radcliffe-Brownrs

dismisses

anthropology

study of inheritance.

upon the anthropological

The first

confusion,

This cyc1e, however, left

renewed vigor.

to them with

of

implied

and its

conceptual

considerable

Then, after

questions.
returned

Rivers t distinction

rejected

Radcliffe-Bromr,

under the influence

research,

Subsequent anthropological

the same line

it

in

decides that

may be said that

as does the transmission

of statusf ' ( ibid z 42) .
transmiss j.on and status

F\rssion of the concept of property
transmission
correlated
transrnission
Nor can it
transmission

is based upon knowledge that
in socj.al

systems.

of these rights

the social

and property

transmission

in many social

and visa versa.

property

this

and status

may be tme,

does not always follow

be assumed that

to achieve high status
inheritance

Although

the

are

the

identical

paths.

consequences of status
are identical.
systems without

It

is possible

receiving

FfGURN 1.2
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+ DESCENT

understood that property

obviously

Radcliffe-Brown

not correlated on a one-to-one basis.

and status $7ere

[,,ihythen, did he synthesize

these concepts? It appears that his redefinitions

represent more than

terrninological- Szmnastics. The consistency of Radcliffe-Brown I s
theory of social structure hinges upon placing inheritance
context.

Social structure

is considered a bundle of jural

forrning corporate units that continue beyond their
These bundfes of jural

in this
rights

membersI lifetines.

are called 'restates."

rights

To Radcliffe -Brown, the continuity

of social structure

is defined

as ongoing estates that are unambiguously transmitted through time.
statement rrstructurallyt!

0r, to make this
and individuals

pass through them.

estates persist

A detailed treatment of inheritance

behaviors in societies without unilineaf
Radcliffe-Brown to radically

correct,

principles

would have forced

modify his rhorkingtr Paradigm. Such

societies would have required hin to consider situations
d ifferent

types of rrrightst' through different

estates do not outlive

Radcliffe-Brown defers discussing such

on grounds of rrcomplexity?rand ttlack of space.rrl

retTospect, better reasons can be given.
unilineal

and in which some

the holderrs lifetime.

rn a footnote (ibid:48)
societies

lines,

that transmit

In

A consideration of non-

societies would require his concept of social structure

to undergo a fatal

Radcliffe-Brown would be forced to

face-1ifting.

return to Riversr distinction

between descent, succession, and

A modified theory of social structure would be required

inheritance.

to conforrn with those societies

in which descent, and perhaps

inheritance

OI

succession, play minimal roles in organizing social

refations.

It

is important to recognize that the validity

of

Radcliffe -Brown r s paradigrn would not have been threatened,
universality.

only its
His

Apparently, this was too drastic a revision.2

suggestions lead his students to overtly avoid economic aspects of
society,

an action that would seeningly preclude a discussion of

property

transrnission,

Radcliffe-Brown t s ground-rules

for

inqu i-ry

forced an avoidance of inheritance amonghis students in lieu of such
more easiLy made and observed decisions as I'to vJhich descent group
shoulrl X belong?tr
Radcliffe -Brownr s merger of Riverts original
progress.

appearance of scientific
asking--do inheritance,
structures

Rivers delineates the problem by

succession and descent show different

and obey d ifferent

stating--trno,

laws?tr Radcliffe-Brown

solves it by

his answer comes

they are the same.tt Unfortunately,

from the manipulation

gives the

distinctions

of concepts - renaming the pigeonholes - rather

than from data or tleductive reasoning.
Under Radcliffe -BrownI s powerful influence,

anthropological

research focuserl most upon descent, less upon succession, and least upon
inheritance.

Whole societies were classified

according to trsuccession

pr5-nciples ( Rivers : descent ) with the taxonomic division
into matrilineal,

patrilineal

bilateral,

Radcl-iffe -Brown t s influence
inheritance.
as descent.

However, it

did littl-e

and double descent.

did not altogether

prevent mention of

did receive the sane classificatory

Societies were classed according to their

inheritance 2 i.e.

patrilineaf,

to further

of societies

matrilineal,

vanier

mode of

antl bil-ateral.3

Such tags

understanding of what inheritance does as either

a social or an economic Drocess.

Murdock appears to be aware of this confusing situation
cross-culturaI

analysis of social structure.

inheritance fiterature,

in his

Summarizingthe

he notes:

two primary rnodes of inheritance
"In the literature,
are corrnonly distinguished, namely, patrilineal
and
matrilineal.
TheSzare different
according to whether
the preferred heir traces his rel-ationship to the
deceased through males or through femal-es. Thus, if
a manrs property passed to his son, inheritance is
partilineal;
if to his sister's son, it is
matril-ineal-; if to his brother, it may be either,
with the rule becoming clear only when there are no
surviving brothers, . .
the complexity of inheritance rules
In actuality,
is such as to make the simple dichotorny of
patril-ineal
and matrilineal- highl-y inadequate for
satisfactory analysis...A really adequate study
of property rights and inheritance in crosscultural- perspective remains to be madei'. (1949t37-38)
1.3

Vintage Homans
At approxirnatel-y the sarE tirne that Radcliffe-Brown

was remolding

social anthropol.osz, George Casper Homans(1941) demonstrated the
of a centuries ol-d distinction

utility

inheritance.
heir.

Partible

In contrast,

inheritance

divides

property

and inpartible

amongmore than one

irnpartible inheritance passes property to only one

Homans\,jas not investigating
Villages

between partible

inheritance,

of the Thirteenth Century.

per se, in !gg!!9!

His stated objective was a

presentation of the rranatomyof a societyrrr meaning a functionaL
analysis of various social- institutions
period of relative
non-statistical
constant.

social stability.

and custorns within one time
Methodologically,

correspondence of institutions

he searched for

in space, holding time

Then he attempted to account for this spacial pars irnony

of customs through functional

explanations.

two rrlandscapes'r in Thirteenth Century

Homansdistinguishes

rrcampion'rand rrwoodl-and.rrCampionwas characterized by

England:

and populous, compact villages.

expansive, unfeneed fieltls

corresponrled to a broad ttband running across England

Geographical-l-y, it

from the North Sea coast through the Midl-anrls to the Channel.rr
Flanking this broarl band to to the east, west, and north stretched

fenced fields

dotted with tiny,

A type of inheritance
predominantly
partible

woodland hatl predominantly
indicative

of

social organizations.

data available

inheritance

borrows a hypothesis

appears to be farnil-y structure.
and littl-e

with impartible

families

define stem families
household after
with their

information

Having much

on farnily types, he

frorn Le Play and jumps frorn inheritance

L.,ePIay suggested stern-farnilies

and joint

Campionhad

corresponded to each landscape.

Homansconsiders these tlistinctions

Homansreal- interest

type.

and smalI, scattered hamlets.

inheritance;

irnpartible

inheritance.

different

to campion, woodl-and landscape was

In contrast

"woodl-and't country.

occur with partible

In j oint-farnilies,

inheritance

Homansand Le Pl-ay

inheritance.

as those in which one child

marriage.

to fanily

all

rernains in the
marrierl sons stay

HomansassumesLe Playrs correspon-

father after marriage.

dence correct.
Homansfeels

that the association

tance has additionaf

of family

sttr-rcture and inheri-

consequencesupon society (Figure 1.3).

size, weal-th strata, and social-

inheritance

fixes and stabilizes

relations.

It creates a class of non-inheriting

with at least two alternatives:

field

Irnpartible

peopl-e who are faced

(1) Ieave the comnunity or (2) stay in

the cornmunity in a non-marital- status
10

(these alternatives

were
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norrnativefy stressed in f3th Century English Society).

He verifies
to

docurnentation referring

this hypothesis by finding historical

non-Ianded, migrant workers (anilepirnen) and unrnarried non-fanded heirs
within villages
Partible

practicing

impartible

inheritance.

inheritance has different

receives a share of his testatorrs

social consequences. Each heir

estate.

to marry and establish a housebold.

With this

These fonn a l-arge class of poor,

landed peasantry, characterized by instability
stratification,

share, he is abl"e

and social relations.

in estate size, wealth

Secondarily, bachelorhood and

spinsterhood are less frequent arnongvillages

practicing

partible

inheritance .
I argument can be extended.
I might note at this point that Homans
If narriage is more commonin a society practicing
this

system maintains a t'built

favoring population growth.

partible

in popufation policytt (cf.
Inpart ibfe inheritance,

inheritance,
Wagley f951)

on the other hand,
in slolter

withdraws adults from the reproducing Population, resulting

No one has adequatefy modefled the differential-

population growth.
effects

of either

partible

or Jmpartible inheritance upon population.

(Tn section 8, a meansof answering this question is suggested.)
Homansalso discusses another distinction
studies:

preference.

Given impartible

conmonin inheritance

inheritance,

a problem

exists--who amongthe rnernbersof the society sha1l be the heir?
selection

This

is nontrally and normatively based on at least three

characteristics

found in al-f societies:

kinship,

sex, and age.

In 13th Century England, kinship and sex were given:
was selected fron oners rnale children.
universe of potential

Although this

oners heir

lirnits

the

heirs considerably, a choice remains as to which
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nale offspring

should receive the estate.

draws upon a third

logical

death, weakness,or senility

must be based upon relative

principle

age'

of social organization:

critieria

Becausethe

is mitigated by forces making the age of transfer

tjme of transfer
uncertain (i.e.

A solution to this problem

possibilities

of testator) this
The

rather than absolute age.

to either the el-dest or youngest son.

are linited

I'Middle sonrr selection would be ambiguousbecause more than one son
might fit

this

be necessary.
called

criteria,

and an additional

selection principles

woulcl

Selection wherein the eldest son receives the estate is

rtprimogeniture It and if the youngest son receives the estate it

is cal1ed rrult imogeniture. ir
Honans discovers both principles
impartibfe

inheritance.

was irrelevant

Homansfjrds

defined.

significant?rr

frorn one principle

If a shift

al-terations in the social structure,

to another brought negligibfe
the distinction

"is this distinction

He asks:

trsignif icancerr is operationally

operative in f3th Century

then

to his discussiol.

the u1t imo-primogeniture distinction
shifting

Ernpirical cases revealed villages

!Z fiat

meaningl-ess.

between uftimo and

prirnogeniture without notable changes in the social organization.
Conceming this

shift,

he remarks:

tThe ease with which a change v?asnade . . . shows that
the difference between inheritance by primogeniture and
the inheritance by the custom of Borough Engfish was
not an important one. Changing from one to the other
does not seemto have radically attered the social order
The important difference was between
of the viIlage.
either one of these customs and the custom of inheritance
I27 )
by a group of ioint heirs.'r (ibfd:
This question of significance
on the criteria

of relative

is, of course, relative.
age may have significant

f3

The selection
systemic

of non-inheriting

of a farrn o the abilities

takeover

heirs to fend for themselves2

However, modelling becomesextremely conditionaf when these

etc.
effects

Rea1izing this,

are investigated.

primo distinction
1.4

age of an heirrs

the refative

consequencessuch as regulating

Homansdisrnisses the ultimo-

as marginally useful.

Comparisonof Homansand Radcliffe-Brown I s Impact on Subsequent
Studies
These tuo classificatory

, have dominated subsequent studies of inheritance.

the impartiblelartible

Conceptual schemes

They have not, however, proved equally productive.
are like

and

schemes, the matrilatri-bilateral

The value of

cheap ball point pens, somework and some donrt.

these schemes may be rneasured in terms of the productive

explanations

and questions they producerl. Look at the impartible -partible

distinction

first.
The partible

-impartibfe

t model of 13th
For example, Wolf extends Hornans

( Cote 1971-,Wolf f966).

Century peasant inheritance

definition

queries from other researchers

and additional

generated modifications

the social correlates

dichotomy emphasized by Homanshas

to a ttpreliminary

of inheritance

in all

and partible

of impartible

functional

explanationrt of

agrarian states.

inheritance is nore encompassing

than that used by Homans. He includes cases in which either
potential

heir.

Thus, partibl-e inheritance is the division

amongtwo or more heirs and impartible
properfy to one heir.

Partible

Wolfts

inheritance

inheritance,

sex is a
of property

is the passing of

he argues, fosters disguised

unenployment because succeeding generations of heirs receive smaller
and smaller shares (note:
who are linked to their

he assumesa growing population).

farms by land, turn to craft
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Families,

special-ization as

they find it

to make a living

difficult

increasingly

solely based upon

agricul-ture.
inheritance,

Impartible

peoples.

non-inheriting

on the other hand, generates a class of

Given an increasing ruraf population, Wolf
of the farm to assimilate this

believes that the ability

class becomes

saturated, eventuafly foxcing surplus labor out of the rural
Impartible

inberitance,

therefore r encourages internal

sector.
fron

nigration

to urban areas, a condition favorable to industr ialization.

rural

To this point,
specific

I
his argument is a generalized restatement of Homans

Wolf goes beyond Homanswhen he suggests that each

theory.

type of ilheritance

has distinct

political

consequencesfor the state.

The continual generation of a poor, landed peasantry accruing from
partible

inheritance gives the state a large tax base.

More importantl-y,

this tax base expands and contracts with population changes. It tends
to reshuffle

wealth and power amongthe peasants.

Impartible
aristocracy

inheritance,

however, fosters a strong, enduring landed

at the loca1 level.

size and is insensitive

As a tax base, this

to population dynamics. Given this argument,

it may be hypothesized that the tax collecting
bureaucracy in a state favoring

irnpartible

and administrative

inheritance

simple comparedwith that necessary for partible
Wolf suggests that partible
of l-and availability

group is fixed in

would be relatively

inheritance.

Finally,

inheritance should correspond to a condition

while impartible

inheritance

shouftl correlate

with land scarity.
This last hypothesis was recently explored by Goldschmidt and
Kunkel (1971:1064-5) using a sample of 46 peasant comnunities.
articfe

illustrates

how a cross-cuftural
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Their

survey of inheritance may run

aground when l-ittle
the test.

consideration is given to the concepts employed in

Tables 1.1 and 1.2 reDroduce their

r.esul-ts.

INHERITANCE
PATTERNS
IN REIATIONTO LANDAVAILABIT,ITY*

TABIE 1.1

Inheritance
Land availabilitv
-1.
z.
J.
4.

AVaa_LaD_Le
t ormer_Ly avaalaDl-e
Ltmateo
Unavailable

Pafrern

Impartible

Patrilineal
Partible

0
1
I
7

0
11
0
6

3
11
3
3

4
f6

I7

20

46

Totals

BilateralPartible

Totals
3

AND I,ANDAVAIIABIIITY*
INHERITANCE
THE REIATIONSHIPBETWEEN

TABLE ]-.2

Inheritance
Partible

Imoartibl,e

Land

Totals

Scarce
Avail-able

79
228

16
30

Totals

937

46
*From

Justifiably,

they consider the first

coding of land scarcity
land scarcity

category.

Goldschnialt antl Kunkel (1971:1064)
table inconclusive.

forced most of their

sample (43 cases) into a

Hoping to fintl something significant,

collapsed the categories (1, 2, 3) in Tab1e l and cal-l-ed this
land (Tab]e 1.2).

Their

they
'ravailable"

This table might appear to offer a more direct

of the Wolf hypothesis.

They sunmarize their

resul-ts as follows:

r\dhile the fourfold table shows a correl-ation between
land scarcity and inpartible inheritance, several- facts
may be noted: (1) the ce1l frequencies for imPartible
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test

inheritance are too small for s jmple tests of
significance, (2) both types of fand inheritance can
of land resources,
exist with scarcity or availability
antl
inheritance are
(3)
patrilineaf
bilateral
both
antl
(ibid:
availability.
1065)
with
land
associatetl
"
Note that Goldschmidt and Kunkel test onl-y half of Wolfrs hypothesis.
inheritance may coexist with land scarcity

Wolf suggested that partible

TF outside economic opportunities

supplernent peasant incomes. In other

words, heirs receiving less land than necessary for subsistence farming
might supplement their
and continue practicing

incornes with household crafts
partible

or migrant labor

inheritance.
is

The most perplexing aspect of the Goldschmidt and Kunkel article
their

use of the kinship derived categories of patriUneal

uncritical

and bilateral

additions to their
their

In brief,

inheritance.
statistical

these categories prove worthless

manipulations.

mergilg of the categories of llpatrilineallr

inheritance was an artifact
a realization

It is unclear

and I'bilateralrr

desire for a testable

of their

lf they would have investigated the bastard origin
test to distinguish

and ttpartible bilateralrr

only be explained by trtraditionrt within
thought.
distinction

In brief,

the history

Its inclusion

can

of anthropological

and unrevealing of either the social or

economic consequencesof inheritance:

through which line does inheritance

pass? or vihat is the sex of the testator
this worthless distinction

Difficulties

patrilinealrr

the questions generated by the patri/matri/bi

are simplistic

anthropological

argument.

of this distinction,

between I'partible

would have been explicable.

partible

chi-square or

contributed nothing to their

that the distinction

the impotency of their

hether

and heirs?

suggests that the halflife

research increases

ith its proxinity

The continuity

of any concept in
to kinshiP.

in the Goldschmidt-Kunkel cross-cultural
T7

of

test might

afso have been avoided by a careful review of Murdock. After expressing
discomfort with the lineaf

classification

of inheritance systens, he

matrilineal-, and rrnixedtt typofogy in

reluctantl-y adopts a patrilineal,

Social Structure (1949) and thereafter

He denonstrates

avoids the topic.

continued apprehension of his own trichotomy in his Ethnographic Atlas
(1961:11) in which he warns against deriving
Fortunately,

from such distinctions.

their

results.
contributed

Anthropology in the fifties

reduce Murdockts earlier

skepticisrn.

Asia (1960) he ignores inheritance

In Social Structure of Southeast

in suffnariz ing the symposiulDand
This omtrission is

types of cognatic social organization.

not followed by the contributors

cases to

more inheritance

nothing noteworthy appears to help

but theoretically,

the fiterature,

typologizing

conceptual scherneI

this

tests using this trichotorny never provided them with

statistical

significant

interpretations

Gofdschmidt and Kunkel were never
interpret

to indiscretefy

given an opportunity

indiscrete

of whom

to the s5''rnposium: two-thirds

4-

discuss inheritance.

In sumroary,two concePtual schemesdominated the early study of
One was based on the nurnberof heirs rece iving inheritance

inheritance.

It

fron a testator.
all
heir.

an estate with

contrasted

systems that

systems in which only one heir receivetl
divided an estate amongmore than one

The social consequencesfor these two types of inheritance is
ideal types.

ctear only in motlels that are strongly simplified
each type certain cases IDayviol-ate the definition
may occur nore frequently
inheritance

it

in partible

systens.
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of the process.

This

For example, irt partible

sometfioes happens that only one heir

receive the estate because of high mortality,

Within

is availabfe

low fertility,

to

or both.

onLy one.

The outcome of this decision woultl be identical

impartible

inheritance.

a population practicing
and heirrs

fertility

He has

carurot divitle equafly amongnore than one heir.

Thus, a testator

to'that

The frequency of such trone heir only
partible

probability

of

cases in

inheritance tlepends upon the testatorts
before heirhood.

of mortality

Sirnilarlye

sex may be sensitive to

irnpartible inheritance to an heir of a specific
demographic factors.

of inheritance would aPPear to be

Therefore, the systernic results

If quantification

heavily dependent upon population processes.
above relationship

between partible

inheritance

landscape, family,

rate of nigration,

craft

of the

and the type of

specialization,

etc.

is

desired, then the paraneters of the population must be defined and
This has not been done.

controlled.

Contrast this

set of queries with those generated by

interesting

Radcliffe -Brown I s decision

to subjugate inheritance

Tbe second conceptual schemebased upon a trichotomy

in social life.

produced few hypothesis beyond the relationship
Lineality

inheritance to the line of descent.
is inportant

of the line of
of inheritance transfers

only in societies where descent lines fo:rn corporate groups

holding proper:ty.
the patriline

For examplee if

a society passes descent status along

and includes groups of patrilineally

hold joint-rights

societyts

males who
and descent

In many societies the mere fact that people

are kinsmen does not imply shared property rights.

specific

related

then l-antl tenure r inheritance

to property,

groups rnay be identicaf.

of inheritance

into a minor rol-e

r!duced the total

universe of "kinsment' to include only

ttlcinsrnent'with whornproperty is shared.
descent principles

Exclusion principles

Therefore, knowing a

fail-s to reveal how property rights
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are

to kin groups.

linked

nust go beyond this

system

descent-biased conceptual scherne and show internal

and countervailjrrg tendencies effect

variations

property dispersion and

types of kin groups (cf.

accumulation of specific
I.5

of such an inheritance

Any explanation

Collier

1971).

Runblings

British

If the study of inheritance 1,7asto advance, the unproductive nerger
of inheritance,

succession and descent theory had to be dissolved.

premature synthesis was rebuffed in the early sixties.

l{ithin

This

a year of

one another, both l,each (1961) and Goody (1962) rejected Radcl-iffe -BrownI s
descentrand succession and returned to sonethino

marriage of inheritance,
similar

distinctions.

to Rlverrs earlier

Radcliffe-Brown, Leach searches for principles

like

in a society.

continuity

Radcliffe-Brownian

In Pul Eliya

(1961) something vital

explanation was missing.

Itto understand the principles

of structural

of structural

Leachrs initial
continuity

to a
problem was

in this small scafe

society which lacked any obvious type of exclusive on-going corPoration
Maintaining Riversr distinction

(ibid:300).1'

descent, he investigates

the social- structu.re and tenure of this

ity and finds that descent principles
conmun
forrn on-going corporations.
structural
Eliyars

continuity ?

He finds that ltcontinuing entityrt to be Pul

with an unquestionable structural

.nnnoaafac

aLe not always required to

What, then, endures and gives ?ul Eliya its

compbunds(gedura) and their

over at least a century.

between inheritance and

associated lands.

continuity,

These compounds,

have persisted unaltered

Leach calls these compoundsrrcorporate

tl

it(the cornpound)is a rcorporate aggregate I in Mainers
sense; the estate is a continuing entity, certain types
of ownership rights refate to the estate as a r^rhole
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rather than to any particul-ar part of it, and are
vested equally in all individual-s who acquire rights
in the estate,rr (ibid:
101).
But what gives cont inu ity to the compounds?
Leach concludes that I'the continuing ent ity

This paradoxical statement is, on the

socielry but Pul Eliya itsel-f .I'
surface, quite simple.

In Pul Eliya,

lihat endures is a technological

land tenure system whose paraneters are rigidly
Ind ividuals

limitations.

Social organizations,
linited

possibilities

And most inportant,

is not Pul El-iya

prescribed by environlnental

adapt thernselves to these territor.ial

including kinship,
for individual

principles

reafities.
of the

becone rationalizations

variation

of inheritance

within these constraints.
function

to attach

to land through time.

individual-s

Thus, Leach replaces one continuity
(inheritance).
inberitance.

principle

(descent) for another

Rights in PuI Eliya are attached to indivitluals
The shift

from one social continuity

principle

through

to another

I s queries, albeit
and the continuing irnportance of Radcliffe -Bror^in
different

with

answers, suggest the in-house nature of Leachrs rebellion.

His bonbastic conclusion does not conceal the necessity for sornething to
endure.
is.

Leach and Radcliffe;Brown disagree as to what that rrsornethingrr

However, there is a crucial

difference

groups and enduring land tenure relationships
as principles
are socially

of social solidarity.
discrete entities.

betueen the enduring descent
supported by inheritance

Descent groups consist of people and
Inheritance is a set of rules which

Leach abstracts from the behavior of Pul Eliyan individuals
Thus, his analysis puts forth

and groups.

rules, not groups, as the key elements to

PuI Eliya continuity.
The universality

of Leachts argument is weakenedby the Pul Eliyan

His structural

case itself.

argument is contingent upon a society wherein

compoundsand farn fand are bound together

in an indivisable

unit.

In

PuI Eliya people hold ttsharestt in an estate, rather than physically
In other societies holders divide their

fragment it.
i.e.

the estate can be split

estate amongheirs,

and new estates forrned by combining shares.

Leachrs argurnent does not apply to such societies and appears to require
modification.

It

could be the case, then, that nothing endures.

Shortly,

discuss such a possibilily.

I will

and queries.

Goody also revives Riversr old distinctions
on his numerous studies on inheritance,

Corfllenting

he notes:

t'f have tried to separate systems of inheritance
from systems of recruitment to unilineal descent
groups. But whil-e no one-to-one correlation
exists, there is cl-early a correspondence between
the rules of transnission and the rules of
membershipof kin groups.rt (1962:318)
Goodyrs interest

in inheritance began, I believe,

marriage of a theoretical
headed informants.
differences

problem and field

experience with sone hard-

The LoDasaaof West Africa

in patferns accounted for d issi-milarities

descent-or iented British

colleagues.

between their

His Death, Properbz and the

Ancestors (1962) is a lengthy controlled
that proves the nativers

comparison of two LoDagaa

ethnotheory correct.

In this work, Goody expfains differences
in direction

differences
inheritance.

in descent (specifically,

or line of ancestor worship) in terms of

Maine (1S83) had argued that differences

systems were caused by differences
causality

insisted that inheritance

Apparently, Goodybelived his informants rather than his

villages.

villages

frorn a fortuitous

in this theory.

in ancestor worship.

in inheritance
Goodyreverses

He argues that obl-igations instituted
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during

inheritance

force continuation

holderrs death.

Different

kinsnen cause rlifferent
that

of holder-heir

directions

to a neighboring

village

after

the

in the flow of goods through

ancestors to be worshipped.

agnatic holders and heirs maintain

contrast

relations

this

He denonstrates

l-inkage in one vil-lage,

where both agnates and uterine

in

kin

are heirs and where both agnatic and uterine ancestors are worshipped.s
Goody and leach share credit
numerous intexesting

for breaking the logjam entr.apping

and unanswered queries which were mdaningl-ess as long

as the study of inheritance

was only a part of descent theory.

questions include a discovery of an adequate clefititition
and an investigation

of its

social- and economic effects

These

of inheritance
of inheritance.

ENDNOTE
S
1.

In those cases in which Radcliffe-Brown found it necessary to discuss
non-unilineal descent, as in European society, his unit of analysis
The continuing corporate entity becomesthe nation-state jn
shifts.
pJ-ace of the lineage.

,

Radcliffe-Brown I s orrn pedagogic directives might also account for
Leach (1968)
the disinterest in inheritance amonghis followers.
note s that Radcliffe-Brown encouraged his students, to rrconcentrate
on those aspects of a social- system vrhich displayed clear-cut formal
and which reflect to a minimal degree the interpl-ay
characteristics
His suggestions lead his students
of personal rivalriesrr (ibid:484).
to overtly avoid economic aspects of society, an action that woul-d
Radcliffeseemingly preclude a discussion of property transnission.
Brownrs ground-rules for inquiry forced an avoidance of inheritance
amonghis students in lieu of such more easily rqadeand observed
decisions as irto which descent group should X belong?rr.

3.

This exercise was never carried to its logical e)cEreme. To my
knowled ge the concept of ttdouble-inheritance rr never emerged.

4.

Condomirns, Frake, Eggan, Koenjaraningrat, Leach and Mabuchi alf
discuss inheritance in this book.

5.

Goody maintains
A note for those that enjoy kinship terminologz.
Itpatrilineal and matrilinealtr as descent concePts and reserves agnatic
He apPears to reiect Radcliffe -BrownI s
aird uterine for inheritance.
of the descentsynthesis but never questions the overall utility
based distinctions arising from this teflrinological jumble.
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2.

AND OIJ'ESTIONS
COMPONENTS

of property riAhts frorn testators

Inheritance is the transfer
heirs.

This transfer

rnav be described bv rules that eenerate

appropriate outcomes from somebody of information.
a transfer

time sensitive;
testatorts

or heirrs

description

is more likely

lifetimes.

These rules are

to occur at certain points in a

From this,

it

foll-ows that a niniflal-

_

of inheritance .must consider these four components:

property rights,
2.1

to

testator-heirs

ielationships,

ru1es, and time.

Property and Property Rights
Property, the naterial

good, is distinct

fron property rights which

are those agreements between peoples that give exclusive rights to
property by excluding others (Goody 'L962). This distinction
important because different

individuals

to the same piece of properq/.
transfers

property rights;

is

or groups may hold putative rights

Inheritance,

therefore,

not only

but also realigns people to people with

reference to these rights.
This realigrrnent of people to people rnay be approached using a
simple paradigm developed by Bohannon, Dalton, and Leyton.

Boharmon

(1955) and Bohannonand Dalton (1965) applied a concept of rreconomic
spheres" to their

reanalysis of Trobriand exchange. An econornic sphere

is a system of exchange whose goods, Tufes of transfer,
cannot be equated with another sphere; i.e.
noving within

and vafues

the goods and services

one sphere cannot have a commonmediun of exchange with

those of another.

This definition

does not prevent an economic

comparison of spheres.

A rrtransformat ionrr may take place by assigning

sornething like a dollar

value to both spheres.

However, such an rteticrr

econornic analysis r^7ouldnot be useful in understanding peoples behaviors
when using these spheres.

the separation of spheres

To a participant,

is clear; his actions and decisions are predicated upon these distinctions.
applied this concept of spheres to inheritance.

Leyton (f970) first

He isofated three spheres of inheritance

in a North Ireland fishing

Each sphere is characterized by a unique set of goods or

vilIage.

The rights

property rights which are not "exchangeablel' in the spheres.
within

an inheritance sphefe are transmitted between generations
rrprinciples or ideals.r'

according to d ifferent

Leyton distinguishes
the

between spheres by measuring the amount of goods transmitted,
emphasized in their

principles

transfer,

and the sex of the recipient

( r i gu re 2 .1).
Unfortunately,
spheres is nebufous.

Leytonrs discussion of the cognitive status of these
Although they appear emically distinct

lrideologies do exist at different

entitiestr

(?).

because

Furthermore 2 his

trprinciples or idealsrr mix analyticalJ-y derived rules ( genealogical
ttneedt').
distance) with normative statements by informants (rtdesertslr and
Thus, although f,eyton succeeds in showing that the distribution
different

property rights

indicate how, why, or if

sex lines,

foflow different

he fails

of
to

are considered significant

these differences

by the native s.
is his demonstration that a society

Leytonts primary contribution

may have severaf sub-systerns of inheritance;
all

its property rights

inheritance

in the sameway.

it may not transmit

If the purpose of an

study is to demonstrate its social and econonic
would suggest a separate

consequences, then such a situation
investigation

i.e.

of each inberitance

sphere.
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Because this

suggestion might
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create descriptive

overload in social settings with numerous spheres of

it might be useful to concentrate upon those spheres with

inheritance,

the greatest econonic and synbolic importance to the native participants.
also reveal- the futility

findings

leytonts

societies by their

node of inheritance.

descent theory, his village
inheritance

this

Using the typology derived from

woufd be cfassified

as having patrilineal
because the major

(of fanns and businesses and trawlers)

source of capital

primarily

whole

in ctassifying

passes through males'

for some reason,

If,

fixed capital were considered uniinportant, then an emphasis on the
of moneywoultl force a re class ification

transnission

if all

And finaIly,

inheritance.

society would be classified

three spheres were considered, this

as having ttbilateralrt

of property to classiSi

or ttmixedttinheritance.

the wealqressof using a singfe

Leytonrs data also illustrates
atfribute

as matrilineal

the inheritance system of a society.

The typology of movable as opposed to immovable property
borrowed from Western European legal- concepts.
physically

is also

Movabfe property may be

rlisplaced through spacel immovableproperty,

sometimes

referred to as 'rreal propertyrrt includes afl things that cannot easily
be displaced,

such as trees, houses, and 1and.

E i|grre 2,L, this Northern Ireland village

From the information in

inheritance

matril,ineal

inheritance of a movabfe cornnodity (money).
of property

Using an attribute

attributes

not an a priori

to classify

inheritance

systems

between property and property rights.

of property,

the sociaf rights

and

of both movable and ilnnovable property

patrilineal

blurs the distinction

as having

woufd be classified

such as mobilitye

linked to then, then this
classification.

are important in determining
is a problem for analys is,

For this reason, the mobility
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If

of

property

more than an additonal

has proved liltle

ignorance of inhenitance

classifufurg

that inheritance

and fostering

pigeonhole for
a false

confidence

is wel-l understood.

In surunary, it

appears most profitable

to approach inheritance

with

the follow ing queries.
(f)

Wfrat excLusive rights

(2)

Howare these rights

to property exist

in a society?

created, acquired, relinquished,

and

destroyed?
(3)
2.2

or groups hold these rights?

What individuals

Testators and Heirs
Any society

provision

recognizing

for their

exclusive

receiving them are rtlreirs.'r
testators

to property rnakes some

transfer when the holder uithdraws from social

Those relinquishing

activity.

rights

rights

are rrtestatorsn and those

A more specific

definition

of either

or heirs is an emic problem because the identification

of both

varies between societies.
Defining
rights.

related

is intimtely

testators

to the question of property
are always attached to

Tt may not be assunecl that the se rights

an individual.

The right

to dispose nay also be hel-d by rnore than one

person or corporations (i.e.
testatorship

;oint

tenure).

In situations

is shared by roore than one individual,

would have to refer to testators
Defining heirship

These expected rights

an inheritance

study

(plural).

is a somewhat d ifferent

is one of expected rights

where

task.

Here the problem

heltl by some groups of persons toward others.

are reveal-ed either by norns orr preferably,

high-frequency behaviors.

The ultimate definition

upon rules which systenatically

of heirship rests

exclude Peoples who may not derive rights
29

from a holder.

As previously

suggested, these exclusion factors may not
Although

always be the same as those used to define kinship categories.
age, sex, and generation may be crucial

of an heir also might requi-re considera-

kinship a complete specification
tion of mari.tal status,

in defining both heirship and

industry,

co-residence, or previous interactions

between heirs and testators.
discovering the social impact of inheritance requires an

Finally,
exploration

of all

as parents and children,

Testators and heirs nay al-so interact

heirs.

leader and followere socializer
and memberof household.
rol-es, it

rnay share with

the other roles that the testatois

or head of household

and socialized,

Whena dyadic relationship

invol-ves multiple

is possible that the complenentary rofes of testator/heir

may be of minor importance in an extensive nexus of social interactions.
In that case, a study must be careful not to attTibute
of individuals

socidl behavior

and heirs exclusively

who are testators

to their

inheritance role s.
2.3

Tirqe of Transfer
Another Romanlegal dichotomy classifies

transfer

Causa-Mortis inheritance

of property rights.

al1 transfers

of property rights

contrasts with inter-vivos

different

occuring after

inheritance:

all

tirnes for the
is defined as

a holderrs death.

transfers

It

occuring while

the holder lives. r
This dichotomy rigidifies

a very fluid

cultural

societies practice both causa-mortis and intervivos

situation.
transfers

though they may normatively stress one extrene ( Selby 1966).
subscribing to intervivos
causa{ortis

transfers.

transfers,

even
In a society

unexpected deaths sometimes forced

And conversely, senility
30

Most

and deviant behavior

may lead to inter-vivos

transfers

in societies

stressing causarnortis

ideals.
Testators also transfer property to those who would eventually be
causarnortis heirs before their

their

death.

These transfers would occur

through processes that are not usualfy considered inheritance.
proves to be a crucial- problem in defining
of property rights
gifts

This

Shoul-dtransfers

inheritance.

through marriage doweries, bridepricee

levirate

and

also be considered inheritance?
Goody (1962) recognizes this as a rnajorc definitional

He contends that these transfers

the study of inheritance.
considered intergenerational

and, therefore,

broadens the definition

definition

problem facing
should be

they are inheritance.

His

of inheritance to include what had

previously been considered rather distinct

and processes.

institutions

This expanded concept also requires re class ificat ion of many situations
that had heretofore been considered strictlv

causa{ortis

inheritance

systems.
Problems still

remain.

The causarnortis /intervivos

assumesthat death is the point at which a rnemberretires
sociaf

fife

transfer.

and forrns the breaking point
It

individualrs

for classifizing

like

life

transfer

the tirne of

cycle can be considered to indicate his retirernent
indicator

from active to passive social activity.

the marriage of the last single child,

conpleting

from active

is possibfe, however, that certain other events in an

tirne, thereby making death a less significant
transition

classification

community obligations
shoukl occur.

If this

for the dichotoruous classification

of the

Other social events2

death of onets spouse, or

may more effectively

signal when a

is the case, then the breaking point
discussed above must be redefined.
31

it

Finally,
rights

to heir may occur over an extended period.

from testator

Allowing for the possibility
the testator

of joint

and heir may share rights

tenure, it

is possible that both

during the transfer.

becomesexceedingly difficult

the ti-rne of transfer
2.4

of property

should be ernphasizedthat the transaction

Classifizing

under such situations.

Rules
Taxonomic schemes are not the only means by which inheritance

Ethnographers also describe inheritance by presenting

been described.
ttnorms, rules,

and principles.rt

how his inheritance

A norm is a nativets

statement about

system should (or appears) to operate.

sumnarizes the operation

of a system in analytical-

corresponrl with any one nativers
is nebulous.

has

Naderts description

statement.

A ruLe

terms and need not

A definition

of Zapotec inheritance

of a principle
in the

Handbookof Middle American Indians may be used as an example.
"The general rule for inheritance states that chi]dren
of both sexes are to inherit equally from the i:c parents.
Another rule is that if the youngest is fiving with
their parents at the tftre of their death, he will
inherit a greater share. A farther rule states that
if one chikl is more deserving than the rest, parents
..
may fa vor h im. .
Needless to say, there is much variation, such as the
observed fact that girls tend not to inherit as rnuch
(1969:348)
land as boys.
Selby (1966:76) describes Zapotec inheritance
in tems of r'. . . the principle
principle

of bilateral

equality

in Santo TornasMazaltepec

of supremacyof parentrs will

and the

of apportiorunent. 'r Neither Nader nor

Selby reveal how they derive these ttrulestt and rrprinc iples. rt In both
instances, their

anafytical

statements appear to be restatements of

norrnative expressions.
The number of contingencies encountered when eliciting

inheritance

norms from inforrnants often creates situations
to naintain the distinction
are easily elicited
that under certain

between no:rns and rules.

from most adult Zapotecs.

which parentsr will

circumstances is bilateral,
of Naderrs rtrulesrr, if

However, it

is obvious
or inappropriate.

is dominant? Under what

equal-apportiorunent relaxed?

0r in the case

a parent dies and l-eaves an el-der trdeserving heirtr

and a young undeserving child,
What happens if

who receives a larger portion of the

the testators

These contingencies rapidly
norms and force anthropologists
questions.

difficuft

Selbyrs principles

conditions that norms are inapplicable

In cases of steplarents,

estate?

that make it

Under persistent

have no chifdren?

exhaust the universe of easily elicited
to ask more and more complex, conditional

questioning,

informants often generalize

norms from those few cases known-to them in which such conditions have
occurred or, more comnonly, they make-up what would appear to be an
appropriate outcorne. To call

statements elicited

by such questioning

Itnoirnst' is to destory the cornruonneaning of the concept.
inforrnant generaljzes from specific

cases, he is no longer stating nonns.

Rather, he is generalizing from specific
nanner similar

to that of an ethnologist.

considered informant{erived
that anthropologists

rules.

If an

cases to abstract rul_es in a
Such generalizations

It is not surprising,

prefer reporting a few norms, rules,

are best

therefore,
or principles,

and then ignore the topic altogether.
Many more nrethodological advances will- be necessary before
inheritance rules can be completely described, but it

is unnecessary to

await an exhaustive set of rul-es in order to discover the general social
anrl econornic effects
inheritance

of inheritance.

rules occur so infrequently
33

Many contingencies in a set of
that they may be ignored.

Nevertheless, it
even the sinplest
tttestators
rights

is necessary to understand the externalities

upon which

rules depend. For example, given a rule that
in their

heirs

lacking

to the next higher,

own corporate group relinquish

inclusive

property

corporate grouprtt it would not be

possible to prerlict the amount of property passed to the more inclusive
groups by such a rule unless an esti$ate
of testators

and nany other inheritance

the impact of a rule on behavior tlepends upon a conbination

situations,
of social

In this

who lack heirs.

could be made of the frequency

and demographic paraneters.

0n1y by controlling

for both the se

parameters nay the systemic importance of the rules be discoveretl.
2.5

Key Questions
of the property rights,

Assuning that an adequate description
testators --he ir.s , tine,

and rules were availabl-e, the study of

inheritance would still

be incomplete.

of inheritance would be rnissing.

A demonstration of the consequences

I prefer to distinguish

between two

general types of consequences: social and econornic. The social
consequences of inheritance

the aligrunent of

Its economic consequenceseffect

people to people.
peoples to property.
2.5.1

are those that effect

Little

the aligrunent of

is known about either.

Social Consequences
Theories concerning the social effects

of inheritance are pr imarily

lirnited to societies with corporate groups.
a role viewpoint
testator-heir

and suggest the effects

relationship.

of inheritance

Others take a kir

attempt to deterrnine the inpact of inheritance
solidar.ity

of corporate groups.
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Sone theories emphasize
behaviors on the

group PgrEpgclivs and
upon the continuity

or

Goodyts Death, Property and the Ancestors (1962) is an example of
in the l-ineal,iEz of ancestor

Aside frorn his interest

the role approach.

worship, Goody is concerned with the interpersonal relationships

between

the complenentary roles of holders antl heirs in LoDagabaainheritance.
he develops the most elaborate theory of

To study this relationship,
inheritance

in the l-iterature.2

Goody views inheritance as one of a set of processes responsible
for the continu ity of a society (ibid:Chap.

13-16).

Social continuity,

he argues, is maintained by an orderly transmission of information and
between generations.3

rights

deprive the giver of anything.
socialization

The transmission of information does not
An example would be the linguistic

of a child by his parents.

In contTast, the transmission

leaves a giver with fess than he starterl.

of exclusive rights

those exclusive rights

commonlytransferred

are rights

and rnaterial goods. Transfer of exclusive rights
to the workings of society;

crucial

this

In inheritance,

divitles testators

inheritance refationships
that is ultimately
Testators battfe
testators

either
of this

from heirs.

haves from have nots.
Goody feels

are characterized by hostility
of rights

and tension
(ibid:276).

heirs to retain what they have and heirs pressure

to make them (or force them to) relinquish

the ir rights.

dernonstrates that LoDagabaatestators

express this hostility

latent

to women, office,

creates a cleavage

distinguishes

reduced by the transnission

Goody never clearly
actualty

it

Anong

and tension.

and heirs

It woul-d appear to be

or so commonas not to merit dernonstration.

The reality

tatent tension becomes important because Goody generates an

explanation of inter-vivos
expl-anatory variable.

inheritance using this

emotionaf strain

as an

In societies

that tTansfer property rights

feels that inter-vivos

transfers

before death, Goody

reduce hostilities

at the risk of

rrincreasing the problems of the o1d, since
by this

( intervivos ) process

the senior generation undergoes a social- euthanasia before their
physical deathrr (ibid:278).
heirs

How is it,

then, that in some societies the

exert enough power to force inter-vivos

societies,

while in other

they must await the death of the holder?

This question shoul.d be tackted only if
that a testator/heir
and tension.
refationship

It

relationship

is actually

it

is firrnly

establ_ished

characterized by hostility

is pAssible that tension might characterize the

without hostility.

might lack hostility

For exaruple, a romantic relationship

and yet provoke tension.

type of tension could be specified,
product of testator/heir
hostility

transfers

it

still

role conflicts.

or. tension between testators

Even assuming that the
must be established as a

It

is also possible,

that

and heirs may cone from other

roles they share.
Another interpretation
of hostility

of inter-vivos

and tensions superfluous.

of property rights

from testator

It

transfers

makes the issue

is possible that the transfer

to heir is but one transaction

el-aborate series of social exchanges. Tf this were true,
testator/heir

relationship

in an

then the

might better be seen as one of mutual

obl-igations.
Goodyls reaction to an interpretation
exchange is sharply negative.
by his definition,

in its

of inheritance as social

The distinctiveness

contrast

create social exchange ties.
oo

to infornation

of inheritance rests,
exchange which may

ttThe ain (of information transmission) is to pass on such
iterns to the junior generation within a short space of
time, and although the process inevitable creates some
nobody loses by the actual business of giving.
friction,
0n the other hanil, this is only true of the transfer
of exclusive rights if the process is one of exchange,
and intergenerat ional transmission such return transactions
a te

manama_L.

t \D \oi ztz+ -:)l

Furthermore . . .
rrAl-thoughthe heirs have duties toward the holder
is no ddfinite concept of reciprocity or rou ghlv equivafent
return implied in the transmission.tt (ibid: trel
Herein Goody reveafs that r,rhenhe refers to itexchangerrhe rqeans
rreconomicexchangett in the strict
for rnaterial goods.

However, it

neaning of the term, i.e.

materiaf

is generally understood that many

econonic exchanges nay also have a ltsocial exchangettdimension.
arises as to the meaning of a transaction,

uncertainty

it

When

is best

analyzed as possibly a social or an econornic exchange or both.
Viewing inheritance as both a social and economic exchange does
of either

not exclude possibifities
parties.

If

interpersonal

inheritance

cooperation or tension arnongthe

is a social exchange, then the status of

relationships

depend upon the valence of the exchange

will

at any one monent. A social exchange theory of inheritance

is not

dependent upon denonstrating perpetuaf tension amongthe testators
heirs.

Questions of the quality

of role relations

This brings the discussion back to an earlier
definition

of testators

sociaf effects

and heirs.

of inheritance,

may share other obligations
apart from inheritance,

becomesecondary.
point concerning the

If the airn of a study is to find the

then the fact that testators

and heirs

and rights with respect to each other,

becomesextremely critical.

of the diverse roles held by testators
modef of inheritance.

and

Goodyrs ignorance

and heirs results

in a conflict

I hope to demonstrate that this conflict

situation

one ignores the other roles of the individuals

is only the case if
and he irs.

testators
If

called

is found that

it

is a social- exchange between

inheritance

generations, then nore elaborate models of the effects
on social structure are possible.
power than one that postulates

These models are of much greater

the tlirection

qua1ity of role relationships.

of inheritance

of ancestor worship or the

T refer to models of social exchange

such as developed by Levi-Strauss and Homans. If these ruodels Prove
applicable

to the study of inheritance e then the topic

its peripheral,

exotic position

is rescued from

into the nainstream of ethnological

theory.
The kinship group perspective can be il-Lustrated by Col-lierrs
(L971) study of the social- consequencesof a Maya hamlet I s inheritance.
rneasured by the maintenance of

He demonstrates that

lineage solidarity,

l-and in a patriline,

is strengthened by inheritance

also shows countervail-ing
demonstrating that

tendencies in the inheritance

inheritance

lineage undernine the solidarity

females or land sal-es, he infers

He

system by

through womenand land sales outside the
of a lineage (Figure 2.2).

through males is rnore frequent

inheritance

through males.

than inheritance

As
through

some dynamics to the system as a whole.

rThe bal-ance between the two trends (male inheritance vs.
land sales and female inheritance - T. D.) is thus in
favor of the continued existence of propertied descent
groups, at least in the short run. Over extended tfune,
however, transfer through womenand sale gradually erode
the landeil estates of previous generations and permit
new local aggregates to fonn, these in turn will perdure
over the short run, their solidarity promoted by their
property. r' ( ibid:139 )
Collier
rnodel:

is expficit

lancl availability,

as to what factors are held constant in this
population size, and inheritance
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(ibid:140).

He postulates the directional

conditions.

Like Maine, he suggests that changes in the ideolo$T

concerning death could shift

of traditional

of the equilibrium

mechanismin the society.

of changes in these

the balance in the system.

fancl coufd reduce the significance
undermining the strength

effects

And finally,

Newly available

1and, thereby

model as an integrating

population increase could force

the Zinancantecos into a non-land based economic system which woull
al-so minimize the inportance of both inheritance
Collier

differs

and lineages.

frorn Goody by focusing on the social consequences

of inheritance at the level of the social group rather than individual
roles.

Moreover, he discovers the dynamics of an inheritance

system,

taking into account those deroographicand regional economic factors
that

influence

its

operation.

Leach, Collier,

and Goody have isolated particul-ar social

consequences of inheritance

transfers

that

the social

inheritance

discrete
societies
its

influences

corporate groups.

and supported a general theory
solidarity

or continu ity

Anthropologists are also familiar

unit

that holds exclusive

property dissolves upon the death of its founders.

I will

and continuity

rnight be appropriate,

groups but for the society itself.

develop a processual model, sinilar

rights

In this

the social- consequencesof inheritance remain unclear.

societal

with

in which no corporate group endures beyond the lifetime

membership and the social

solidarity

of

of

of

situation,

Questions of

not for cor.porate

In the next three sectionso
to Collierrs,

to account for

such a s ituation.
2.5.2

EconomicConsequences
An inportant

aspect of inheritance
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is its

inpact upon the distribution

of wealth.

In agrarian societies,

adjustnent

mechanisrn for property

of capita1 between different

inheritance

is the primary wealth

due to restrictions

in the fluidity

spheres of econonic exchange and the

lantl -based economy.
Unfortunately,
their

attention

the present tine
distribution

neither

anthropologists

to the wealth distribution
it

nor economists have devoted
effects

of inheritance.

At

is iinpossible to predict a societyrs wealth

given a description

previous wealth distribution.

of its

inheritance

system and its

Instead, crude guesses can be nade as to

the long-tenn, wealth--adjustings consequencesof inheritance rules.
These guesses indicate directionality,
system will

lead to greater equality

i.e.

whether an inheritance

or not.

Nashrs (l-968) discussion of the thealth leveling mechanismst!is
an example of directional

guessing.

He suggests that wealth leveling

mechanismsin Mesoamerica include bilateral
religious

hierarchy,

inheritance,

a civil--

l-ow 1evel of te chnologu,and l-inited l-and. These

mechanismsinsure that "rich or large landholders, change from
generation to generation,
factors do not inh ibit

and if the technical- and economic feveling

accurnulation of wealth or capital,

there are

social means for ensuring that wealth does not adhere to family l-inestr
(ibid:320).

This hypothesis suggests that wealth is scrambled by

inheritance and other mechanismsinsuring what he calls a rrdemocracy
of poverty. tl
Nash does not suggest measures of the degree of scrarnbl-ing or
shuffling

in wealth distribution.

It

seemspossible that different

mechanisrns,such as inheritance or a civil

religious

resul-t in different

It also seems possible that

degrees of turn-over.
4I

hierarchy,

roight

a par.ticular

mechanism might shuffJ-e weal-th at different

rates depending

such as population growth, sibling

set composition,

on other conditions,

or the kind of weal-th.
Nash is only interested

Furthennore,

leveling rnechanisns on the distributions

in the effects

of wealth in family lines.

essence, he asks, do these mechanismseffect
between familial

of wealth
ln

the transmission of wealth

units that are linked through tine by kinship ties?

Although this question seems criticalwhere corporate kin groups outlive

to inheritance

the lifespans

seeros somewhat out of pl-ace in a society
groups based upon kinship.

Ironically,

systems occuring

of their

members, it

that lacks continuing
it

is in just

corporate

such a social setting

that Nash asks this question.
The economic impact of wealth adjustrnent mechanisms may be viewed
from another perspective.
distribution

Rather than focusing upon the wealth

afong family lines,

the entire

society may be taken as a

Then, the question would be:

unit of analysis.

of X, Y or Z mechanismson the distribution

what are the effects

of wealth amongsocietal

groups at successive points in tirqe? This viewpoint searches for the
effects

of a r,lealth adjustnent mechanismon the degree of economic

inequality
differential

in a society.

access to property rights

need not outlive

the lifetine

Another distinction
wealth distribution
ealth is the total
analysis,

Economic inequality

in this

of their

is defined as the

held by rlifferent
members.

that must be maintained in all

is betr,reenrelative

groups which

discussions of

and absolute wealth.

Absolute

of all the resources held by a given unit of
Relative wealth, in contTast,

case, a village.

refers to the distribution

of weafth within this
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social unit,

If the objective of studying econonic inequality
derivative

effects

(i.e.

upon social inequality

of status and power), then anthropologists
perceived wealth differences.
related to relative

is to discover its

the unequal distribution

should concentrate on

These differences

than absolute wealth.

seemrnore closely

Probably both concepts will

be necessary to explain not only the peasantts interactions
another, but also their

interaction

with the outside economy.

Several good measures of the distribution

of wealth (relative

absolute ) are available to the economic anthropologist.
however, is not enough. The distribution

or

Measurenent,

of wealth is nothing more than

a symptomof several underlying institutions,
whatever Nashrs rrmechanismsrt
really

with one

behaviors, ruIes,

The distribution

are.

or

of wealth is

the resuft

of aff these mechanismsworking together and against each

other,

is ny task to show how such nechanisms can be modeled. This

It

model wil-l not onl-y indicate the directionality
generated by inheritance,
generated by different

of economic inequality

but also measure the degree of inequality

inheritance ru1es.

neans to measure the wealth distributation

Further, it will
effects

also suggest

or outcomes of a

set of rule s.
2.6

Objectives
It might seen appropriate to beg for nore data, but the coffection

of data in itsel-f

implies sornetheory.

The real problem would appear

to be a lack of questions and rnethodologies for studying inheritance.
This rlissertation

stresses clarification

presentation of the answers.

of the questions more than

It does not assumethat what is true of

descent is generally true of inheritance,

and even if

it

did, the current

status of descent studies could not be considered so defiaitive
43

as to

preclude an investigation
Firn11y,

it will

of inheritance.

becone apparent that not one, but several unrel-ated

explanations

of inheritance

learned that

it

will

is rmred&istic

substantive topic like kinship,

be presented.

inheritance

substantive
upon social

topic.

marriage, incest,

or inheritance.

of theories

It

concerning a

One theory nay expJ-ain the impact of

structure,

another upon wealth dd.stribution,

and yet another upon land fragmentation.
inheritance

have

to except a single theory of any

is rnore reasonable to look for a family
particular

Anthropologists

shaIl be the objective

of this

A family

of theories

research.

about

ENDNOTES
1.

Asriculturaf economists have used this dichotomv for sone of their
tieories about the economic effects of inheritance (see review by
lindgren 1968). Inter-vivos inheritance, they argue, fosters
innovative household farrns by giving managerial controL to young
heirs.
Less frequent transfers in causa mortis transfers retains
farm managers for longer periods and, thereby, does not reduce the
production of the farn by placing it in the hands of inexperienced
management.

,

Goodyrs work on inheritance is not limited to this book. His
research spans nore than a decade (1958, 1959, L968, a969r 1970)
crossand ranges from an in-depth case analysis to statisticaf,
is
e
ither
Much
thinking
on
this
topic
research.
of
rny
cultural
an adoption, nodification or reaction to Goodyrs work.

o.

Goodyts theory of transrnission of information and rights is an
theory of transactions (cf.
adaptation of Veblen and Comrnonrs
Doffinan 1968). Transactions are 'rany form of tlesirable, organized
economic activity containing confl-icting, but reciprocaf interests't
(ibid:Vol. 3:23). As is pointed out in the text, Goodydoes not
he concentrates
in its entirety, specifically,
embrace this definition
upon the rrconflictingrr interests and ignores the "reciprocalrl
interests.
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ZAPOTE
STRUCTURE
C SOC]ETAL

3.

Evaluating the social consequencesof inheritance is a difficult
undertaking because rrsocial consequencesttcan refer to a wide variety
of social phenomenon. For this reason, I will
of the problern, the effect

of inheritance on societal

(I964':399), societal

Following Pospisil

concentrate on one aspect

and interre lationsh ips of the societyrs

structure

reference.rr

refers to t'the nature

segnents (subgroups).tt

aggregates of people under this heading wifl
groups, described absolutely,

rrAlf

represent cases of discrete

without an individual

Thus, the original

structure.

(ego) as point of

question raised in the l-ast section,

tlshat are the social consequencesof inheritance?tr, may be reworded to
ttwhat are the consequencesof inheritance on societal
3,1

structure?tl

The Setting
The analysis

will

lndians in the southeastern Mexican state of 0axaca.
Pacific

about Zapotec

draw on ethnographic inforrnation

coast and is slightly

0axaca borders the

larger than North Carolina.

mountainous landscape is punctuated by a few, snall fertife

Its rugged,
val-Ieys.

l-argest of these, the Oaxaca Va11ey, is formed by the intersection

of

three smaller valleys or r\,ringslr 2-17 mifes wide and 30-40 miles long.
At this

intersection

Oaxaca de Juatez.

lies

the state capital- and primary market p1ace,

The wings of the OaxacaValley extend to the south,

northwest, and southeastl they are namedafter
towns:

ZaachTla, Etla,

secondary market

and T1aco1u1a, respectively.

The OaxacaValley has retained cuftural
over its

their

surrounding hinterland

and economic dominance

since Prehispanic times.

Palerm and

Ido1f (1957) consider the valIey a rkey arearr in Meso-Americancultural
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The

history,

meaning that it has remainerl a center of massedpopulation and

economic power.

In recent times this power has been eclipsed by northern

Mexicors phenomenaleconomic growfh, leaving 0axaca City l,Jith a dominant
position

in a marginal state.

Part of 0axacars marginelity
Its

surface is broken by a few rivers

irregular

avenues for corununication.

geography.

may be expla ined by its

that provide natural-

Most movement in or out of the 0axaca va11ey

to the paved Pan American Highway which feads north to Mexico

is limited

City and south to the lsthmus of Tehuantepec. Two poorly maintained dirt
coast ports of Puerto Angel

roads connect the va11ey with the Pacific
and Puerto Escondido.
continental

Another unpaved road winds north over the

divide to yeracrlfz and the Atlantic

watershed.

As a region, 0axaca has a subsistence agricultural
Maize is the major crop, supplenented by a trickle

economic base.

of cash crops

including caster beanr wheat, chick peas, and other crops that do not
conflict

with the growing season of maize.

is tourism and considerable quantities
1ocaI sale and export, but a minority
directly

from this

industry.

in 0axaca City, the industrial

Itindustry"

The most jmportant

of handicrafts

are produced for

of Oaxacars peoples benefit

Except for a ply'wood nanufacturing
revolution

Pan American Highway to 0axaca.

has never travefled

Most indications

plant

down the

are that it never wi1l.

Oaxaca is one of the poorest states in Mexico and, barring a new chapter
in the imnortal Revolution, it wil-l renain so.
Ironically,

Oaxacars greatest contribution

development has been its poverty-striken
cheap, unskilled
Mexico.

to conternporary Mexican

peoples.

These peoples provide

labor for the more econonically viable regions of

Oaxacats primary export is servants and rqanual laborers for the
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booming Mexican economy.
3.2

Background Information on Zapotecsl
Most of the staters two inillion

people have a strong Indian heritage

and speak a Native Anerican language.

0f the regions 26 linguistic

groups, Zapotec dominateS with 2461000 speakers over five years o1d.
( ResumenGeneraf Abrieviado, l-970).
Zapotecs have been considered a culture because they share a corutron
ljnguistic

and historical

tradition.

considerable d ivers ification;
unintelligible.

Linguistic

Nevertheless, the iT language shows

most of its

so-called dialects

of Zapotec dialects

classification

has been inadequate and controversial

are mutually

(Pickett

( languages?)

2292, Beals 1969).
]-:967

ContemporaryZapotec speakers never identi4T themselves as an ethnic
group, Zapotecos.

In contrast,

background fifters

throu gh school teachers whose national_istic

distort

The rural

the past.

the liftle

Oaxacan identifies

(San Miguelenos, Santa Ana, etc.),
(Ios del Valle,

work within

for

objectives

with his natal community

or Ismo), folfowed by the state

(Oaxacanos), and 1ast1y, the nation-state

anthropologists

conrnon

fess often with geographic regions

Rinconeros, glgrrl,

emphasis upon village

they know about their

(Mexicanos).

This native

and the strong preference of Meso-American

identity

rrcomnun
ity-stud ies rt has rneant that nost ethnographic

0axaca has used the conmun
ity as the l_evel of analysis.

Two

exceptions would be the regional market studies by Malinowski and de la
Fuente (1957) and Beals (1965).
3.3

Characteristics
Zapotec societal

of Zapotec Villages
structure may be most efficiently

describing its nost inclusive

social- group:
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approached by

the vill-age.

Viffages

approximate what ldolf (fOsz) has identified
corrnunity rr and forrn the basic building

as a rtclosed corporate

blocks of Zapotec regional

FTomcurrent ethnographic infornation,

organization.

valley villages

share the follow ing character istic s :2
t'Th"r"

over 300 vil-lages

r."

in the Valley that range in size fron

500 to 5000 peoples, with a median of 1l-00 inhabitants.
*Villages

are nucleated settlements surrounded by agricultural
Most have a central plaza with a smal-f municipal

fields.

church, jail,

building,
oVilIug""

courthouse, school, and basketbalf court.

recognize a discrete territory,

boundary narkers (except where village
Within this territory,

dernarcatedwith

boundaries are in dispute).

vil-lagers recognize both individual

Most communal-land is non-agr icultural,

conmunal tenure.

and
consisting

barren hil-Iside pastures, public square, graveyards,

of forests,

church grounds, roadsrand river
for a few ejido plots,
"'Villagers

clearly

beds.

Agricultural

l-and, except

is usually held by individual-s and households.

have extensive lcnowledge about their

territory.

This

knowledge includes names for sub-sections of lands with sir[ilar
topographic or ecological
1930).

Vitlagers

characteristics

(paraies, see Schmieder

do not have this detailed knowledge of lands

outside the ir own boundaries.
ovillug""

exhibit

territories,

considerable ecological diversity

ranging from the fertile

all-uvial

glth:in their

plain

to pine

covered mountains several thousand feet above the Val1ey floor.
*There are strong intravillage
this

territory

from falling

pressures to prevent any lands within
under the control

v illages .
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of peoples frorn other

*V

il1ag"

membership is achieved by birth

at l-east one parent must be a village
Villages

with the provision

that

member.

are heavily endogamous. Marriage between villages

account for Less than 5%of the total marriages within a village.
*Each
judicial,
village has a hierarchy of political,
and religious
offices which are occupied without compensation by the village
members. Men take these cargos after
the comrnunity. After
for several years.

considerable pressure from
to rtrestrr

they hold one, they are permitted

In contrast to other regions of Mexico, most

Oaxacan cargos do not involve hear,y expenses.

Rather, the cost

cones from a reduction in time the hol-ders norrnally devote to
agricultural

Prestige may be achieved by holding a

the conrnunity feels the holcler did his job correctly.

ggl!g.r if
*Most

production.

social interaction

occurs within the bountlaries of a village

and bet een membersof the same village.

This is especially

true of older women,whose knowledge of the outside world seldom
exceeds weekly visits
to Oaxaca City.

to the market town and an occasional visit

Men are better versed in rroutside ways and,

although they rnay have heavy interaction
their

absence from the viflage,

interacting

*Villages

they spend most of their

with fellow townspeople.

the universe for face-to-face

during

lives

In short, the village

forms

interaction.

share a corporate reputation

perspective of other villages.

with non-vill-agers

or itpersonalitytr

from the

This is expressed in statements

such as ttthose from the vill-age of lona Larga are thieves and
cut-throats

rorr the mountajn village

blue-eyed women.tt
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of Betasa has shapely,

This l-ist
this:

of characteristics

sense that

they persist

Taylor
Landlord

groups.

are societal

viffages

could continue,

this

persistence

and Peasant in Cofonial

Oaxacan Indian

They are corporate

beyond the lifespans

(1972) finds

but the basic point
groups in the

of their

members.

to be quite

strong.

Oaxaca, he contrasts

is

In

continuity

of

those of North Mexico.

comrnunities with

"The history of land in colonial Oaxaca represents a
significant
departure from the North Mexican nodel . . .
the degree of change in the Valley was different,
and
the effect of the rise of the hacienda on Tndian tenure
In much of the viceroyalty
Indians fost a
fess severe.
good deal of land, as millions
fel,l- victim to epidemics
and haciendas surrounded, and in some cases cornpletely
overran, the ir towns.
fn contrast, Valfey caciques and
pueblos retained a considerabl-e amount of land, certainly
rnore than enough to meet their basic needs and keep them
independent of Spanish landowners.rr (ibid:195)
Taylor
this

presents

an excellent

analysis

These factors

continuity.

incfude

in the Valley;

Spanish disinterest

of the historical
a peaceful,

and the strength

factors

bfoodless

effecting
Conquest;

of community life

at

has continued

through

the time of Conquest.
The continuity

of village

the Independence period

into

fands and organization
modern times.

in the Valley

consequence to villagers

littfe

The Revofution

of f910 was of

compared to North Mexico.

rrThe Revolution

in the countryside was essentially
a
struggle for l-and and economic independence, not for
Valley towns, firmly rooted in the
political
freedom.
1and, had never really lost what- Zapata arrd his foflowers
Thus, they showed re]ativel-y fittfe
were f ighting [or.
interest in the revol-utionary cause." (ibid:199)

Neither

Conquest, revolutions,

baciendas,

epidemics, farnines, droughts,

nor changes in market demands for

caster

beans to chick peas) have destroyed

Valley

Zapotec viflage s,

Taylor?s

historical-

findings

floods,

major cash crops (wheat to

the basic

pose an interesting

inte grity

of the

anthropological

problem:

what accounts for

village?

The question

the persistence

can be rephrased in several

historical-

conditions,

social

structural

continuity,

or accul-turation.
although

The framework selected

be that

d ist inct levels

unity

that

alliance

the contlnuity

alfiance

expl-anation of village

The most unlikely
in the political

structures

that

Although

political

these shifts

the previously

merge and divide

outfined

for

candidates

rnay

be

into

a regional
politicaf,

continuity:

might explain

A wide variety

during

the Porfiriato

organization
in regional

political

characteristics

of the village

from Porfirio

during

regional

of pan-village

of national,

hierarchy

segnents of village

structure

regimes ranging
there

that

possibility

level

organization

upon speciatized

societal

structural

of villages

An example night

state,

and

absence of

the chaos of the Revolution.
structure

organization,
of their

political

had some impact

none seriously
corporateness.

under diverse

Diaz to Lazaro Cardenas.
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These range

district,

to the sporatic

has thriverl

are no examples of intervillage

continuity

political

groups.

have been superimposed on these societal

supra-vill-age

of tlio

systems.

sphere.

from a complex four
municipal

and

some structural

structure,

There are three

structures.

economic, and religious

is

solidarity

the whole by summing the parts.

protects

or pan-vi11age

'

viewpoints.

the possibility

analogous to a system of segmentary lineages
different

overlapping,

of social

perspective,

to some pan-vi11age

be attributed

cont inuity

oF analysis.

using a regionaf

First,

often

offers

This viewpoint

continuity.

struct-ural

framervorks:

Each of these conceptual

frarneworks emphasizes different,
here wiff

conceptual

integration,

solidarity,

of the Oaxacan

and continuity

altered
The basic

political

Most significantl-y,

al-liances

in the history

of Oa xaca(ibid :196).
of market

Considerably rnore research is necessary before the effect
and religious

spheres on village

linked within

a nested or hierarchial

and standard markets (cf.

becomesclear.

are

interaction

Intervillage

circumscribed.

in

Although communication

occurs, the marketrs primary function appears to be

economic exchange. There are no cfear indications
"culture

Villages

market systen that has both centraf

Skinner 1964-5).

the market place appears tightly
between villages

continuity

that market areas are
This is

bearing unitsrtr as Skirmer has discovered in Asia.

probably due to the absence of village

exogamy commonto other roarket

systerns (Downing 1967).

effects

been studied for their

on regional integration'

can be said than that they exist and villagers
at these intervil-lage
Additionally,

but have never

are held annually in each village

Religious fiestas

Litt1e

more

appear to stay together

events, mixing infrequentfy with non-villagers.

poorly understood spheres of intervillage

contact are

peddling and basketball tournaments'
Until these three spheres of intervillage
understood, the ir effects

on the solidarity

social structure will

of village

and structuraf

remain problenatic.

it woufd appear that a large share of viffage
can be explained by factors

contact are adequately

internal

In the meantime,

sofidarity

to the village

continuity

and continuity

itseff.

This, the

second 1evel of analysis r concentratea upon processes conmonto viffages,
as societal
inclusive
3l

units.

societaf

Characteristics

Its

investigation

can begin by looking at the most

group within the viflase:

the househofd.

of Zapotec Households

A household may be defined as consisting of a single person or

D.f

throughout

persons who use commonkitchen
occupy a territory

(Sp.) or sulari

called a solar

one adobe house, sornetimes a thatched
a garden.

The solar

is

most of the year.

invariabl-y

kitchen,

Households

(Zap. ) with at feast

several- fru it

fenced with

either

trees,

and

cane or organ

pipe ca ctus.
Zapotec households share those functions
households that

Nash (1968:318) has called

are tle

units

action,

and to a less extent,

based on subsistence

rituaf.

agriculture,

produce most of what they eat,
other

necessities

grave digging,

cutting,

vrrrq6co a^.
..t.

and to one another
for

in"

Rights

the civil

household is obligated
smaIl,

building
equally

village

of public
divided

Many households
making, hair

(Vargas Baron 1968, Plattner

etc.

income is supplemented by cash received

basic building

block of regional

as the basic

and obligations

and refigious
not individuals;

projects,
water

unit

of villagers

to the conmunity

Village

regardless

of its
ion,

male in a

taxes,

although

composition.
vil-lage

systems, and goverrunent natching
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Sel-ection

is made with

only one aduft

such as efe ctrificat

between households.

of village

of reference.

hierarchy

to serve at one time.

are due from each household,

Levies for

they might have for

and so forth.

use the household as a poilt

to households,

reference

members

weaving, pottery

households are recognized

structure.

of positions

and sell- what surplus

inter-

is usually

meaning the householdrs

smalf stores,

- .:a1- - ^^

societal

daily

they

the viflaEe.

from work outside

organization,

Their production

specialities:

The Oaxacan householdts

1965).

consumption,

such as meat, eggs, sal-t,

al-so have non-agr icultural

unitst';

"multi-purpose

production,

of socializatione

of other Mesoamerican

fiestas,

funds are

Compadrazgo obligations

occur

The inportant

between households.

And an individualrs

Household composition

(Hotchkiss
nuclear

fourteen

households,

This composition

appears typical

and Downing 1968).

A majority

famifies:

a husband, wife,

were present

chifdren
linealfy

that

ind ication
vri

of a preference

for

as this

family

household.

and a female cbild
serial1y,
youngest.
parentsr
reside

efdest

who live
first,

be a nucfear

farDily

0f the more complex
portion,

to one.

This is the
a point

derive

with

primarily

from births,

The domestic cycle of
a newly married

This bypothetical
to a marriageable

couple with

a

couple has three mafe
age.

then the next youngest,

The sons marry

and finally

the

The daughter rnarries at anytime and moves to her husbandrs
househol-d. As each son maries,

in his parentsr

next younger brother
wife

beginning

Another

children.

argument progresses.

in residence patterns.

households nay be traced

other Oaxacan

over coffateral-s,

lineals

Changes in househofd composition
deaths, and shifts

for

and their

forty

alrost

in the T1acolu1a

make up the larger

extended families

become important

nuclear

to Valley

of the househol-ds

(sub-nuclear).

extended famifies

outnumbering bilaterally
first

of Di.az Ordaz, focated

per cent are fragments of what was or will

household if

interest

Tab1e 3,1 shows the household cornposition for

wing of the vaffey.

contain

and wealth are measured with

has been of considerable

every househofd in the vilfage

villages

of households.

(or her) househoJd.

reFerence to his

ethnographers,

and obligations

prestige,

reputation,

of guefagetza,

institutions

(Bea1s 1970) are rights

and tequio

qyr:!g,

credit

move neo1oca1ly.

household.

he brings his new bride

They remain patril-ocafly

decides to marry,

then the elder

This system of patri-neoIocaI

untif

brother
residence

to
the

and his
continues

Household Cooposition of Diaz Ordaz, Januaiy l97o

lable 3.1

Percentage

naler

of Ecuseholf,s

T9pe

IncJ.udes

Sub-Uuclea!

( ^.b)

.t39

r5
t3
12

(a b) (...)
( A - x ) -- ( . . . )
(x - a) - (...)
-

.60
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.r.53

e
13
3t
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( x' .)
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-

.010

2
3
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(1 . c) - (...)

.026

( a. r ' ) - c o d / ( c =. ) /
( D- r )

.00!

(r.r)
(x . s)

htrl-Ster
LlEeel

llEeal
IiteDded

Dau!bte! slt!
cbit d

Iarhelless

BlIatelal
Pdd.ly

sput oen.lario!

Orpbned

l|elhev

l^=-,"] t.11,

or

troo-lelsted orPleed
r! Dous!

A.
r.

b/c
a _ (...)A

,03!
1.oo
!ot.r

Ad!.y

(D.d.)

6tst.3

of

lo'rs.Dold

cd.DosltloD

)o

6tsttoD,

X.

d.ail,

502 hou5.bold-s
Y

-

a1tv.

tru! Dot !&bc!

of bou!..

He brings his bride to his parents I

through the 1ast, youngest son.

household, but unlike his brothers, he remains until

(1) his parents

die, which leaves him with a nuclear family household, as in the case
of his brothers or (Z) the parents divide their
their

In the latter

heirs.

case, the parents or surviving parent might

control of the lands cultivated

relinquish

household of the original
events.

inheritance among

The

by the household.

couple dissolves affer

either

of the two

the parent may practice a curious foi:in of

After inheritance,

residence whereby he moves from one of his narried childrenrs househofds
to the next, spending a few months in each.
ttmulti-local

residence.r'

were classified
actualfy

as patri

This might be called

Many of the households in Figure 3.1 that
or matri-stem lineal

phases of multi-local

extended families

are

residence and shoul-d be classified

as

This process continues through each

nucfear family households.

generation and eventually every couple heads a nuclear family household.
One consequenceof this

residential

paftern is that each married

child spends approxinately the sametime in the parents I household.
Tab1e 3.2 shows that siblings
household from birth
TABI,E 3.2

until

spend roughly the sane time in the parents I

they establish

independent households.

VARIATIONSIN THE LENGTHOF CO-RESIDENGFOR SIBLINGS,
FOR SEX, DIAZ ORDAZ.'!
CONTR0ILING
Years coresident

Mean
Median
Range
Standard
Deviation

Males

Fenales

24.7 years
rl
23.5
r!
1.243
I'
6

21.2 years
20.5
l_3-40 rr

-From 18 cases of sibling
inheritance d ivis ion.

<e l l

sets.

Males and Femal-es
22.9 years
tl
zz
rr
1243
n
5.9

Measure in years from birth

to tine of

This serial

sequencing of residence equal-izes the distinction

between

sibl-ing rank and J-ength of residence, two factors that do not
s ignificantl-y
children

correlate.

in their

males, indicating

Moreover, the l-ength of time spent by female

parents I household is only slightly
that

l-ess than that of

sex is afso of minor irnportance to the length of

co-residence.
This infonnation on residence practices and the definition
households indicates that a household does not persist
lifetimes

of the couple that establishes it.

established with the post-{arital

shift

of

beyond the

A new household is

to neolocal residence.

The new

household carries no obl-igations, as a household, fTom its two parental
househol<ls. Once established,
and obligations

a new household assumesall

of an independent societal unit.

Household composition is volatile
Recensusing a population
rapid structural

the rights

after

a few months indicated

changes. Structural

of a househoLd has shifted

during a short period of time.
najor and rather

change means that the composition

from one category to another on Table 3.1.

In June 1966) I censused 28 households in the village
Nineteen nonths later,

of Diaz Ordaz.

a recensus of these house lots revealed over

forty. per cent (12) with structural
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changes (Table 3.3).

TABT,E3.3

(DIAZ ORDAZ
CHANGE
S rN HOUSEHOLD
CoMPOSITION
)
Household Composition
June 1966 Census

Decenber 1967 Census

I

4

19

23

4

2

1

1

Subnuclear (A=b)
Nucl ear (A =b)-(... )
Patri-stem extended
family

(A= b)-(c )/(c =a){...)

Matri-sten extended
family
( A=b)-(c)/(c=D){...)

3
-7E-Households

Other

2
s2 H,ouseholds

Of these changes, seven lost rnembersto urban migration.
farnily households fissioned

Four extended
The

into new nuclear family households.

remaining househofd added a new adult memberwho was not a relative.
Klug (1965) also discovered short-terru instability

in household

composi.tion in Diaz Ordazrs neighboring vill-age of San Miguel del Valle.
trOut of a total of 36 households, only l-2 remained the
same over the 7 month period between censuses. In only
two cases is the change due to birth or death in the
family.rr ( ibid :27)
t{ithin

the household, Zapotecs strongly emphasize the supremacyof

parental authority

over their

children ( Sel-by 1966).

absolute authority

over their

childrenrs

Parents have

schooling, labor, discipline,

residence decision, migration decision to work outside the viIlage,
labor, and inheritance.

This authority

is not sex-l-inked to males or

femal-es, but is the shared power of the parents '
not distinguish

types of authority

Converselyr parents do

by the sex or rank of their

a strongly adhered to norm is that alf

chilalren should be treated equally.

The worse thing that a Zapotec child can do, aside from capital
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children,

crimes,

(to be grosero).

is to challenge parentaf authority
3.5

What endures?
Zapotec societal- structure has two basic groups:
Villages are highly stable entities

households.
their

that have maintained

for at least four hundred years.

integrity

despite radical

alterations

in the pofiticaf

They have endured

and economic atmosphere

In contrast r households are mortal and

of the region and the nation.

show considerable metamorphosiswithin
come and go, but the village

and

viflages

continues.

a short span of time.

Households

Viewed from the perspective of

corporateness, vil-lages are a corporate group, enduring beyond the
membersI households are not.

of their

lifespan

This contrast may be considered a major problem for Valley
What principles

ethnologists,
account for its
village

sofidarity?

solidarity

or organizations within

What endures? An adequate explanation of

would require a consideration of factors outside

the village as well as those within it
this

the village

(wolf 1957:9).

Moreover, at

stage of the development of Mesoamericanethnology, no one woul-d

propose that a single organization or process within
viffage

Rather, the objective of current

explains its solidarity.

ethnofogical

or without the

theory might be better

defined as an expl-oration of the

impact of various factors upon viflage

solidarity.

The objective

is to

test and probe various hypothesis and find a few reasonable answers.
lntegration
will

of the answers into a generaf theory of village

solidarity

come later.
Expl-anations of the solidarity

or tribes,

of corporate groups, such as vill-ages

have focused upon discovering principles

corporate groups nested within

that underl-ie other

the larger group, such as lineages.
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in the first

Goodyrs work discussed

the solidarity

would be that

by the solidarity
Explanations

of

the passing

the transmission

of office

in some orderly

uncovered a new problem:

succession?

group based upon either

to l-ands and ind ividuafs

compound is also a corporate
of its

lifespan

members.

represents

a variation

influences

the social

Testing
corporate

office

forrns the rules

solidarity

difficult

descent groups,

successionr

section,

does not retain

any compoundlike estate

fragments an estates

holdings

tbe Zapotec case appears to force
Coukl it

be the case that

question

requires

nothing

in tact

Zapotects

heirs.

endures?

a rnore complete description

Further

and
lack

because political
and land tenure

through

Leachrs question

6L

created by

to generation,

among different

inheritance

or inheritance

is unimportant

is not passed on from generation

individuals

descent groups,

in the Zapotec case.

succession

A

them.

shows that

Col-fier

of patril-ineal

groups based upon descent,

a systern of

linking

discussed in the last

on Leachrs theme.

descent or

past the

continues

any of these three propos itions--sol-idarity

land tenure--becomes
corporate

Inhei:itance
theory,

to compounds. Collierrs

move through

because it

entity

explanation

rrcornpounds.rr Compounds

endure in what he calls

relationships

share commonrights

a solidarity

Leachrs answer was that

Again, what endures?

land tenure

and descent,

fashion,

where does one look for

when the community Lacks a corporate

of

Leachts work in Pul Eliya

group membership.

of kin

groups.

which are afso corporate

have also been based upon the principles

of solidarity

succession,

The argument

group is rnaintained

of the more inclusive

parts

its

is an example.

section

time.

At first
to its

Inheritance
gl,ance,

extreme.

discussion

of this

of Zapotec inheritance.

3.7

Di.az Ord.az
To focus upon the details

of Zapotec inheritance

the discussion wi-l-l- now be narrowed to one particular

structure,

Zapotec cownunity for which therc
In addition

inforrnation.
different

and societal

to ny own research,

aspects of this

1965, Vargas Baron 1968).
is responsible

for this

is considerabLe ethnographic
others have studied on

corunrrnity (Quinn J-964, Mol-ony and Ugal-de
The surnnerfield

ethnographic effort

training

school at Stanford

in this

and other corununities

in the Vall-ey.
Diaz Ord,az, al-so tr<nownas Santo Domingo de1-VaILe, is a village
over 4000 inhabitants

s ituated

market town of T1acolul-a.
50 squar.e kiloneters,
in both population

six kiloneters

Its vi]'lage

naking it

territory

north of the standard
encompasses approxirnately

one of the l,a-rger villages

size and territory.

into

fiel-ds in the

r.anging from l- to J-6 parceLs per househol-d with a mean of

3.2 per household.

Twenty-one per cent of the househol-ds are either

landl-e ss or o'!./ntoo litfl-e
in the best of agricul-tura1
Other characteristics
ernerge during the following
dissertation

in the valJ-ey

Its popuJ-ation is divided

550 househol-ds, e ighty per cent of which hol-d scattered
countryside

of

land to provide for the ir

subsistence,

even

years.
of Di,az Ordaz important to the argunent wiIL
discussions

(I9 68 21844, 7 9 -LO7) .
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or may be found in Vargas Baronts

ENDNOTES
1.

For a sumary of Zapotec culture and more infonnation on this
region see Bea1s (l-969), Nader (1969), and Schmieder(1930).

2.

Information for these characteristics was distil-led from nunerous
ethnographic sources: Anderson 1967, Appleby 1970, Bot"erman1967,
Dermis 1968, Fjellman L966, Izaeeich l-968, Klug 1965, Kronenfiel-d
1965e Molony and Ugalde 1965, Plattner L9642 Quinn 1964, Starns
1966, Trueax 1966, and Weesner 1964. AfI these papers were products
of the Stanford field school program, NSF Grant CZ-:I64, and are
kept in the Oaxaca Archives, Departnent of Anthropology, Stanford
University.
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ZAPOTEC
INHERITANCE

4.

established in Section 2r this section presents

Using the criteria
a description
property,

to agricul-tural

of Zapotec inheritance which includes rights
and heir relationships,

testator

the tjming of transfers,

and

the rules of inheritance,
4.1

Inheritable

Property
that

Leyton cautions anthropologists
than the simpte transfer
transfer

rights

of a right

to different

may be rnore complex
a society may

to property; rather,

kinds of property by d ifferent

ruIes.

Each

and rules he cal1s an irinheritance sphere.rt Leyton

combination of rights

also suggests that spheres have distinct
rnore specific

inheritance

ideol-ogies.

Pospisil

concerning the nat ive infonnants I cognition

cal1s sphere I he suggests that a sphere is semantically

(1964) is

of what Leyton
segregated in

The Zapotec inheritance patterns supports their

the native language.
D U t s t s EDL T I.T T D.

Tn L964, Quinn conducted a brief

study of Diaz Ordaz inheritance.

Most responses to her formal el-icitations
between informants.

were muft ipl-e and varied

Nevertheless, one question produced stable,

consistent ans:vrers: rVhat are the kind of properties that can be
inherited?rr

The responses collected by Qufun and verified

in 1970 were:

G],OSS

RESPONSEf

Lands
Housesites and houses
Ani:naIs
Money
Crops
Household goods
Debts
*Apparently no Zapotec tern.
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Spanish was used.

by tenure,

of ways:

quality,

water resource,

rockiness,

lands

(parajes,

Schmieder 1930), soil
ldhen villagers

and class.

discuss
The

used subdivision.
second, and third

the agriculturaf

qualities

of lantl (Downing 1966).

them part

passes to another

also excl-udes ejido

category
of

property.

inheritable

(not necessarily

an heir

process of transfer

a national

only become a relevant

part

of

cafled

Control

classrl

vil-l,agers

lands;

in accordance

of the testator)
rrsuccession.

do not

parcels

of eiido

E;j;4]g lands

"

among extremely

inheritance

in a

countryside

between I'first,

The countryside

with

all

distinction

Spanish derived
land indicate

countryside

includes

the category

class proves the most frequently

inheritance,

consider

cl-asses:

As might be expected among

subdivide
focation

partitioned.z

were further

The countryside

in Diaz Ordaz.

they further

agricu lturalists,
variety

(hui).

and townsite
by villagers

control-led

two exclusive

into

Land (hu) subdivirles
(\u_lqn1ata)

of property

these categories

In some instances,

poor families

who own few other properties.
Sular or housesite

parcels

include

Housesites

vary from a few hundred square meters to half
housesites

not considered

part

are sometimes used for

This

as a personrs

natal

is the house where the testator

most cases, raised his heirs.
consideration

a hectare.

agriculture,

they are

o{ the countryside.

A person or persons may hold rights
is distinguished

the

within

a house.

of the nucfeated

larger

village

and often

boundaries

Although

of rrtownsiterr

Housesites are always located

may be inheritetl.

land that

are the only subcategory

to several

house and housesite
estabfished

The natal

but one

( gu!ar-i-t5aqk).

his household and, in

house receives

at one of the most important
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housesites,

ceremonial

special

occasions

in the

(nia

village

Informants

chickens

0n rare

and turkeys.

to their

money or crops to transfer
wheat,

animals.

and unirnportant

sheep, goats, cows, dogs, and cats.

burros,
pigs,

between animales mayores and animales

also distinguished

important

E9!9I9g,

and at inheritance.

de los Muertos)

and beans.

Furthermore,

responsible

incurred

for

heirs.

certain

for

by the vil-lagers

such as cooking pots,

testators

oxen,

might have

Crops (qoqe6) include

Inheritable

corn,

by a testator

debts incurred

not individuafs.

Code does not hold
those

debts are usually

These debts

Personal foans are not
of heirs.

to be the responsibility

goods are the onl-y class of properties
user.

category includes

mayordomias and guelagetza.S

are owed by anrl to households,

the sex of their

The latter

occasions,

such debts.

by the testators

considered

includes

even though the Mexican Civil

nay be passed to heirs
an heir

The former

whose disposition

Household

depends upon

Farm implements are male property;

items,

kitchen

pans, metates and S9!99r and spoons, are female

property.

Whentransferring their estates, testators use these general
distinctions

betveen kinds of property in a manner which they call
A testator

'rturnos.rr

begins his testament by dividing

his most valuabfe property,

then his next most valuable, housesites and
Property in one

houses, and then his irnportant animals, and so on.
Zapotec sphere cannot be distributed
ilistribution

in another sphere.

to make up for a deficiency

heirs,

of

Judgments concerning the disposition

of property are made for each class of property.
testator

lands, normally

For example, if

provides one daughter with fess agricultural

a

land than other

then he cannot overpay her in another sphere, such as househol,d

goods, in order to satisfy

his inappropriate distribution
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in the previous

sphere.

Goods in different

vafues, such as Ellgg,

spheres are not represented in equival-ent

although most villagers

are capable of making

the conversion.
the distinctions

In addition,

between property types correspond to

differences

in how the property itself

divisable.

The natal house and housesite should be given to the

youngest son.
heirs,

is nonnatively considered

lmportant animals should be distributed

Unimportant animals shoul-d first

afterwards this

equaffy amongthe

be sol-d and converted to cash,

cash is divided between the heirs.

Household goods

used by males should go to maIes, those that are used by females go to
females, and those not distinguished
of either

sex.

With this brief

userrs sex may go to heirs

by their

description

of inheritance,

appear that Zapotec evidence supports Leyton and Pospisilrs
inheritance

involves various spheres which are cognitively

it rdoufd
hypothesis;
distinguished.

This evidence also supports another suggestion in Leytonrs, and
perhaps Pospisilts

works.

A11 spheres are not of equal importance,

responding to the question of what kinds of property are inherited,
order of response proved extremely structured.

Invariably

I,ihen
the

the infornants

respondedwith (1) 1ands, (2) housesites and houses, and (3) animals,
in that orrler.

Responsesto the next three kinds of property, money

crops, and household goods, lacked sequencing; all
equiprobable.

The response of "debts" was the onl-y category frequently
trls there anything rnore?rrwas asked.

onitted and normally was added if
The rest of this dissertation
inheritance
reasons.

of agricultural

First,

permutations seemed

it

wilf

focus upon one sphere:

This sphere was selected for three

lands.

is the most important sphere to the villagers

evident from its primary position

the

as

amongresponses and from what specific
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items both testators

and heirs emphasize when describing their

Second, it provides the subsistence basis of alnost all

inheritance.

Diaz Ordaz households; villagers
reference to its

rank the wealth of a household by

l-ands. Even the lack of agricultural

influences a householdrs choice of alternative
Fina11y, there are some practical
agricultural

sphere.

quite complex.
structure,

economic activities.

The analyses of this one sphere proves to be
provide, however, a perspective on Zapotec

It wilf

and to a lesser extent, economics. Extend ing these analyses
The crux

onl-y marginal returns.

work on

I repeat, is not to write a definitive

dissertation,

Zapotec inheritance,
will

lands strongl-y

reasons for concentrating upon the

to other spheres probably would yield
of this

own

but to expl-ore ways of al]^a]-yzing inheritance

that

make it more applicable to the other objectives and theories in

anthropolos/.
4.2

Rights To Property
Detennining who had rights

a difficult

ethnographic task.

(property)?rt producecl d ifferent
was given in response to this
(!u_rlza

piece of property proved

to a particular

The question, rhiho has rights
answers.

Sometimesa narneof a househol-d

question, i.e.

Ia casa de Juan Martinez
was given

.luqlo). At other timesr the name of an individual

(Matil-de Perez, wife of Juan Martinez).
indicate another crucial
may hold rights

distinction:

to property,

to this

These linguistic
both individuals

differences
and households
any proPerty

A household membermay exploit

held by themselves or any other rnemberof their

household.

If a household

mernberdies, his or her property remains with the household unl-ess the
property is transferred
tt5oint rights.tt

th5ough inheritance.

In adrlition,

villagers
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This tenure may be called

clain that individuals

have the

This

however, is seldom exercised

right,

individual

arises

formed households.

(f)

to the couplers

children

get married.

viffagers,

including

sometimes assert

parents.

the property

understanding

it

of inheritance

high.

cases.

The first

exception

in town who, after

providing

his

passed to someone other

gave his

cash, and some crops for
was a childless

kinsman who watched after

estate

trour fandsrr and

frorn whose parents
reference

to

structure.

Tn a sample of 32 inheritance

only three

that

lives,

Conformitv to this nonnative

property

situation

individual

become a cl-ue to

upon societal

transfers,

exception

to

by making

and Heirs

statement proved extremely

estate,

to

to the

and these

This decreasing

inherited.

Oners heirs are oners children.

original

refer

to discuss

is uniroportant

to dispose

to newly

years of a couplers

among matured households will

effects

Testators

has children,

the couple themselves,

r,ras originally
Tights

individual

his

This reference

In the twilight

that

reference

the husbandts or (2) the wifers

decreases as the couple matures,

rights

right

of newl5rweds referred

For exarnple, relatives

couple rs fands as either
some reference

unless disagreement

to the individualrs

reference

was most vehemently expressed with

of property

parents.

Why?

between spouses.

It was observed that

4.3

rece ived frorn their

to dispose of inheritance

right

uftirnate

informants

to his bastard

was that

children

childless

than a testatorrs

with

mistress

of the wealthiest
large

her death.rr

A second

he was ill-.

was given to a non-

And finally,

was extrernel,y exceptional,

grandson (by-passing
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of the
a little

old bachel-or whose estate

felt

portions

this

in

man

a few bfankets,

her rhetl-be ing until

him while

child

in a

a man passed

young mants roother).

Adherence to this
rule,

norrn is so strong that

it

may be considered a

a statenent of appropriate behavior in this social system.

Testators and treirs may be referred to as parents and children,
respectively.

This rule is ambiguouswhen either or both of the parents

have had offspring
post-flarital-

by another marriage.

In this

situation,

residence decides who are legitimate

heirs.

pre- and
Heirship

may be claimed only if a person has resided and been socialized by a
testator.

Conversely, testators

biofogical

ehildren as an heir if they have raised hirn (her).

may treat

second exception, reveal-s an interesting

if

the relationshlp

situation

The

for childless

couples

Such a couple may fonn a rrsurrogate

who would other'wise be intestate.
parentrr relationship

someoneother than their

with a younger coupJ-efrom another household and,
proves meaningful to both couples, the younger

coupl-e may becomethe elderrs heirs.
Heirs are not distinguished
sex, age, or sibling

order.

in normative statements as to their

There is one exception:

the natal house

should pass to the youngest rnale ( sornetimesqual-ified to tryoungest
married male").

There is also considerable agreement between actual-

behavior and the norms on this point (Tabl-e 4.1).
TABLE 4.1

HEIR RECEIVINGNATAI,HOUSEAND HOUSETJOT

Relation to Testator

No. of cases

youngest son (with other brothers)
youngest son (and only son)
eldest son
middle son
unrnarried daughter
non-kin

17
10
I
1
2
I

Total

32 cases

In eighty-five
natal house.

It

Relat ive Frequencv
<A
qt

.06

percent of the cases, the youngest son inherited

should be stressed that
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in ten of these twentv-seven

the

cases, testators
eight

had only one son alive

at the time of division.

of these ten cases, younger sisters

In

were passed over in favor

of

4
tne on_Lvson. -

The five

cases that

do not conform to this

be call-ed trdemographic defaufts.r'
in which the application
an eldest

Demographic defaults

of a norn is logica11y

son inherited

his

At that

time,

he was still

brother

until

his marriage.

brother

raised

another

case, a middle

son married

hirn t'like

natal

house after

what might

are situations

inpossible.

For example,

both his parents

died.

young and became the guardian of his younger
The younger brother

a fatherrt
son inherited

The parents

stated

that

and deserved the nataf
the natal

out of sequence (before

matrilocaffy,

norm indicate

his

house after

elder

brothers)

his elder

house.

the youngest

and moved

passed the house to the next youngest son.

In two cases, women inherited

the nataf

house.

Both lacked brothers

parents

chose the daughter who remained with

them in their

non+in

case refers

mentioned previously.

to the bachelor

testator

The absence of dlscrimination

testators
usufruct

property
is

rights

inheritance.

themselves,

Lands are referred
landsrt by heirs

l4hen these heirs

they refer

The

testators.

statement.

Just as

are held in commonby a1f rnembers of a household,

shared.

or ttmy spouses parentrs

for

o1d age.

ano

are oners heirsrr reads rroners

are oners parentsrr and is a correct

testatorship

their

by sex is afso true

rroneis chifdren

The converse of the rule

In

that

to as itmy parentrs
have recently

fandsrt

received

near the time of beine testators

to trour parents t lands.tt

This concept of joint
directionality

of property

unimportant.

Under certain

testatorship
(either

does not rnean that

through husband or wife)

conditions,

7T

the
is

such as the death of a spouse

before

a couple has children,

rights

to the deceasedts natal
are born,

children

known to dispute
in trust
rights

for

the right

marry and establ-ish

children

receive

inherited

generation

rather

their

does an estate

nonnally

relinquishes

This number will

rights.

to the number of chifdren
and joint

not mean that

potential

usually

(a roan and his

heirs

4.4

to sixty-one

Figure
estates

be fess than or equal
The concept of joint

in a household will

equal the

A marriage merges

Thus, the number of

is less than or equal to hal-f its

4.1 shows the distribution

of the nurnber of

in Diaz 0rdaz.5

Timing and Manner of Transfer
Selby (1966) stressed

inheritance
testators
rather

the next

spouse), however, does

household unit.

households in a generation

number of children.

for

In this

This number is equal

have?

have had.

the mean number of chil-dren

irtto a singl-e,

property.

the

to the time when a testator

the testators

heirship

these

to property.

nean number of new househofds in the ne)ct generation.
two individuals

to these

At marriage,

a trust

of an individuaf

surviving

testatorship

spouse refers

own househofds.

to the number of children
his

spouse to hold the property

may be considered

than a right

How many heirs

have never been

share of the deceased parentts
property

his

a spouse dies after

chil-dren and rhatchesrr them until

chifdren

sense, aff

If

and siblings

The surviving

to their

their

parents

of the surviving

children.

as belonging

household.

(or her)

his

their

the widow or widower must relinquish

transfers

than pass inheritance

over their

control

in one instant

al,lowing heirs

quality

processual

in Santo Tomas Mazaftepec.

sfowfy relinquish

process may include

the gradual,

of Zapotec

He discovered

fands to their

in their

most

heirs

fifetimes.

to work sorne of the testatorsr
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that

This
lands
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for

severaf

grow old,

years before

retire

they actually

from active

become physically

finally

0f course,

this

participation

As the testators

title.

on corununity affairs,

unable to work, they progressively

more and more managerial
heirs.

transfer

decisions

their

concerning

process may abruptly

estate

and

relinquish
to their

end by the death of one or

both of the testators.
Diaz Ord.az inheritance
it

proves likely

that

by the time either

a gradual transfer.

also exhibits

rnost testators

pass the ir

wiff

(a) the spouse has dierl,
or (c)

a fu11 day in the fields,

all

the chifdren

one another

and signal

cycle of a household.

the eventuaf

it

portion

of their

estate

widow has been holding
may be stimulated
Other testators
and then,

to the newlyweds.
land rrin trustrr

by badgering

upon their

chifd;

a child,

estate

deathbed, make their

would require

the individual

4.4.I

I fack data for

Some

passing a smafl-

this

early

decision

the spouse is deceased

after

for why a person divides

the testators.

division.

In cases where a widower or

An adequate explanation
modelling

an estate.

from the deceased spousets relatives.

hold onto the entire

Iiterally

for

years of

to discriminate

to rlivide

first

his

phase in the domestic

should begin their

as the rnarriage of their

house with
several

is inpossible

the decision

No norms state when testators
begin as early

the natal

dissofution

At present,

precipitates

which event(s)

have been married

these events may happen within

In practice,

to heirs

estates

(b) they are unable to work

and the youngest son or daughter moves into
spouse.

In generaf,

personal,ity

final

decisions.

one way or the other
characteristics

such an analvsis.

Actual D ivision
Once the testators

decide to

indicate
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the disposition

of their

of

estate,

sonething like

the three divisions

that I personal-Iy vritnessed.

A surviving testator

feels it

is time to fonnally

Early one norning and without

estate.

Althou gh no norm specifies
of both testatorrs

it,

transfer

his

advance warnings he cal-l-s his

spouses, and two witnesses to the heirls

their

natal house.

the witnesses often are representatives

natal househol-ds.

After breakfast,

the testator

reminds his heirs that he and his

deceased wife have cared for them since birth
what tittle

This

is an itleaf type case based on the comnonelements from

description

heirs,

scenario take s place.

the following

there was in their

and provicled them with

thumble home.tt He recounts how he has

grown o1tl, how devoted his spouse was, and how she died.
what he and his deceased wife have given them.
during this emotionalr lengthy narrative,

He repeats

0n several occasions

tears fiIL

the old nanrs

eyes as he looks around tbe table at his sons and daughters, and their
spouses.

He continues relating

serve his village,

how he has tried

to avoid scandals,

and get along with his neighbors both in the town

and in the field s.
Then, he asks the witnesses to listen
(more recently

in the past ten years) to write them down. Fofl-owing

the turno pattern,

he designates the exact disposition

estate, beginning with his rnost valuable property.
numerous Iands, he divides his best lands first,
lands, and so on.

of his entire

If there are

then his second best

Next, he divides the houses and housesites, stating

the norm as his justification
youngest son.

to his words and

carefully

for passing the natal house to the

And so he continues until

been designated for transfer.
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the last

mano and metate have

From a smafl sampHng of cases, it woufd appear that the degree of
simplification

or elaboration of the turno pattern depends upon the size

of the estate.

In a snall estate, housesites and houses might be included

in the sphere of farm lands.

In larser estates turnos involve a finer

contrast between kinds of goods and might even irrcfude a category of
rrfine metatestr as opposed to rrpoor netates.rr
This collapsing of turnos, dependent upon the wealth of the
househofd, suggests a revision
spheres.

If further

of leytonts

concept of inheritance

confirms that the number of spheres

investigation

vary with the wealth of the household, then the definition

and analyses

spheres would have to be considered s ituation-dependent rather than the
same for all

estates.
reminds his heirs of their

Between turnos, the testator
ities

to hi$ after they have taken possession of all

and obligations

his worldly

responsibil-

him justly,

goods. He requests that they treat

feed, cloth

and shelter him, and not force h irn into the street without sustenance
any more than he denied thern the same when they v,7ereyoung.
Folloliing the verbal testimony, the witnesses read their
transcription
slight

details

The father listens

of the testament.
in the record.

Next, the testator

is in agreement with his wishes.

inheritance.

Then, if

in partial

witnesses sign it at a later
Next, tbe testator

A negative

or complete loss of an

a testament is to be written,

asks the witnesses to type the testament.

correcting

asks each heir if he

A11 answer affirrnatively.

response at this point might result
heirrs

carefully,

The testator,

the testator

heirs,

and

time.

asks the witnesses and a1f male heirs ( son-in-laws,

in the case of a female heir)

to accompanyh irn to all

to

his agricultural

The sequence of field

fields.

visits

beginning with the best set of fields
each field

the testator

be distributed.

and ending with the poorest.

indicates precisely

At

how the parcel of land will

is measured and recorded by the witnesses

Every field

in the testament.

for inscription

also follows the turno pattern,

more than one piece, the testator

If a parcel is being divided into
buries severaf stones along the new

boundaries of the fie lds.
During this waIk, which may last all
past happenings in his fields:

day, the testator

how he moved rocks from here to there,

when his old burro died under a certain tree,
of a field

and how a certain corner

produces rnore when there are early rains.

heirs of his good relations

with his field

heirs to contjnue this hairnony after
listen

He reminds his

neighbors I how one gave him

food, how another. helped hirn buifd a terrace,

remain siLent,

recounts

and so on.

He urges his

he gives them the land.

to the old manrs words, and carefully

The heirs
observe the

measurement. Most of the conversation is either between the testator
and witnesses or a never-.ending monologue by the testator.
the group returns

to the townsite where they complete the turnos for

houses and housesites.
where the testator

Afterwards,

The group finishes the tumos at the natal house,

indicates the disposition

of household goods.

Meanwhile, the womenhave prepared a meal for the group.

They eat and

go home.
It

is extremel-y inportant

nothing more than a signalling
and not its actual division.
upon the testator
of the disposition

to point out that this

day may represent

of the ultimate disposition
The time of the final

of the estate

disposition

depends

and may occur anytime between the day of the reading
and the death of tbe testator.
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Parenthetically,
between the testator,
occasion.

is a flprivaterr affair

the inheritance transfer
heirs,

Unlike the rites

music, dance, and invited

and witnesses.

It

is not a ceremoniaf

of passage, the dayrs events lack clrink,

guests.

The grouprs walk through the fields

is the onJ-y indicated the comnunity receives that an inheritance
transfer
4.4.2

is taking place.

Testaments and Judicial

procedures

Although parents usually present a verbal testament to their
children,

they do not always record a vrritten testament.

testament is vrritten,

the testator

recording the transfer.

has several alternatives

village

authorities.

disposition

for

He may have copies of the wil_l drawn up by the

witnesses and then signed and kept by aIl_ heirs,
0r he may, in addition,

If the

witnesses, and himself.

fil_e one copy of the testament with the l_ocaI
As a third

alternative,

through the state-defined

he may process his

legaI procedures.

TabLe 4,2 shows the frequencies of these choices arnoneg1
inheritance
TABIE 4.2

completed transfers.
t S DECISION
IEGAI FORMOF THE TESTATOR

For.ln

I.

No. of cases

Written Testament and
a,
b.
c.
d.

no copy given to loca1 authorites
copy given to locaf authorities
copy filed in district
court
disposition unknown

6
8
3
f

18
II.

No Written Testament and
a.
b.
c,

verbal transfer by testator
testator died intestate
disDosition unknown

g
3
f
--;;-

_LO
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Refative

Frequencv

Unfortunately,

these cases span a fifty

year time period and do not

permit discovery of any temporaf changes in the relative
of disposition

patterns.

1ocal village

authorities,

frequencies

However, older informants including some
feel that the practice of filing

testaments with 1ocal authorities

is increasing.

According to state law, an inheritance transfer
a written testament is filed

written

in the district

is Iega1 only if

court (Table 4.2, Form Ic).

The Codico Civil of 0axaca (f962) encodesan elaborate procedure for the
transfer

of an estate and directs that all

state courts.
al-ternative.

transactions

Table 4.2 shows that only a few transfer
This avoidance of statels

consistent with tle

go through the
take this

inheritance procedure is

villagers I avoidance of any encounter with or use

of the state legal- system.
If Zapotecs in Diaz Ordaz wish to comply with state law, they are
faced with enonnousexpenses: lawyerts fees, court costs, filing
transportation

to Tlacolula or 0axaca, and bribes.

Moreover, any fand

transacted through a state court nust be registered and taxed.
property is not registered,
registration

all

If the

back taxes Tnustbe paid as well as the

fees before the land may be inherited.

are unregistered (ocultos) which means that their

Most village
transfer

]ands

through the

state systern would require considerable expense. The scarcity
and capital

papers,

of cash,

that rnay readily be converted to cash, makes the state

procedures unattractive,

unless the testator

is willing

to 1iquidate the

more valuable assets of his estate to pay for the transfer.
The state seems aware of the vast amounts of land bypassing their
lega1 system and severaf years ago it
shunt all

property transfers

required loca1 fevel courts to

of estates worth more than f00 pesos
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the state

through

ostensibl-y

their

declaring

an inheritance

recording

beliefs

Villagers

personal

considered

between severaf

court

an inheritance
villagers.

by other

agreement with

their

]evel

deaths,
but also

authorities
nothing

tlat

If

or

court

is

a testament
intention
a delito

is

of
Srave

were not rea1ly

This

problems to the local

of their

in

and marriage with

did

focal

sonething

several

the 1ocal leve1 authorities.

It

court.

the native

is both an

to the authorities,

an intra-familial-

is reflected

so-in-so

with

courts

institution.

taking

in the villagerrs

level

F igure 4.2 reveals

system corresponds with

might be to register

births,

the heirs

graves).

divorce,

to a state

the innocent

scandalous.

and adjudicative

problerns.

crimes,

dispute

one of which

(diletos

may be considered

it

legal

of the dual- nature

future

that

transfer,

were registered

A coromonreason for

law),

capital

svstem. even with

considered

This use of the local

a testament,

(defitos) .

parents ? wishes.

cases where testaments

administrative

disputes

and choice gossip.

submission of legaI

are not irnmediately

is the

orocedures

classes of disputes,

Gossip spreads that

In contrast,

conception

state

serious

levef:

a scandaf by villagers

taken to the state
fegalizing

as a l-and sale of less than 99 pesos.

Submissions of a serious

injury.

by

are valued at 99 pesos or less and/or

would be something like

dispute

tangle

Iegal

state courts are places for disputes

is always taken to the state
A serious

have avoided this

non-comDliance with

that

distinguish

estates
transfer

Anotber reason for
villagersr

Villagers

courts.

not only
the local

rather

other

than

event to preclude

in the custom of registering
authorities

strange habit

(which is a state
of notifying

the

such-and-such to then and then requesting

be done by the authorities
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at this

time,

For example, a

womanwill

the locaI judges that her husband falsely

notifi/

her of laziness

and then teI1

them that

she just

wanted them to be aware

She requests no action be taken.

of what was happening.

are known as convenios and include the notification
of a birth,

one or the registration

a testament to the authorities
as a convenio.
that protect all

parties

if

archives is also cl-assed

community attention.

disagreements should ever arise.

heirs, witnesses, and loca1 authorities

a convenio to be indicative

local

Presentation of

Convenios are simply public records of a private agreement

The testators,

do not consider

of a confl-ict and the action does not dran

In contrast,

and attracts

as a defito

Such actions

of somewrong done to

marriage or death.

for the villaqe

accused

an inheritance dispute is categorized

widespread communitJiinterest

and gossip.

The

courtrs role changes in these disputes from one of confirming an

intra -famiIy decision to adjudicating

a dispute and achieving t'bal-ancet'

amongthe litigants.
4.4.3

Conflicts and Disputes
Inheritance

disputes

are prLze gossip and one may rece ive the

mistaken impression that they are quite coru[on. This wou]d be analogous
to impressions one would receive about crine rates by talking
homicide squad of a large U.S. city.

TABLE4.3

are tranquil

However, few iaheritance transfers

Table 4.3 indicates that most inheritance

becorneentangled in litigation.
transactions

events.

OF DIS?UTES
FREQUENCY
No. of cases

No disputes
Not applicable
Total

to the

Adjusted
Relative Freouencv Refative Frequencv

2T
6
5
3l cases

6s%
19%
16%

rooz81

In this
(1970),

tab1e,

rrno disputesrr means that

no one had questioned

A rrdisputel

ltNot applicableri

transfer.

t-heir property
did not result

situations

lrno disputerr

reference

to

and have been cfassified

that

to consider

disputes

participated
escalating

An example

i.e.

into

disputes

more serlous

I intentionally

without

in order to colfect
collected

informants

interviewed.

those coll-ected by Quinn.

defined

as any dispute

between co-heirs

Although

deserves rnuch nore attention,
may be sunrnarized with

the nineteen

and (2) the kinship

As an inheritance

dispute

refations

escalates,
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A case was
concerning

of Zapotec disputes

cases of

respect to (1) the leveI

These

or testators

the question

an

every dispute

cases were combined with

of an estate.

to

directly

dispute

occurring

and injury.

accusations.

proved so rare that

analyses,

trespass,

but also any viIlager,

minor form of litigation

the conflict

1ega1 hierarchy,

rs

the local, authority

of chicken theft,

remembered by any of the thirty-one

the division

without

oufd be the commonZapotec

allow not only co-heirs,

adequate sample for

forms,

or

This includes peoples, whom are sometimes co-heirs,

in a rather

Inheritance

as

between co-heirs

were expr.essed in other

making cfaims and counter-claims
Chicken disputes

and

cofumn of the tabfe.

inheritance.

court proceedings,

the

These two

dispute.

over chickens which takes up over half

disputes

and contested

were chifdfess

to someone without

fails

and children

was divided.

(a) had only one child

to cases that

in litigation

in the third

Thls tabulation
parents

refers

or (b) the testators

who becarne the only heir
transferred

the manner in which the estate

someone had questioned

that

indicates

at the time of the interview

they

inheritance

disputes

reached in the

of the litigants.

litigants

may take it

to

levels in a hierarchy of institutions.

different

satisfactory

Failing

a resolution

to both parties at any one level means that the dispute is
These level-s are:

taken to the next Ievel.
(if

1.

The testators

2.

Membersof the testators I kindred.
siblings

between co-heirs),

provided they are alive.
Specifically,

his or her

antl sometimes depending upon the side from \,vhich the

disputes property came.
(th" glsg-ldsg).

3.

Local village

4.

The rlistrict

5.

The state court in Oaxaca City.

Each shift

court irt Tlacolula.

into a higher level

to the litigants,
their

authorities

lifetimes,

institution

decreases the probability
and expands their

increases the monetary foss
of ending the conflict

within

involvenent with strangers.

TabLe 4.4 indicates that most disputes are resolved at the loca1
level,

either within

T ABT,E4.4

the family or by local fevel authorities.

INSTITIIIIONS THATA DISPLITEREACI.IED
H]GHESTIEVEI OF T..,EGAI
No. of Disputed Estates

Relative Frequency

10
4
5
0
19

Family (testators and he irs )
Di.az Ordaz authoritie s
State court at Tlacolula
State court at Oaxaca Citv
Total

t1

.26
0
1.00

These few cases reaching the state courts are often based upon
misunderstandings of the state law.
against his intestate,

In one case, a son brought suit

deceased parents for repayment of a loan he

clairned to have made them.
humorous and disrnissed it

The Tfacofula judge found the request
on two grounds:

suits nay not be fil-ed

against a deceased party and debts are not the responsibility
heirs.

of the

This claim, however, might have been considered legitimate
83

at

if

at the loca1 level court,

the debt was for obligations

incurred by

the deceasedrs househofd,
Recent trends in the village

and state suggest that the use of the

state courts for inheritance disputes rnay increase in the near future.
As outmigrating and increasingly

educated villagers

becomemore familiar

legaI system, sone are realizing

with the e)ftra-village

testanents are not legalfy

binding.

claimed in state court that their

that their

In two cases, individuals

parents died intestate.

they claimed to be the sole heirs to their

have

Furthermore,
Such a

parentrs estate.

Legal maneuver has brought what appeared to be a peaceful, settfed
inheritance

iate dispute.
case into imrned

Tn one case, the father had

died in 1952 and the cl-ajm for a rrlegalrr transfer was rnadeby his heir
in I97I.

appear that the plaintiff
siblings

54 years oId.

The heir was no

At this writing,

it would

will- win and coLlect the inheritance his

have been farrning for almost tvrenty years (in fact,

the rnanrs co-heirs have already passed it to the ir own heirs).

some of
The

real winners in these disputes are the courts and lawyers who have
charged the siblings

over a thousand dollars

lar{yers are hoping to tap more of this
by attracting

latest

in fees.
rake -off

Several unethical
of the peasantry

more rrcountry bumpkinsrrwho are dissatisfied

parentsl rrillegal-t' division

of their

with their

estate.

Another reason that the use of the state legal- system may increase
comes from pressure for more capital
farmers desiring
titl-e

to their

credit

lands.

for their

intensive agriculture.

agricuftural

Those

inputs must show ]-ega1

This requires registration

of the property, which,

in turn, requires proof of heirship.6
If any pair of heirs or a testator
84

and heir enters into disagreement,

it would be classified

as a "disputer

the number of dyadic relationships

case in this study.

Considerins

involved in inheritance cases,

the low frequency of inheritance disputes appears
even mote striking.
If the testators are considerecl to be one party
then the number of
parties in an inheritance case (n) would equal
the nrmber of heirs + 1.
The n'mber of pairwise combinations of testators
to heirs and heir.s to
heirs would be:

where r = 2
Thus, a case with four heirs and a testator

(n = S.1would have ten

possible dyadic relationships.
Even when disputes occur, they rarely
they nost frequently

litigant
TABIE 4.5

the heirs,

rather

repLesent disagreernents between one dyadic
pair

(l-7 of the 19 dispute cases),
three litigant

involve all

pairs.

The remaining two cases involved two and

Table 4.5 shows the kinship relationship

betueen

sets.
I,ITIGANTSIKINSHIPRELATIONSHIPS
IN CASESOF DISPUTED
-i"rln"f"r"
INI.IERITANCE
(19 cases of ttreritinc"

In Conflict
;----_^._,tl.
brDtlngs vs. sibling

No. of Litigant Sets

- ibling vs. sib1ing
-s
- half-s ibling vs. hitf_sibting
Subtotal
B. Deceasedtestatorrs

)

10
2
--n-

spouse or children vs. his (her) kindred
2
I
6

Parents vs. their
1i
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are the most brittle

This table suggest which dyadic relationships
in this

sociaf situation,

Sibling relations

over inheritance.
fission

who is most likely

i.e.

appear most fTagile and may become

points in inheritance disputes.

children of a deceased testator

parents (as testators)

the spouse or

Less frequently,

enter into litigation

will

from the deceasedrs natal household.

relatives

to enter into litigation

with

And least frequently,

beeomeengrossed jn confl-icts with the ir

will

children (as heirs).
do not intervene

Municipal- authorities

requested.

unless specifically
to fight

siblings

They and their

and lsrow that interference

the l-imits of their

disputes between parents and children.
and the first

chifdren toward their
These attitudes

in a family feud is outside

These confficts

is not true in
are carefuffy

pretext of violence of

parentsr the child is reprirnanded.
reflect

Fighting with a sibling

the reason why an heir may be disinherited.

or half-sibling

grounds for disinheriting

is neither unusual nor considered

Likewise, conflicts

heirs.

and }is

(her) family fal-fs outside the interest

court.

In sharp contrast,

legitinate

dispute

fe llow vi.llagers expect

This non-interference

authority.

observed by the authorities

in an inheritance

between a spouse

and powers of the l-ocal

between parents and children are a

fights

reason for disinheriting

an heir.

Such disputes violate

a

strong norm that Selby (1966) elevated to a trprinciplert for Zapotecsl
the rtprinciple
4, 5

of the supremacyof par.entaL will.rr

Rules and Noms
Thusfar, rules of Zapotec inheritance have been derived by comparing

normative statements to actual behavior.
manner were:

Two rules discovered in this

(1) onets heirs are oners children and (2) the youngest son
86

the nataf

inherits
rules

quickly

upon norn:

exhausts
alf

the previous

house.

in two ways.

In some instances,

refers

of an estate

all

Selby clairns that

mathematical

his

Tn section

in inheritance

In other

or consideration

of

may lead to different

7, the degree of

be roeasured.

will

to

use both meanings of equality

informants

case.

refers

between the heirs.

These two definitions

inheritance.

equality

behavior

Sefby (ibid:78-9)

equality

to the equal treatrnent

equality

outcones in an inheritance

Unfike

of Santo Tomas Mazaltepec use the concept

situations,

when discussing

statement to actuaf

is not clear what 'requal'r means.

It

trmathematicaf equalrt division

heirs.

equal shares of the estate.

should receive

heirs

the Zapotec villagers

of equal,ity

is onl-y one more commonly agreed

there

itself;

norms, comparison of this

proves complex.
believes

method of using norms to discover

But this

At this

point,

upon the importance of norns as guides to decision

I wish to concentrate
rnaking.
Aside fron

these three

indicate

to testators

quantity

of behavior

belavior

and others

norms, Zapotecs have very few norms that

what the society
is one that

they find

Norms are often
cond itions

children

hold the same status

testator

do if

parcels

nature

as heirs

their

his nataf

actual

(Hornans 1961:116).r'

in discovering

inheritance

because certain
Do step-

What should a

as children?

for

or

household?

If

no two

then what is an I'equal share?rr

are identical,
conditions,

of 1ife,

val-uabl-e for

kind

make them inapplicable.

and situations

C1ear1y, these externaf

Particular

guides to action

he facks a male heir

or properlz

stochasitic

value

ineffective

externaf

rra

to conform to

whom they specify

Moreover, norms are of limited
rules.

finds

influence
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many of which are generated by the
the applicability

of a norm to

c ircumstance.

a particular

These norms are best considered guidbfines rather than strictures
for appropriate behavior.

This view is supported by an absence of

these norms are violated.

ity sanctions if
commun

someoneother than children,
dividing

giving a nataf house to an eldest son, or

an estate into unequal- shares brings no iural

comrnunity. The testators
questions their
4.5,I

Passing inheritance to

right

action fron the

behavior might be considered odd, but no one

to dispose of the estate the way they wish.

Decision Making
Another method for discovering the rules of an inheritance system

would be to analyze it as a decis ion-rnaking process.

This analysis

proves difficult.

Inheritance is a unique type of decision for which

decision theorists

have not provided adequate models.

inheritance
First,

The uniqueness of

decisions may be seen from four perspectives.
inheritance decisions are infrequent comparedto other

decisions a person makes in his lifetine.

Several tines in his lifetime 2

a man may have to decide where to seek medical help or who shall be his
compadre. More frequently,
anal even more frequently,
In contrast,

he nust decide what to Plant each season,
what shal1 he purchase in the weekly pIaza.

a person disposes of his estate only once in his lifetine.

ity
In a conmun

of a Iittle

an estate is a relatively

over 500 households, the decision to dissolve
rare event.

During a yearrs fieldwork,

I

witnessetl only a handful of actual inheritance transfers.
A second factor making inheritance decisions difficul-t
their

highly

inheritance,
the division,

individualistic

nature '

Before testators

they never discuss the issue il

to study is

divide their

concrete termse and after

they seldom discuss how a decision was reached. Heirs

88

never discuss

reprimand

strong

with

inheritance

vary between households.

If

decision

is reached jointfy.

may take

into

in their

It

appears that

death of an heir

before

eldest

the originat
for

choices.

a testator

even though its

it

e.g.

of tirne.

their

Testators

it

is

considerably

frorn

may begin

as early

property

as their

decision
different

rnay be
from

are impossible

may soon be lost

does not represent a single

or nest of decisions.

for

a decision

A testator

decision,
must not onl,y

but also how much of each class of property

when the transfer

should be written,

a testator

recorded?

to draw rufes

As the years pass, an initiaf

and if

decides to write

These complexities

will

take place,

create
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a testament,

whether or not

shoufd be recorded,

so, where it

are contingent

Also many of these decisions
if

property,

of additional

are difficul,t

decisions

inheritance

give to each heir,

etc.

the

consequences remain.

is a cluster

a testament

if

would incfude

This long sequence of decisions

decide who are the heirs,
to

the

does have the

testator

acquisition

to recal-l- and the rational

And finally,
rather

spouse

he or she had with

such modification

and pieces until

by bits

modifierl

then the

are alive,

toward the testator.

inheritance

rnarriage.

child?s

a

appears to

made by the deceased co-testator

possibl,e ways of dividing

consider

of the estate

the surviving

because they are marle over a long period
to

of at least

one is deceasetl, the surviving

the testator,

or bad conduct of an heir
And third,

disposition

Cause for

warrant.

fear

inheritance.

the conversations

to modify any decisions

circumstances

for

both husband and wife
If

consideration

deceased spouse.

testators

not a reduction

if

who decides the final

Exactly

right

their

upon previous

decisions;

then where shoufd it

an ethnographic

situation

that

be

makes

l-

most of the decisionrnaking process non-re coverabl-e.
lnheritance decisions are not unique in sharing the characteristics
of being low in frequency, individuafistic,
crucial

choices of who one marries, when to migrate, and choosing an

occupation share these same general characteristics.
interesting
until

The

lengthy, and nested.

if

It will

these decis ion-rnaking processes prove similar.

prove
Hor.iever
t

such developments occur, the best source for the derivation

rules cannot be a study of the decision{mking
al-ternative appears to be an investigation
decisions.

process itself.

of the results

of

The only

of past

This forces a study to look into a rear view mirrow;

studying what has happened rather than what is happening.
there appears to be no alternative.
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At present,

ENDNOTE
S

underline.

Zapotec terms are

1.

Spanish tenns are indicated by solid
indicated by dashed underl-ine.

2.

This list
does not exhaust the response to a question such as, '\,/hat
Excfuded from the category of
kinds of property are there?lr
and personal
goods are ejido 1ands, commun
ity property,
inheritable
possessions (combs, clothing, and jewelry).

3.

If

one of the heirs

living
heirs.
A

has a rnayordomia debt contracted

when he was

with a testator, the debt is not transferred to the other
Rather, it is considered a debt of the heirts future household.

In 28 cases,
Quinnrs data closely correspond to these frequencies.
22 passed the natal house to a youngest son, I could not deterrnine
how nany of these were also the only sons. Males, other than the
youngest son, received this house in 2 cases. Females, without male
siblings, received the natal house in 4 cases. She has no cases in
which someoneother than the testatorts children received the natal,
house.
Where reference is made to s ixty--one cases, the data was collected
by Naomi Quinn in f964 and Dor^rningjn 1970. Both drew samples of
inheritance cases in the same community, Diaz Ordaz. Quinn (f964)
used an area-based sample, all her cases came from the northeast
Cases of doubfe counting: i.e. two heirs
corner of the village.
of the same testators, were merged into one case. I defined an
one dissolved estate equafl-ed one
inheritance case identically;
I consciously attemptetl
case. My sampfing technique was different.
to draw cases from households scattered throughout the villages.
As a test of the rel-ationship between the sample that Quinn and I
drew, I tested the nuII hypothesis that there was no difference
between the mrmber of heirs receiving lands from a testator in the
two samples (p = .os). A one-+tay antlysis of variance confirroed
the null hypothesis (F = l-.19, N = 30: Quinn; N = 31r Downing).
of the number of heirs per
Thus, with respect to the distribution
This
case, the tr^rosamples were drawn from the same population.
ind icates that no bias uere operating in our sarnples for families
with few or with many heirs, or at least if such bias were operating,
it was operating in the sarnedirection.

6.

Diaz Ordaz farmers are reluctant to apply for agrarian loans because
they fear the 1egal- hassle and expenses that would be necessary to
Thus, the complexity
properly register their fands with the state.
legal system is one of many
and expenses of the extra-village
factors indirectly working against the acceptance of new agricultural
This is another example of the widespread class exploitation
inputs.
of the peasantry by the engineers, judges, lawyers, doctors, and
ooliticians.
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5.
5.1

AND SOCIXTALSTRUCTURE
INHERITANCE

Is Inheritance a Social Exchange?
I suggested that inheritance might be a social exchange

Earlier,

Social exchange, in contrast to economicexchange
e involve s

(sec. 2.5.1).

human interactions
rrinterested.r'

that Mauss (1925) referred to as rrobligatoryrr and
have been further

These characteristics

defined by Blau

(7964), who says that a sequence of behaviors may be considered social
First,

they meet four criteria.

exchange if

unspecified obligations
an efement of trust

it

gratitude,

obligation,

Second, it

on the part of the recipient.

that others \^ri11 fulfil-l

Third,

obfigations.

a social exchange irnplies

what are often unstated

strengthens or creates feelings
And fourth,

and trust.

of personal

the benefits

of social

excl:ange have no rnediumof exchange in which they are evafuated.
mutually beneficial

transaction

A

sequence of social exchanges, moreover, fosters

that continue.

relationships

entails

And unlike economic exchange, the

of a social exchange does not teminate

the obligations

between the giver and taker.
Blauts four elements of a social exchange are present if
inheritance

is viewed as a transaction between parents and children.

The reciprocal

obligations

of heirs and testators

The precise neaning of 'rproviding food, shelter,
vague and metaphorical to anthropologist
obligation

Zapotec

is netaphorical because it

are vaguely stated.
and clothingrr is

and villagers

includes listening

alike.

This

to one another

and carrying on a multitude of other social exchanges, in short,
maintaining social
as:
their

after

interaction.

There are no answers to questions such

the inheritance transfer,

testators

does the heir and his spouse owe

one, tvio, or three shirts
92

a year?

How often should each

feed tle

heir

Strould heirs

testator?

Zapotecs do not discuss

them, does not mean that

like
party

begins to feef

an imbafance in reciprocaf

these

issues surface

into

of the obl-igations

of the testator

conduct toward one anottier.
if

of his

this

streets,

although

elderly

inforrnants

rather

to heirs

and

and continuity

protect

of breakilg

party

either

social

this

coufd lose one of the two sources

could be abandoned to beg in the

has happened only once in the menory of
recent

relationship

The relationship

than across generations,

rather

than between child

and children

throughout

times.
is one of personal obligalion,

almost never involves irreParable

his

antlropologist.
beard the likes

between siblings

and parents.

0n severaf

considered

father.rr

i.e.

Conflicts

or husband
between

are most shocking and comrnandwidespread discussion

the community.

Ordaz villagers
struck

exchanges,

Fights between kinsmen in the samehousehold usually occur

confl-icts.

parents

developing,

dependent upon their

sanctions

the risks

apparent

and never within

and trust.

gratitude,

and wife

tragedy

the parent-chifd

Certainly

yet

And a testator

inheritance.

within

An heir

are serious.

contract

When either

social

of testators

completely

No conmunity

is broken,

contract

the social

is

relationship

heir

Like aff

drinking

and others

them.

relations

and the validity

upon trust

vice versa l:est completely

with

are cemented by nebulousness and

and heir

Fulfillment

uncerta inty.

staternents.

verbal

between testator

relations

father

their

ans$7ers to these questions,

But the lack of specific

noney?

provide

a shocking,

This would bring

occasions

I was told

one sentence gossip:

what Diaz
ttJuan B.

gasps from everyone except the

rrhow could he?, Irve
Then, people would comnent,
of thisrr

Zaootec inheritance

and other

such expressions

also meets Blauts
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fourth

never

of amazement'
criteria

for

a social

exchangeI there is no standard or mediumfor evaluating the exchange.
testators I estate

Zapotec heirs do not calculate the value of their
in terms of how much care is owed the testators
if

they tried,

testator

in the ir dotage.

Even

there would be no way to estimate how long a dependent

might live.

Nor would any testator

attempt to cafculate how

much each child had given him in terms of a commonrnediumlike pesos.
These obligations

are measured subjectively

and, unfortunately,

their

measurementis beyond the current state of anthropologrts understanding
of social exchange. A1so, incomparibifity

of spheres represented by the

turno pattern hinders co-heirs from comparing their

shares on a single

d imension.
Further support for inheritance being a social exchange comes from
the only case witnessed in wtrich an heir was alnost disinherited.
widower father was on his deathbed.

One of his sons had been working

in Mexico City for several years and, after being notified
rushed to his fatherrs
the following

side,

A

A friend of the fatherrs

by telegram,

and I reconstructed

d ialogue :

Son:
Father:
Son:
Father:

Son:
Father:

rl
"And my share?
"Here is my testament - to you I have left nothing.ll
rrBut I am your son . . .tt
tYes, you are very much my son, but fittle
have you
re cently spoken to your father, little
did you give
hirn one centavo, liltfe
have you visited h i.rnwhile
he re cf iiEEl-Ty-ing here on his deathbed. you are
no son of mine. rr
ttBut then, whose son am I?rr
tYes, we gave you life.
But when you began to work,
you did not consider your father. So, when your
father dies, neither is he going to rememberthat
he had a son.
The conversation was interrupted, the son continued
to pIea, and finally the father said . . .

Father:

ttGoodenough, I leave you a Iiltle
piece of fand so
that you stop crying like a sucklirg . . ."
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small- fragment is worthless

(objecting)

Father:

ttff,tt'i" what I give youl if you tlonrt want it, then
your brothers and sisters will be happy to use it.rr
Thank you, rny
(after hesitating) rrltll take it.
rt
father.

Son:

Afterward s, while transcribing
the friend

rYes, but this

Son:

the tlialogue with the fatherrs

commented: ttThe boy did the right

friend,

thing (accepting the small

parcel)2 he could have gotten nothing.rr
It seems apparent that some type of a social contract had been
violated.

From the fatherrs perspective,

the son fail-ed to meet both

After threatening negative reciprocity,

material and social obligations.
the father gives his son a fraction

of what the young manrs co-heirs,

who presumably had to meet these obligations,
is seldon so explicitly
silhouette

verbalized,

This contract

received.

but stressful

circunstances helped

it.

Less substantial

evidence comes from the way villagers

cfassify

inheritance as a type of exchange. There appears to be no Zapotec tenn
that corresponds to the Spanish meaning of inheritance
Rather, what I have been calling
diadot,

inheritance,

This term also includes offerings

(herencia).
refer to as

the villagers

to the saints,

srnall gifts

of

food between households, and the presentation of clothing by a godparent
to his godchild.

It might be best transl-ated ttgift.t'

Taken together,

this evidence suPports the proposition

tance is a social- exchange between parents and their
(parents) exchange l-and for the return gift
clothing,
5.2

and shelter from their

that inheri-

children;

of superannuity,

testators
i.e.

food,

heirs (children).

Social Exchange Between Parents and Children
Inheritance is not the only social exchange between parents and

95

children.

In proper perspective,

it

is onl_y one of a series

between them.

These exchanges involve

in rofes

than testators

sociaf

other

context,

parent/child

parents

and heirs.

To place

the life

ehart was derived

personal

The table

the interchanges
cycle,

the next.

taking

certain

dialogue

question

for

to parents

if

relationship.
the chifd

childrs

marriage

chi1d,

inheritance,

obligations

of obligations

would be impossible
for

out for

to l_ist

even one stage of the
is one of many social
and children.
concerns the relative

and his heir,

it

From the

appears that

ttmarkingtr the
bafance and status

These rnarker exchanges incl_ude money sent

and superannuity.

appears to threaten

patterns.

exchanges to the participants.

worked outside

the vifl-age,
post{arital

residence

by the

of the relationship.

groups, what is most inportant

and their

chifdren

and the exchange relationship
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pa)ment of the

Reneging on these major exchange

the continuity

of societal

the exchanges between parents

behavioral

research

expenses by the parents,

From the viewpoint

These stages are not

inheritance

further

between a testator

exchanges are singled

of the overafl

it

used

the approximate ages

place between parents

importance of these multifarious
preceding

Although

between these two pairs

exchange transactions

fists

they signal

these data demonstrate that

An interesting

also

criteria

and

stages (Merida Blanco,

to by these terms.

age, rather

One stage shades into

exchanges between parents

from the Zapotec life

communication 1967).

based on chronological

life

its

dimensions of the

The distinguishing

cyc1e.

at which a person is referred

all

within

relationship.

throughout

in this

interacting

inheritance

is necessary to view these other

it

Table 5.1 summarizes the high frequency
children

and children

of exchanges

about

is the transformation

at rnarriage.
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nt
lti

marriage and establishment of a separate household, the

childrs

participants
with their
spouse.

in the exchange network shifts

from parents exchanging

child to parents exchanging with their

narried child and his

0r, viewed from the perspective of societal

groups, it

shifts

from intra-household to inter-household exchange. Furthermore, the
newly established household is now in. a position to exchange with
corununity rights

other households and fu1fi1l

Thus,

and obligatious.

any household head and his spouse carry on exchange relationships

ascending generation and

his and her parentrs households in the first
witb their
first

with

chil-drents spousesr households in the

children and their

descending generation.
The importance of marriage in Zapotec ceremonial events, when
of passage, is related to this

comparedto other rites

transforrnation of exchange relationships
marriage.

societal- group within
residence give birth
structure

occurring at, or shortl-y after,

In short, marriage not only links

lesser extent, their

families,

structural

individuals

and, to a

but al-so marks the beginning of a new
a household.

the village:

to the basic building

Marriage and neolocal

block of Zapotec societal

and is recognized accordingly.

Acceptance of inheritance as another type of social exchange between
households places inheritance within
a larger exchange network.
exist

its social context.

The testator/heir

relationship

It

is part of

does not

in a social vacuum, but grows out of a much older relationship

of parents and children.
structure

If the consequencesof inheritance upon societal

are to be ascertained, this

demandsfurther

a1-tention.
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larger network of social exchange

5.3 Alliance Theory
Mausst original

statenent of exchange theory was further

His research has corneto epitornize what is

by Levi-Strauss (feae).

known as rralliance theory,I
to identify

attenpts

explored

Amongits many objectives,
implications

the structural

alliance

of d ifferent

theory

tyPes of

exchange systens; thereby provid ing a general statement of the impact
of exchange on social organization.
in terrns of social solidarity;
the reciprocity
solidarity.

This impact is sometimes evaluated

the assumption being that the greater

between individual-s (or groups), the stronger their

Use of this nethodology requires a typolosi

of exchange

systems, determination of which type of exchange systen one is dealing
with in a particular
roodel.

From this

case, and then, fonnulation

structural

of the structural

modeI, deductions may be madethat must be
This deduction pr.ocess could be

consistent with the ethnographic facts.
considered one type of explanation.

In an analysis of cross-cousin marriage, Levi-Strauss identifies
direct

two general basis for exchange systems:
Direct exchange (also cafled restricted

exchange) refers to giving and

receiving of sonething between two groups.

An often citetl example of

exchange would be two exogamousunilineal

direct

Generalized exchange refers to a situation
return exchange indirectly
exampfe, patri1ateral

and generalized exchange.

moieties trading women.

where a giver receives a

through one or more additional

For

Parties'

cross-cousin marriage nay create a circulation

hromenbetween three or more patrilineal

groups.

This d istinction

of

between

and generalized exchange may be diagraned as follows:

direct

DIRECT

GENERALIZED

n *p

direction of giving
omen.
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exchange often

and generalized

Direct

that

rules

prescriptive

their

strengthen

rrextensiontr property
sometimes have an
situation

particular

For example, if
motherrs

and, most important,
which assist

kin

by the same kin

an ambiguity

that

states

derived

most of his

ego may

type is not present,

between exchanging groups

they generate alliances
the social

ilapplicable.

term as his MBD. Exchange structures

of relationships

in explaining

in a

what to do if

ego should marry his

that

states

daughter and this

marry someone called
afso foster

rule

These rules

applicability.

adherence to a rul-e is

a strict

a prescriptive

brotherts

in an atmosphere of

thrive

between groups

structures

in which these groups are

structure

imbedded.
Levi-Strauss

for

assurning that

filial

afliances

and that

structures

Goody (1956:282, !963:47) has criticized

data.

from kinship

examples of alliance

is built

kinship

should receive

too l-ittle

through marriage.

as much attention

l,evi-Strauss

Goody feels

that

al,fiances

as affinal

emphasis has been placed upon cross generation
Referring

exchanges and relationships.

to Levi-Strauss,

Goody summarizes

his position:
trrelations

within and between generations coexist within the
The al-focation of
social system at any one moment in time.
seem to be
the
other
woufd
primacy to one set as against
(Goody 1956:46-7)
i rnisapplication of developmental analysis.rt

Goody is not saying that
generation
of also

levi-Strauss

exchange structures,

looking

at relationship

is wrong in his

rather,

he is

analysis

stressing

across generations.

tle

of within-

importance

The difference

is

one of degree and emphasis, not kinil.
Goodyt s modif ication
to the Zapotec inheritance

of Levi-Strauss

rs objectives

proves applicable

case and produces an interesting

f00

question:

vrhat types of alliance

a trcognaticrr society,

ignored by alliance

been largely

to

and inability

neglect

this

cognatically

organized

marriage

and affinal

surface

interpretation

Levi-Straussrs

also food,

impfications

native

of his

empbasis on
narrow,

a rather

in The Efementary

prestation.
allows

of exchanging women should
comments on exchange systems,

not only the exchange of wornen, but

The emphasis that

both the anthropologist

place on the exchange of women comes from several
to do with

rrwomanhood"per se.

cornmodities, measured by the amount of labor
The ambiguity
flexability

And women are visibl-e

them to be indicators

in their

of the status

of obligations
referred

preparation
ownership'r,

pelrnilting

and counter-obfigat

to as |tmarkersrt).

ions

Tn sum,

is based upon these characteris-

bonds created by the exchange.

f01

their

of the social, landscape,

the importance of wornan in some societies
and the social

invested

membership of the exchanging

in defining
features

factors

Womenare valuable

which occurs when defining

between groups (what I have earlier

tics

concepts

is exchange (1949:Chapter 5).

the perspective

goods, and services.

have little

group.

to apPly their

theorists

objectives

foremost interest

These systems involve

in general.

in turn,

then

Such an emphasis represents

Levi-StTaussrs

always be viewed fron

for

Goody is correct,

might come from their

societies

His emphasis upon the structural-

that

If

has

that

of Kinship.

Structures

and tle

a type of society

theorists.

of all-iance

ties.

to the

In other words, Zapotecs have

emphasis on descent.

vrhat has been called

becomes rnore

descent groups, marriage prescriptions,

Zapotec casel ttrey fack corporate
little

are created by

might appear inappficabfe

because Levi-Strauss

and place

This question

exchange patterns?

Di.az Ordaz social
interesting

between generations

structures

To paraphrase Robin

Fox (1967), there is nothing magical about being a bride.
a heavy investment

Just as women represent
societies,

unil-ineal

so also does land represent

to land rnay jnvofve

rights

women; a particular
or joint

as rnuch ambigrity

parcel

one of the visibfe

corporate

kinship

groups.

is a marker for

of women in unilineaf

equivalent

groups.

social

the exchange of wonen are in some respects
women are exchanged, reciprocity
Most other prestations

give superannuity

receive

to their

their

The mul,tifarious
childrens?

ilheritance

dissimilar

Zapotec households.

Figure

a distinct

with

a dashed tine.

into

their

are linked
perspective

between the
goods and,

But such a mix of exchanged
theory.
and the ir

alfiance

(and

children

anong

structure
kinship

diagram.

own households are outfined
merge

exchange group.

diagram because they form an exchange unit
similar

Couples

from the

groups in the community and hold joint

r02

women.

are secondary.

parents t materiaf

household as members of its

of other,

lihen

for

Unmarried persons (marked X on the figure)

parentaf
on this

their

and

transactions.

exchange brides

5.1A shows an idealized

couples whom have established

is an important

Womenare traded

exchanges between parents

spouses) creates

between

0f course,

parents.

and

Land is the

commodities are transacted

Children

And land is

it

commodities does not negate the use of alliance

Married

individual

societies;

in kind.

between groups that

different

exchanging groups.

is

to

relationships

In sum, among Zapotecs,

comnodity exchanged betreen

in turn,

rights

between parents

of the exchange status

narkers

mucb as bride-exchange

In inheritance,

as defining

defining

of land may be cl-aimed as either

children,

structur:aI

In turn,

depending upon the purpose of the claim.

tenure,

in

the most expensive

to which a Zapotec couple holds rights.

capital

their

of time and fabor

FIGURE5.1
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tenure over the householdrs propertlz.
picture

Figure 5.18 sirnplifies

this

anal shows the exchange groups, excluding unmarried persons that

have not established their
tbe directions

of direct

own households.

And figure

E.lC indicates

and high frequency exchanges between householtls.

A househoLdexchanges with the natal households of the couple that
established
their

it

and with households established

by its

own children

spouses. This diagram may also be interpeted as ind icative

directions
vilrage

of aIliances

resurting

and
of

from frequent exchanges. rf the entire

were to be diagramed in this

manner, a general alliance

structure

or exchange network would become apparent.
This final
alliance

diagram represents an extremel_ysimple model of the

structures which I feel

Unfortunately,

it

fails

is applicable to most Zapotec vilJ.ages.

to make aflowances for other, less intense

inter-household exchanges such as compadrinazgo, guel_agetza, and tequio.
Elsewhere, Beals (1970) has discussed these inter-househokl exchanges
using data I provided him from Diaz Ordaz. None appear frequent and
intense enough to overshadow the importance of this
5.4

Implications

alLiance system.l

of the Alliance Model-

This simple alliance

model_ of Zapotec societal

structure

is

consistent with the ethnographic puzzl-es and facts presented in the last
tfio sections.
5.4.1

Sparcity of Norms

Earlier,

it

is noted that only three rules (which are afso norms)

guide inheritance behaviors and decisions.
f.
2.
3.

Oners heirs are oners children.
The youngest son inherits the natal house and housesite.
A11 heirs should receive equal_portions of the estate
(to be discussed in section 7).
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Interpreting

these rules

in light

of the suggestion

is one element in a network of sociaf
indicates

that

structure

of the vi11age.

these rules

ttOners heirs

first

are sufficient

to specific

establish.

two chances for
economic unit
permits

have obligations

Furthermore,

this

receiving

to all

rule

in labor calls

that

which it
Provision

its

the basic

generations.

In the

to the parental

descending generation,
its

children

most households wilf

have

can form an independent
for

economic viability

comrnunity obligations

(tequio),

afl-iance

every household will

househofds that

insures

land with

the househofd to fulfill

participation

that

In the first

the viIlage.

within

insures

a household is obligated

households of the husband and wife.
a househol-d will

to naintain

peoples in adjacent

ascending generation,

inheritance

exchanges between households

are onets chifdrentr

have obligations

that

such as

the civil-religious

hierarchy,

and pa1'rnent of taxes.
In addition,

these rules

make it

have as nany sources of support
The provision

that

all

heirs

the chances of the elderly
Ideally,
heirs.
mig}t

the cost of caring
Because inheritance

place a heavier

the larger

share.

in their

that

an elderly

dotage as they have heirs.

for
for

receiving

the testator

is a social

heir

is divided

among al_l the

exchange, an unequal division

of superannuity
failed

shares.

The equal shares rule

costs to the heirs
patri-fleolocal

upon the heir

to reciprocate,

also reflects

This residence
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receiving

the testator
who received

relatively

themsefves as evidenced in the pattern

residence.

increases

some type of superannuity.

would be hard pressed to dernand the same care from heirs
smaller

couple will

rece ive equaf shares of the estate

obfigation

Tf this

like1y

equal

of serial,

sequence distributes

the social

obligations

of children to parents rather equally,

except the youngest

son.
The provision for the youngest son inheriting

the natal household

does not nean that be receives a larger share than his co-heirs (see
section 7.3.1).
with ritual

Rather, he receives a particular piece of property
This rnay be interpreted

value.

as an extra reward to the

youngest son for his increased period of residence with the testators.
Unlike his co-heirs,

the youngest son maintains patrifocal

his parents divide their

until
shifts

estate and begin their

between the households of their

heirs.

residence

serial

residence

Provision of the

youngest son with the natal household also acts as a cultural
systen protecting
their

in cases where their

the testators

back-up

heirs may slight

The youngest son owes his parents more

superannuity obligations.

than the other sons and daughters since he is in possession of the natal
house and housesite where his testators

originally

established their

household.
Maintenance of these three norms insures that the system of
inter-household alLiances between generations regenerates itself
time,

It protects both testators

and heirs alike from losing their

economic base to competition from others.
circumscribes the obligations

through

Conversely, it tightly

of househol-dsto one another.

This

viewpoint seems consistent with Homanrsinsistance that norrns reflect
high frequency behaviors and have somebenefit

to the individual-,

otherwise they are not worth following.
5.4.2

Sibling Relations
The alliance

model also suggests that sibling

be weaker than parent-child

relations.
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relations

Exchange theorists

should
predict that

if

A and B will

this

Siblings

hypothes is.

over inheritance

with

among Zapotecs,

to enter

are much more likely

one another than parents

although

is l-irnited

into

on the

of sibling

show the brittfeness

disputes
More

and chil-dren.

rel,ations
retationship

seems unnecessary because this

this

between

kin types supports

between different

disputes

could be presented to

evidence

then the relationship

Evidence presented earlier

know it.

heirs

of inheritance

s.fc),

The pie held by the testator

be competitive.

and both they and their
frequency

(Fig.

resources

and C has limited

group (C)

another

two or more groups (A and B) are exchanging with

about Zapotee social

appears as one of the more obvious observations
organization.

Lack oF tmphasis on Genealogies

5.4.3

Zapotecs place Iittle
their

ancestors

customs, shall-ow geneal,ogicaf reckoning,

burial

The alliance

ancestor worship.

rofe

have any direct
contrasted

emphasis on their

with

rnodel suggests that

in the exchange network,

the LoDagaba studies

on exchanging with

generations

generations.

Social

ancestors

They place great enphasis
Among Zapotecs,

in terms of succeeding,

on fewer social

carry

5.4.4

The Shift

rather

than

exchanges occur between alternating
are necessary for

The grandparent-grandchild

secondary to the parent-chifd

former

do not
may be

situation

ttmarkertt commodities that
but exclude the

the devefopment of the household.
is definitety

by Goody.

in

and lack of

the second ascending generation.

exchanges are rnade and interpreted
al-ternating,

this

as witnessed

relationship

exchanges and, thereby

in Reference from lndividual

relationship

because the

show weaker sofidarity.

to Joint

Rights to Land by

L -LdET-LV UOUD'LCS.

ft

"u"

uf"o d-i="ou"t"a that as coupl-es grew older, their
707

children

married and established their
inheritance transfer
rights

individual

drew near, couples preferred to merge their

and to dispose of thejr

that \^rasund ifferent
originally

own househol-ds, and as the tirne for

property as a comrronestate

iate d as to the laterality

carne. Elderly

frorq which the property

couples referred to our land rather than

the husbandrs inheritance from the motherrs.

distinguish

Considered

fron the perspective of social exchange, this represents an adaptive
for the testators;

strategi

they maxirnize their

distribution

that thetu heirs are equally obligated to both of them.
heirs distinguished between the individual
different

segments of the estate,

rights

obligations

by insuring

Otherwise, if

of the j.r parents to

would be divided into

those that received the rrfather I s landrr as opposed to those that
received the rrmotherts land.tr
interjects

ambiguities into the reciprocal

insures either
words, it

The concept of joint

testator

a future

obligations

of the heirs that

if the other should die.

is in the self-interest

value from the entire

testatorship

of the testators

estate rather

In other

to gain exchange-

than fron the part that he or she

received from his or her parents.
5.4.5

Social Solitlarity

Earlier,
this

the question was raised:

what endures? The answer to

question seems to be the following.

households regenerates the basic structure
specific

obligations

dyadic alliances

The system of afl-iances between
of independent households with

to one another through tirne.

It

is the system of

between households that endures and provides the

diachronic continuity to Diaz Ordazts social structure.
The characteristics

of Zapotec societaf
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structure whereby a househofd

may be withdrawn or added to the village
the comrnun
ity structure
model.

without any basic change in

may be interpreted

in terrns of the alliance

The disappearance or addition of a household only effects

a

few strands in the network that binds many households into one tight
stTucture.

The only danger would come frorn a complete loss of exchanging

households in either the first
In this

ascending or first

descending generations.

case, a household would be pressed to maintain its economic

viability.
This fatter

situation

is protected by a rule which parallels

the extension ruLe in cross-cousin marriage.

This rule states that a

descendents nay form a ttparent-childrt

couple without

that of

l-ike reJ_ationship

that woul-d a1low the sorrogate parents to trade their

inheritance for

superannuity with another household.
5.5

Superannuity:

An Underlying ReasonFor Social Exchange

It would require another dissertation
for social reciprocity

between parents and children.

could range from explaining

individual

for unambiguoussocial relations,
considers tle
of this

regional factors

system.

to explore all

An explanation
such as a desire

to a national state model that

influencing

At this juncture,

a middle-range explanation that,

motivations,

the reasons

the maintenance and origin

however, I shalf concentrate upon

although obvious, demandsforrnal

recognition.
Figure 5.2 breaks down the population composition of Diaz Ordaz
by age and sex.

One interesting

statistic

population pyramid is the dependencyratio.

that may be derived fron this
The dependencyratio

is

the proportion of children and etderly peoples in a population who are
economically inactive to those that are active.
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This ratio

is cafculated
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by comparing those in the population
those between ages 15 and 64.

under age f4 and over age 65 to

The middfe range are called

and those under f5 and over 65 are cafl,ed rrinactives.rt
for

are 61 dependents for

every 100 actives.

with the United States (1968) dependency ratio
actives,

Bufletin

Although

an accurate

sociaf

the state

situation

plays this
to

peasants.

role.

plan,

This national

situation

within

o1d age assistance

dependents,

obfigate
The tie
children,

Moreover,

that

really

responsible

fevel

for

fevel

social

dependent
for

the elderly

institutions.

or community responsibility
ties

another without

are not so strong
a more interested

exchanges between their

respective

households.

an exchange relationship

111

from strong
To make this

begins at the birth

as to

rationale.

binds kinsmen to kinsmen is the boncl of parents

a bond which has been shown to result

more accurate,

program,

of economic independence of Zapotec

extended kinship

a kinsman to care for

by default,

cannot depend on

leaves the provision

households does not give way to locaf
for

by

Mexico has no national

dotage.

the hands of the local

the strong pattern

Unfortunatel-y,

Alnost

Aging vil-lagers

such institution

defined

Sorneoneor some institution

the young and elderly.

then in their

care for

and young completely

to 100

could not be calculated,

individuals

seems clear.

cruciaf

or any other

security,

of alf

for

system, retirement

welfare

of 62,2 inactives

of the dependency ratio,

estimate

must accept responsibility
inheritance

may be compared

l-972).

the degree of economic activity
the general

51

and 16 of which were elderly

46.2 of which were children

(Statistical

there

reveals

0f these 61 inactives,

This inforrnation

were chil-dren and 10 were elderly.

of

Calcufation

the a970 Di.az Ordaz population

the dependency ratios

the "activesr

to

social
statement
of the heir

and often

and continues

untif

their

At this

lands,

the parents

after

heirrs

one or two month residence with

t-he functionaf

insuring

]eve],

village

of their

to attend to their

Failure

upon their

supporting

population

eyes until

children

coupfe into

tle

In conti-ast,
An orphaned child
afready

parents

unstable,

have a productive

have an opportunity

lTben the children

And, of course, the additional

to them after

of being abandoned in their
perspective,

the

because the sorrogate
own inheritance,
is weakened.

including

are smaflr

to develop the long term social

their

From this

a barren

exchange with

almost any household,

1-hat binds the heirs

probability

in the in-laws I

and may force

base from their

relationship
land.

policytl

dependent young does not prove difficult.

is welcomed into

have chifdren.

in popufation

power over the heirs

testatorrs

care for

social

is unstable

This refationship

which means that

after

ctrildren

Childlessness proves dangerous for

makes bis futur:e uncertain

may already

children

reasons.

future.

is not healthy

A marriage

a new, potentially

heirs.

sorrogate

growth.

have been born.

because it

a parent

that

a |tbuilt

produces wbat i{ag1ey has cafled

The

Parents are interested

needs endangers the parentsr

The cornplete dependency of testators
division

years.

more than sentimental

for

chifdren

becomes

the aged at the

twiligbt

true.

but is equally

obverse nay seen facetious,
in the welfare

Thus, inheritance

care during their

their

to stay

and attempting

system for

of a welfare

equivafent

and

households, moving for

each heir

in each household'

of tine

an equaf period

of

control

the parents I househofd ceases to exist

point,

they becone temporary members of their
short,

relinquish

it

those

the foster
exchange

they have disposed of

child

decreases the testatorsr

dotage.

sboufd be clear why the sex of an heir

lI2

is

an irrel-evant

The exchange is not one

to most testators.

consideration

between father and son, mother and daughter, or any other such
conbilation.

The social exchange is between parents (p1ura1) and the ir

child and his or her spouse (plural),
In such a social

situation

between one household and another.
of Zapotec inheritance

measuring the laterality

becomes an academic game that

is inportant

an attempt is being

onJ-y if

madeto discover whether discrepancies exist between normative and
actual- behavior.
5.6

Review of the Argument
Zapotec societal

village

market and religious

of the regionat

househol-d forrns the primary social
reference to obligations
taxation,

The village

and identification.

loyafties,

elementary unit

the

These groups encompassmost of an individualrs

and household.

activities,

consists of two primary groups:

structure

in village

unit

for 1oans, civil-religious

fonns the

system and the
life

with

hierarchy,

local

corvee J-abor, guelagetza, and social exchange.
appears to be based on a different

Regional- solidarity
integration

frorn that

of the village.

Within a region,

linked by a degree of organic solidarity,
productive roles with relation
temporal stability
Conquest.

to others.

the internaf

unlike villages,
anil finalJ-y

ilie.

The villages
inte grity

exhibit

are

strong

since the

organization of the village

based on a degree of nechanical solidarity,
ated households that are similar

villages

each cooperating in specialized

with most rDaintaining their

In contrast,

type of

is

consisting of unalifferenti-

in form and function.

Households,

are nortal-; they are created at marriage, grow, decline
They are not corporate entities
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that

endure beyond the

of their

lifetine

founders as do lineages, chiefdoms, or compounds.

What, then, accounts for the stability

of the village,

group, in view of the fack of internal

continuity

as a societal

of its

Primary parts,

the households?
A complete answer to this question would require a consideration
of the contributions
counteractions of all
current

vill-age institutions

and processes.

The cognatic nature of kinship

does not outline

a distinct

Succession, although

does not generate enduring alliances
rejected.

across generations and was sirnilarly

proved incompatible

for conmunity social

and emghasis upon kindred

amongthe Zapotecs and was rejected.

groups, such as irrigation

An

group that could form an organizi.ng

societal

appropriate to other societies,

Given the

is cl-earl-y irnpossible.

was to consider the obvious explanations

solidarity.

likewise

of the actions and

status of Zapotec ethnography this

alternative

principle

to social solidarity

Exploitation

oriented

sections, were considered elsewhere and
as a corporate principl-e

explaining

social

soJ-idarity ( Dor^'ning1973).
Inheritance was considered as a possible candidate for "something
that enduresrr but was discovered to be a part of a larger social
process involving rnost vifl-age households.

This process was one of

social exchange between parents and children,
societaf

or phrased in terms of

groups, between a househol,d established by a parent (testator)

and households estabfished by their
spouses (heirs).

children and these chil-dren t s

Thus, placed within

its

social- context, inheritance

is one important element in a series of social- exchanges between
households.
Recognizing inheritance

as a comtrodity in social- exchange and

II4

sensing the importance of this exchange network in rvhich afl_ Zapotec
households are eruneshed,the search for rhhat endures turned to an
alfiance

rlodef based on the work of ],evi-Strauss.

Zapotec vifl_age

structure was seen to be generated by a network of direct

(or restricted)

exchanges between parentsr households and those estabfished by their
chiLdren.
criticaf,

Again, inheritance reinforces

these social exchanges as a

although not the on1y, comrnoditytransacted.

Finall_y, this

alliance

model of Zapotec societaf

structure was

comparedand found consistent with several ethnographic patterns presented
earfier

in the discussion.

sufficient
sibling

The few rures for zapotec inheritance prove

to maintain the structure

relations

of alfiances.

is consistent and predictable

The brittleness

from the alliance

of
mode1,

as is the deemphasisupon ancestors, geneaological reckoning, and their
stress upon arliances between adjacent rather than arternating
The puzzling shift

in reference from individual_ to joint

generations.

rights

in

property amongmatured househor-dswas explained in terns of maximizins
the opportunities

involved in social exchange.

And finally,

the mechanical solidarity

of Zapotec villages

households were expendable within the society without disrupting
basic structure
alliance
is:

proved consistent with predictions

modef.

its

from the s irnple

fn sum, the answer to the question of what endures

'rnothingrrr if

a corporate societal

soLidarity

is searched for at the level of finding

group that continues beyond the fifetime

individual

participants

authority,

and membership. What actually

of its

and contains unambiguouslines of recruitrnent,

exchanges that recreate the basic societaf
through time.

wherein

endures is a network of social
structure

of the village

Inheritance is an important part of this larger process.

If5

EMNOTES
f.

of curent ethnol-ogy
I am dissatisfied with the apparent inability
to more adequatefy define the "frequency and intensity" of socialexchange. My statement that parent-child exchanges are more
important than other fonns of inter-household exchanges, although
jntuitively
cor]"ect, is unsupported by an empiricaf measure of
these dimensions of social exchange. At this point, it is best
considered an assumDtion.

ff6

6.
Nothing reflects

FIELD FMGMENTATION

the primitive

state of inheritance studies

better than the lack of precise, descriptive

terrinology.

0f importance

expressed conclusion that
is the confusion underlying the commonl-y
rrinheritance leads to the fragrnentation of estates."
may take on at least three distinct
a)

the reduction of the total

b)

the dispersed spatial

This conclusion

interpretations:
capital- of estates through tirne;

distribution

of fields

constituting

an

estate; and,
c)

the division

into two or more parts in an inheritance

of fields

transfer.
It will
field

prove useful to distinguish

dispersal,

and field

will

focus upon field

6.1

Pitfalls

in inheritance

fragnentation,

respectively.

This section

fragmentation.
Explanations

of lllustrative

As was seen earlier,
is illustrative

these as estate diminution t

ethnographic treatrDent of inheritance comnonfy

rather than analytic.

This probably reflects

by the et}nographers more than intentionaf

Typically 2 a description

rdill

disinterest

neglect.

invoke a diagran together with a genealogy,

as in Figure 6.1-, to show how an estaters fields

are passed during

Such an illustration

accompaniedby an

inheritance.

is frequently

observation that inheritance dismantles fields
That such illustrative

extrapoLating

in minifundia.

explanations may misrepresent the

fragmentation process by oversimplification
of the inplicit

and results

can be seen by a formalization

assumptions behind the illustrative
from then.
ll7

approach and thent

TIGI]RX 6.1

OF FIXID FRAq'IENTATION
USEDILLUSTRATION
COMMONLY

K]NSHIP PJLATIONS

F]EID

TIME

A

4

FieLd is oltned
A
by individual

B

tr.

D

F

A divides his fieLd
between two heirs,
B and C.

F

q

H

In tu.rn, they rlivide
thei-r fieLds between DE
their heirs:DrE, ancl
F and G and H.

1l_8

Assuming an initial

number of infinitely

be divirled in half with a probability

fiefds

d ivisable

(N) to

(p) at successive generations

l-, 2, 3, . . . i, then the number of fields

Ni that would result

after

rritr generations would be estimated by the function:
Ni = No (l+p)i
Figure 6.2 projects this function for various values of the parameter
trpr'

-- which is the proportion
Clearly,

that a field

the assumptions implicit

results

in the illustrative

approach,

be divided nearly every generation by virtue

will

nearl-y every testator
it

fragmented in each generation.

of fields

having nore than one heir is untenable.

of
Logically,

in a fragmentation rate (as shown in curve A, Figure 6.I)

far

higher than observed empiricalJ-y,
of fiell

The realities

fragmentation becomemore explicable when

allowance is made for testators
as well as fragmented.
particular

field

This substitutes

passing fields

An intact

transfer

to their

of a field

heirs intact
occurs when a

of an estate is passed to one heir without subdivision.
a lower value for rrprr in the aforementioned function.

And, since effects

are cuiitulative, the increment in fields

(Ni) is
This

greatly reiluced through t ime (see curves B through F, Figure 6.2).
strongfy suggests that a measurementof the field

fragnentation

rate

(p) is important to understanding the long tenn consequencesof any
inheritance
6J

system.

Measurementof Fiefd Fragmentation Rate in Diaz Ord'az
A measurement of the nagnitude of field

fJagnentation

estirnated from a sample of 26 estates, totaling
afl

in the hands of heirs,

sorueof them intact,
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can be

151 former fields,
others fragrnentetl.l

now

FIGURE6.2
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In all

(Table 6.I)

59%of the former fields

while the remainder (4J.%)were fragnented.
proportions
Table 6.1

intact,

Furthermore, these

seemto have held constant over 5 decades.2
Proportions of Fields Passed Intact and Fragnented in
Diaz Ordaz
Fields passed to heirs

Year

Year of transfer

Note:

were inherited

Intact

Fragrnented

192s-54

so /:60T

fi /.407

195s-70

3e /:s77

2s /:u7

I9Z5-10

8etrss7

62 /.4r7

Percentages for rows in brackets.

The conception of inheritance as linked inexorably to field
fragmentation is, then, demonstratively erroneous.
fragmentation
rate.

A suitable

model would focus upon a l-ow probabilistic

The change in the illustrative

kind, yet results

fTagmentation

model is one of degree, not of

in radicall-y different

effects

over time, as curves

B through E of Figure 6.2 suggest.
Here I shoul-d nention that an intu itive
the illustrative

of defects

approach prompts rnany working on inheritance

to mechanisms of parcel
inheritance.

real_ization

consolidation

to counter fragrnentation

to point
by

Consolidation mechanismsare practices which results

the reunification

of fields

sucb as would happen if

in

in

a rnan sold a field

to one of his neighbors.
I found consolidation.

Zapotecs buy fields,

but infrequentfy.

Land sal-es account for only 11 percent of all_ fields
Swapping of previously fragmented fields
frequently

than purchase.

transferred.

between heirs occurs even l_ess

OnJ-yfour cases could be recalled by 29

informants.

The frequency

passing from an heirless
is afso exceedingly
that

low.

In short,

Another alternative

farm them jointly.

of joint

to one field

over four

the inter-refation

the logic
joint-

brothers

alternated

a

A system having a
different

domestic gr:oups.

ind ividual

was in

cultivating

between domestic groups,
stressing

divided.

efFects
It

on

woufd

in contrast

with

household economic

solidarity.

model, such as the one suggested above, weakens

of the functionaf

necessity

Given lower rates

tenancy.

and this

together.

and their

'independence and minimaf sjbfing

inheritance

is not physically

tenancy shoufd show radically

Zapotec principles

A probabilistic

in other

are passed to several heirs who

not farming

of siblings

nechanisms

of inheritance.

tenancy was encountered,

where four

siblings

a high enough frequency

fragmentation

fields

show high connectivity

the strong

force

case, the fiefd

years thereby

high degree of joint

probably

i.e.

In this

Only one incident
reference

occurred with

countering

tenancy,

of one of their

none of the consofidation

the suggested fission

systems is joint

which could occur by land

couple to the child

have been assumed inportant

to counteract

pfot

of consolidation

of consolidation

of fragnentation,

rnechanisms and/or

consolidation

mechanisms have less work to do.
Most irnportant,
Do larger

estates

smalf ones?
size)

show a higher

Do certain

fiefd

description

propensity

attributes

enhance the tendency to fragnent?

use in deciding
his heirs?
field

a probabilistic

which fiefds

to fragment the ir
(i.e.

irrigation,

Idhat criteria

fields

upon the social

of afterations

and physical
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than

multicropping,

does a testator

to fragment and which to pass intact

And what woulcl be the effects

fragmentation

provokes new queries.

to

in the rate

envirorunent?

of

The problem of analyzing field
two levels.

fragmentation may be approached at

Understanding that fields

highest fevef one may ascertain if
higher proportion
of particular

of their

fields.

are elements of an estate, at

certain types of estates fragment a
At the fowest level are attributes

fields which might increase a fieldrs

chancesof being

spIit.
6.3

Field Fragmentation and Attributes

of Estates

Analysis demonstrates that the size of an estate is rel-ated to its
fragmentation rate (Tab1e 6.2).
less than smalI estates.

It appears that testators

estates have more fatitude
4 : ^a J ^
r _ L c_ L u!j

!^
LU

in passing fields

to an estate

to the degree of fragmentation
"equaI shares to all
in an estate

exampfe, a testatox
two of his
heir,

fields

that

which limit
theor etically

6,4

heirstr

(Table

Field

as they have more

shows no significant
6.3).

the fragmentation

as many shares as there

with

four

heirs

faced with

would be more fikel-y

even when fields

the generation

to

are beirs.

the task

give a half

botb fiefds

into

are fragnented,

of new fiefds

relationship

The Zapotec ideologr

into

four

of every
For

of transferring

of a field
parts.3

restraints

bel-ow that

of

to each
This

are operating

which would be

possible,

Fragrnentation and Attributes

I had expected that
fragment than others,
fields,

hofding l_arger

intact,

does not require

than be would be to divide

indicates

fields

-l,dr
^- - ' l' .

The number of heirs

parcel

Larger estates fragment their

certain

of Individual

types of fields

For example, I thought

having a low investment

of capital,

Fie1ds

woufd be more likeIy

that

non-irrigated

would be more f ike l-y to

to

TABIE 6.2

FIELD FMGME}ITATION
BY SIZE OF ESTATE
Proportion of the estate ts
fields frasmented
Low

Estate

Size

3

ff

l,a r oe

3

bMALL

High

8

N = 26 estates
Definitions
Estate Size:

Total nurnberof fields

held by an estate before division.

Large: 5 or more fields
Sma11: 4 or l-ess fields
Proportion of the estaters fields
Low:
t{igh:

fragmented:

-00 to .49 of the estaters fields fragmenteal
.50 to 1.00 of the estatets fields frigmented

Test
Fisher Exact Test, null hypothesis rejected at the .025 Ievel (see Table
.t, J fe g e l

-1 9b o r.

1t/.

TAB],E 6.3

OF HEIRS TO AN ESTATE
BY NUMBER
FIELD FMGME}.]TAT]ON
Proportion
f r'a'l rl e

of the estate I s

frl onronforl

lor'J
Number of Heirs

Manv

8

8

Few

8

2
N = 26 estates

uerlnataons

Nunber of heirs:

Numberof heirs receiving any shares in an estate.
Many: 4 or rnore heins
2 or three heirs
Few:

Proportion of fields

fragmented:

See Table 6.2

Test
No relationship.

L25

fragment than irigated
ecologically

inportant

fragmentation.

fields.
field

But neither this,

attribute

nor any other

proved significantly

Fields that were irrigated

related to

fragment with an equal

likelihood as those which were not (Tab1e 6.4).

Fie1ds of various

ethno4efined

land classes show similar

(Tab1e 6.5).

And fields using similar cropping patterns could not be

tendencies to fragment

singled out as fragnenting nore frequently than those with another
cropping pattern (Table 6.6).

These null hypotheses appear equally true

irrespective of estate size (Table 6.7),
0n the positive
significantly

side of the ledger, field

refated to three variables:

seed input, and (c) rnaize yields.

fragnentation

(a) field

proved

size, (b) maize

These variables are highly inter-

re]-ated and are best considered a cluster approximating acreage.
fields

(i.e.

oeer 2225 meter2, v,7ith 4+ kilos

Large

of maize planted, and

yields of f5+ piscadores of unhusked maize) tend to fragment more
frequently

than small fields

(Tables 6.8-10).

This tendency is

independent of the size of estate from which these fiefds

come (Tables

6. 11-13) .
These relations
are infrequently
relative,

suggest a tlreshold

divided.

of acreage below which fields

But the levef of this threshold may be

dependent upon the specific

situation

Nevertbeless, a threshofd does not exist

of each estate.

in the rninds of the testators,

as far as I was able to determine througb interviews.
that larger fields
tlat

testators

show a higher propensity to fragment does indicate

atternpt to maximize the field

given the necessity to fra gment some of their
In sum, a field

The conclusions

size passed to the ir treirs,
estaters fields,

may be assumedto be highly IikeIy
L26

to fragrnent when

TABI,E 6.4

BY IRRIGATION
FIELD FRAG''IEI'IIATLON
Field is:

F iel-d was -passed

Irrigated

Not Irrigated

Intact

38

40

Fragmented

,a

27
N = l-34 fields

Definitions
Fiel-d was passed:
This field was not divided into 2 or nore Parts when
passed fron testator to heir.
Fragmented: This field was so divided.
Intact:

Fiel-d is:
Irrigated:
Not lrrigated:

Ircrigation water is avail-able for this
water is avai-Iable.
No iJrigation

Test
Ho accepted, no relationship.

r27

fieltl.

TABI.,,E6.5

F]ELD FMG}CMATION BY CLASSOF I,AI{D
Clase of Land

Intast
Field was oaseed
'
Fragnented

First

Second

Third

n

27

44

1s

16

30
N = l-51 fields

Definitions
Iield

was passedl

Claes of Land:
First!

See Table 6.4

This is a division of fann land types defined by the
natives, roughly indicating qual_ity of l_and.
Best 1and, irrigated
or corn Per year.

and norrnal.ly has two crops

Second:

Interrnediate cl-ass of J.and, often irrigated
nore than one crop of corn per year.

but no

Third:

Poorest l-and, unirf,igated,
and occasionally
ninor crop of corn per year.

gives one

Test
Raw Chi+quare

= .7I8r

No relatioruhip.
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TABI,E 6.6

FIELD FMGMENTATION
BY MICRONICHE
Microniche
ABCD

Field was passed

Intact

17

15

45

9

Fragnented

t5

6

34

6

N = 151 fields
Definition
Field was passed: See Table 6.4.
Microniche:
A.
!.
C.
D.

Two crops of corn per year.
One crop of corn + one crop winter wheat or chickpea.
One crop of corrr.
Beans only (swidden).

Test
Raw Chi-square = I.97.

No relationshiD.
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TABi.,E6.7

A.

F IELD FMGMEMAT
ION BY CLASS0F IAND (Control-l-ing for estate
size )

For. larAe Estates (5 + fields)
Class of land
First

Second

Third

Intact

o

7

Fragnented

J

8

Field was passed

N = 28 fields
Test:
Raw Chi-square = 0.79.
B.

No relationship.

For Small Estates (4 or J-ess fields)
Class of Land
Fi.rst
Inta ct

15

Fraglented

10

Second

Third
ol

F iel-d was passed
L3

22

N = I21 fields
Test:
Raw Chi-square = 0.I5.

No relationship.

Definitions
See TabLe 6.4
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BY |]XLD STZE
FIXLD FMCMENTATION

TABIE 6.8

t aelo

l,arge

t!.:^1.{..-^
r fc_Lu

wqD

^^^.l
-Pooocu

Intact

32

Fragmented

42

Saze

Small

20
N = l,5l- fields

Definitions
Fie1d passed: See Tabl-e 6.4
Field size:

Measurerlin square meters

Large:

greater than metlian fiefd

Smal-l:

less than median field

size (zZzS neterz)

size

Test
Raw chi-square = 13.53.

Significant

at the .00f level,.

131-

FIELD FMGMENTATION
BY SEEDINPLTITO FIELD

TABI,E6.9

Seed Input
High

]:|-.^rJ..-^
r ae _ ru
wqD

T,ow

Intact

29

'60

Fragmented

43

19

ydDocu
- ^- ^^l

N = f5f

fields

Definitions

Field passed: See Tabfe 6.4
Seed input:

Kilos of corn planted on this field,
of field size.

High:

Seed input

greater than median, i.e.

Low:

Seed input

4 kilos

Raw Chi-square

= 18.36.

also a native measure
4 kil-os.

or less

Significant

at

L32

.00f or above.

TABIE 6.].0

BY YIXLD OF FIEI,D
FTEID TMGMENTATION
Yiel-ril of Field
HEbh

Low

Intact

,a

60

Fragnented

43

19

Fielrl was passetl

N = 151 fields

Definitions
Field passed: See Table 6.4
Yield

of fieLd:

Estinated yield of corn fron field each year roeasured
in gigadores which are baskets of unhusked corn

givfrFtfi;6xinately

High:
Low:

t6 k61os of grain.

ereater than 15 piscadores of corn annuaIly.
15 piscadores or less annual-ly.

Test
Raw Chi-square = !2.54.

Significant

at .001 or above.
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TABLE 6.lL
A.

FIEL,DFMGMENTATIoN
BY STZE0F FIELD ( Controlling
size )

For Large Estateg (5 or nore ftelds)
Fie1d Size
Large
Intact

29

Fragnented

31

SnaLL
48

F iel-d was passed

N= l2 2 f ie l-d e
Teet
Raw chi-equare = 9.87.
B.

Significant

at .001- or above.

For Suall Estate8 (4 or ].eee fietds)
Field Size
Large
Intact

Snall

tl

9

LL

6

Iiel-d was passed
Fragnented

N = 29 fields

Test
Pieherrs exact, eignificant

at .05 J.evel-(See Siegel, Table I)

Definitions
Field passed:
Fiel-d size:

See Table 6.4
See Table 6.7

L34

for estate

TABLE6.12

A.

FIXLD FRAGMENTATION
BY SEEDINPUT (Controlting
size)

for estate

For Large Estates
Seed Input
High

Low

Intact

zo

5l_

Fragrnented

32

13

Field was passed

N = 122 fields
Test
Raw Chi-square = A4.42.
B.

Significant

at .001 level or above.

For Small Estates
Seed Input
High
Intact

Field was passed
Fragnented

Low

3

9

11

6

N = 29 fiel-ds
Test
Fisherts exact test,

significant

at .05 l-eve1 (See Siegel, Table I).

Definitions
Field was passed:
Seed input:

See Table 6.4.

See Tab1e 6.8

'ta<

TABIE 6.13

A.

BY YIEI;D 0F FIXT,D( Controlling
FIELD FRAGMENTATIoN
s]-'ze)

for estate

For Large Estates
Yae-Lo or rlerq
High

Low

30

47

Intact
Field was oassetl

1A

Fragmented

N = 122 fiel-ds
Test
Chi-square = 9.01-3. Significant
B.

at .01- l-evel

For Snal-I Estates
Yiel-d of field
High

Low
9

Intact
Field was Dassed

Il-

Fragnented

N = 29 fields

J"fr"tt"

Exact = Significant

at .05 Ieve1 (See SiegeJ-, Table I).

Defiinitions
Field was passecl: See Tab1e 6.4.
Yiel-d of fiel-d:

See Table 6.9.
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it

(1) it belongs to a smal-Ier

is passed to the next generation if

estate, that is, one with few fields,
that estate.

within

larger fields

appears to influence field

and (2) if

Another, as yet unquantified factor,

fragmentation.

Those fields

accessible to the settlement appear more likely
distant

more easily

to fragment than more

However, a test of this observation woufd demandmore

fields.

rigorous control than is presently available.

Other nicro --ecological

of parcels seen unrefated to fragmentation.

attributes
6,5

is one of the

it

SomeInfluence of Field Fragmentation Upon the Physical and Sociaf
Environment
Field fragmentation adds to the nunber of fields

generat ion.

Fragmentation results

of boundaries between fields,
tvro potential
productivity

effects,

in each succeeding

in an increase in tbe number and extent

Such an increase in boundaries would have

one disruptive

to the total

agricul-turaI

of the community and the other a threat to social

solidarity.
Boundary delimitation,
out of production.

of private ProPerty, takes land

a requisite

In the Zapotec case, each field

least a half meter of uncultivated

fand.

is surrounded by at

Given the average field

size of 2225 square meters (90 x 20 meters), this means that about 2% of
a fieldts

surface is used to distinguish boundaries with adiacent fields

(using a .25 meter edge to every field).
recognizes the large number of fields
like Diaz Ordaz.

This may seemminute until

one

occurring in even a smafl vaIley

Assuning that there are over 7000 fields,

this forces

a crude esti$ate of sorne3501000 square meters devoted to the cultural
necessity of delirniting
Even a slight

private property.

increase in the probability

r37

of fragmentation would,

as vre have shown, have d isproport ionatefy large consequenceson the
anrl conespondingly,

number of fields,

fand lost to define property lines.

on the arnount of productive
In sum, lower frequencies of

fragmentation may be assumedto directly

reduce the amount of land edged

out of production for the necessi$z of delineating

boundaries between

r aelos .

If the assunption can be made that boundary disputes are a function
of boundary ubiquity,

then the implication

of lower rates of field

fragmentation is greater social harmony. In other words, the more
ne ighbors in the fields,

has more direct

consequencesupon sibling

inheritance of fields)

relations,

Because siblings,

the chance that they wil-l be field

is redueed, as is the likelihood
inheritance

as co-heirs,
sibling

over

tend to receive lands which are non-contiguous (through

as co-heirs,

Intact

of conflicts

Moreover, the manner in which Zapotecs are passing land

boundaries.

intact

the greater the probability

of fields,

of their

in situations

could be interpreted

rivaLry.

conflicts

over fiefd

ne ighbors
boundaries.

with two or more siblings

as disabling one probable cause of

But as was previously

have no problem

shown, siblings

find ing other causes for aninosity.
Finally,

I woul-d like to stress that the rate of field

is not necessarily dependent upon population growth.

It is fogically

possibJ-y to have a zero population growth rate and a fiefd
rate approaching unity.

Table 6.3 suggests this

the numbers of heirs (an indicator

fragnentation

fragmentation

independence in that

of popul-ation growth) is found not

to be related to the tendency of an estate to fragnent.

Thus, the

simplified

equation of rtpopulation increase = an increase in the number

of fietdsr

is not one to one.
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ENDNOlES
1.

Ejido fields were excfuded from calculations of field fragmentation.
Estates own from 0 to 3 ejido plots and are not considered by most
They may not be fragmented,
villagers to be part of inheritance.
and
l-ocal custom, although rights
according to national legisfation
passed
along
to heirs of other properties
to cul-tivate an ejido are
of an estate.

2.

ith this means of neasuring field
I am not completely satisfied
fTagmentation, as it was time consuming and required the interviewing
of heirs of all estates. A random sanpling of fiel-ds might have
proved better for finding the attributes of fragmented vs. intact
tle_Los.

The onl-y cases found where every field of an estate was divided into
shares equal to the number of heirs were those involved in l-egal
disputes between co-heirs where division was madeby village
not the parents of the heirs.
officials,
^

Professor Eder, Department of Anthropologz and Geography, Haywartl
State College, suggested in a personal- communication that land used
to delineate boundaries between fields nay provide a niche for
This imaginative hypothesis demandsfurther
edible wild plants.
consideration.
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EQUALANDNOT

7.

traff heirs should
This section considers the meaning of the norm
inherit

equaf portions of an estate.'r

To accomplish this task, it

necessary to introduce several measures for inequality

is

and the various

factors that have been bypothesized to explain Preferential

distributions

to someheirs at the expense of others'

These analyses offer a g mpse

d ifferent

from that presented in the l-ast

of the dynamics of inheritance
sect ion.
7J

Measuring the Magnitude of Inequality
The dependent variable

in this

of shares received by co-heirs.

inequality

17

An inheritance

case is

of a married couplers estate to their

defined as a conpletetl transfer
chil-dren.'

section wil-1 be the degree of

sphere of farrn fands ( [u-1gn1a or

0n1y the inheritance

terrenos) are consideretl.
As I wish to measure the relative
cases, it

inequality

between inheritance

is desirable to rank aLl cases according to the degree of
Such a distribution

discrepancy in shares that siblings

received.

demandssome standard or definition

of rrequal divisiontr with which to

compare actual distributions.

This baseline shall consist of the

mathematically equal d istribution
value of an estaters tillab1e

of an estate - defined as the total-

lands divided by the number of heirs.2

Estimation of an estatets value, and correspondingLy, that of the
shares received by its heirs,

is difficult.

or pgsg value of land is unreliable

and frequently

land is not a freely transacted good.
by employing criteria

An evaluation of the cash
unavailable

because

Land val-ue is best approxirnated

used by ZaPotecs thenselves, but as was mentioned
140

they evaluate

criteria

are frequently

seed input and (2) irrigation.

its

Measure of Land

A KiIo

7.I.I

to queries

reply

Ord,az Zapotecs consistently

Diaz

A kifo

size with

alrnuil or kil-o measurement.J

parlance ,

the amount of Land needed to plant

If

more than one crop per year,

yields

a field

seed necessary for

one cropping,

Tf mrrsf he emnhasized that

vary

were all

the kifo

although

Fields

best,

size because other

measurenent of fields

according

to weal-th because'

smaller

anafysis

fields

measure

have used conversion
by informants.
them

and T have received
reveals

size.

this

that

Furthermore,

in villages

per year or strong micro --ecological

measure may not reflect

that

of field

near

size feff

with

variations,

isr

at

the use of

to rank

measure must be suspect when attempting

an unweighted kilo

Preliminary

Table 7.1

fields."

ethnographers

vaIley

only a rough approximation

cropping

were surveyed that

to meters which tlrey claim were furnished

but the actuaf

informants

vrith the same kilo

was Large (S.D. = 638).

Undoubtedlye such responses can be received
rnyself,

'rmeasured" by the

lack of correspondence between the kilo

I emphasize this

of kilos

of rnaize seed.

annual input.

the rnean and nedian field

2000 square meters, the standard deviation

ratios

in focal

roeasurement of land does not

or,rners as ltfour kilo

by their

classified

and fiel-d

is

For example, twenty --one fields

in size.

demonstrates that

one kilo
it

land

concerning

of land,

not the cumulative

correspond to an area based measurement.
input

value or

a field's

emphasized when discussing

These are (f)

quality.

However, two

land using numerous attributes.

earlier,

more than one
the kifo

in l-and productivity.

differences

of the reasons for

are more heavily

this

variability

seeded than larger

141_

fields.

indicate
The

TABI,E 7.f

AREA OF FTELDS CLASSIFIEDAS IIFOIIR
VAR]ATIONS IN STIRFACE
KILO FIELDSII BY THEIR O[./NERS

Size in Mtr2

Fiefd No.

2860
2080
2220
f690
2050
2020
l-500
lf10
f300
1755
L624
1630
1600
f600
3600
2310
3100
2770
2I7 0
2870
f 8t_0

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
f0
11
12
f3
14
15
l-6
t-7
18
t-9
20
2tDistribution
tT -

Statistics

o1

mean = 2083 mtr2
roedian = 2o2O mtr2
S . D. = 6 3 8

L42

size of I'three kifo

mean field

fieldst'

is l9T1 square meters (median =

1860 mtr2, S,D. = 304 mtr2), a d isproportionately
woufd be expected if
from its kilo

a four kilo

higher figure than

fiel_d was used to estimate fiefd

area

input.

Additional

d iscrepancy between a kilo

because better

quality

than poorer quality

fiefds

and area measure occurs

are seeded more heaviLy, per unit area,

fields.

Irrigated,

size of 1713 square meters.

rrfour-kilo'r fields

show a mean

While dry farmed fiel-ds of the samekilo

size, bei-ng of poorer quality,

have a mean of 2686 square meters.4

And to make matters even more complex, it

appears that househol_dsfarmino

only a few fiel-ds seed them more heavily than those with many fiefds.
Thus, a kifo measure of fand onfy rou ghl_y indicates a fiefdts
(or estaters) value.
viflagerrs

Nevertheless, because it

is one criteria

used in proving or disclaiming equal division,

adopted as a measure to assist
d istribution

between heirs.

in estinating

For sirnplicity

that

it will

be

the degree of differential
of reference,

it wil_l_be

calfed a "seed input" measurementin the forthconing discussion.
7.7.2

A Quality Measureof Land
The kilo

measure fails

to account for a fieldts

might require the same input of seed, but differ
might be irrigated,

yielding

dependent upon rainfafl
distinction

in productivity.

One

tvro crops a year, while the other might be

with a sma1l probability

were discriminating

them with fields

quality.

Tho fiefds

of any yield.

This

is important because informants raised the possibility

some testators

It

quafity.

of the samekilo

between their

that

heirs by providing

input, but of varying quality.

seems advantageous to weight the value of fiel_ds in tems of
A number of possibilities

were avail_abl_efor weighting the
143

shares that heirs received.

Again, I choose the most salient

used when Zapotecs discuss agriculture.

Irrigated

as more valuabfe than dry farrned fiel-ds.s
yields

for these two types of fields

fields

yield

approximately

fields

criteria

were ranked

A cornparison of the arurual

in 1969, shows that irrigated

two and one-hal_f times rrore maize than drv

farrned f iel-ds (Table 7.2).
7.1.3

Calcul-ating the Magnitude of Inequality
Given these measures of land val_ue (seed iaput and quality),

estimation of the degree of inequal_ity is possible.
the sum of the squared differences

set size by dividing

This measure is

between what an heir actually

received and what he would receive if
mathematically equal portions.

an

the estate was divided into

The rneasure is corrected for sibling

by the number of siblings

FOREACHCASE
Degree of inequality

=

(heirs).

I''l (Si - Se)'
N

Where: Si is the size of the share received by the t'itth

heir.

Se is the size of the share the heir would have received,
if mathematical_equal- division of the estate occurred,
i.e. the total size of the estate/ no. of heirs.
Afl transfers

were ranked according to their

with the nost d isproportionate

distribution

degree of inequality
of shares ranked the highest.

Thus, two inequal-ity scales were constructed for each inheritance
case.

One represented the degree of inequal_ity expressed in seed input.

The other ranked transfers

according to their

terms of seed input weighted for land quality.
useful,

in that it

degree of inequal_ity in
This double scale is

is isomorphic to two of the several criteria

by Zapotecs when they discuss equality

l.44

and inequaLity.

used

TABLE 7.2
(.)

FOR IRRIGATION
ANNUA],YEI,DS OF FIEI,DS, CONTROI,LING

Irrigated Fields
Fiefd No.
l_
2
3
4
6
7
8
9

10
ft_
IZ
13
14
15
L6
I7
(b)

Output in piscadores/
Kilo input

Descriptive
Statistics

5.00
6.25
5.00
8. 66
5.00
3.I2
5.00
11.00
4 .00
5. 0 0

N = 17 fields
mean= 5.43 piscadores
S . D. = 2 . 3 4 p is c a d o r e s
median = 5 piscadores

5. 0 0
l_0.00
2. 50
4.44
3 .40

Non-irrigated Fields
f

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1f
12
-LC

L4
15
LO

17
f8
L9
20
2T
22

7.25
5.00
f.66
2 .00
.66
3.00
'r

tq

mean= 2.16 piscadores
S.D. = 1.33 piscadores
median = 2.00 piscadores

2 .50
2.00
- 1. OO

2.00
3.00
2.00
.80
4.00
2 .66
3.60
1.00

24
25
26
27

N = 27 fields

5.00
3. I 2
3.00
145

Note: This sarDpleis
also controlled for
in that
fertilization,
none of the f iel-tl s
at the
were fertilized
tirne the yields were
calculated.

7J

Measuring Factors Affecting

preferential

Factors affecting
may be classified

Preference
(the independent variabl-es )

division

sets, (2) estates,

into those conrnonto (1) sibling
(holtlers -he irs ) interaction.

and (3) parent-children

Sibl-ing Set Characteristics

7.2.1

Sex proves a powerfuf and easily observabl-e variable
theories.

As shown earlier,

forns the basis of the

sex distinction

most comnontaxonornic schemesused in inheritance
Diaz ordaz infonnants
division.
quant ity
equal.

studies.

However,

rlisagree as to the inportance of sex in preferential
sex does not affect

Someadamantly clailr that the heirrs
or quality

in most social

of the shares he or she receives.

the

Men and tionen are

that males always receive more than femafes (Quinn:

Others felt

1964).
To test the strength of sex as a criteria

for differential-

division,

a scale was constructed representing the degree of preference for males
over fernales.

This preference is estimated by taking the ratio

dyads where brothers received more than their
of brother-sister

dvads in each transfer.

Preference
m )f

sisters

0r . . .

m> f
rn. f

m

is the number of brothers, and

f

is the number of sisters

were rank ordered by their

over female heirs,

nunber

to the total

dyads in
Where: m>f are the nrimber of brother-sister
which brothers received more than sisters,

Alf transfers

of those

and

degree of preference for male

using both measures of land value.

Some infonnants

felt

vTentto younger siblings.

that

larger

portions

of a parentaf

Preference for junior
146

estate

over senior siblings

of such a preference to the totaL cornbinations

was measured by the ratio
of junior-senior
age.

dyads.

In each case, sibl-ings were ranked in order of

share was then comparedto that of his juniors

Each siblingrs

and

Preference was then estimated bv:

seniors.

Preference

i>s

=

z 1 ir '

'\

tr"=r /

Where: j ys is the number of sibl-ing dyads where junior
siblings received nore than their seniors, and
is the nunber of siblings.

N
Al-1 transfers

could then be ranked according to their

preference for junior
sibling

position,

logicalJy

over senior heirs.

controlling

degree of

Finer discrimination

The numerous

for sex, was impossible.

possible conbinations did not occur in this

by

smaIl sample of

cases.
7.2.2

Estate Characteristics
Section 4 showedthat Zapotec estates pool the land received by

both husband and wife,
irrelevant.
distinctive
disputes.

naking the question of "l<.in linesrr of inheritance

Individuals

invoked the right

frorn that of their

to dispose of their

Iands,

spouses, only in cases of severe narital

In all- other cases, the estate is joint,

fonrned of lands

received by both husband and wife through inheritance or purchase.

Thus,

estate value must be calculated as the sum of all- holdings of a marrietl
pair.
Therefore, the vafue of an estate was calculated as the sun of aIL
land hel-d by a husband and wife at the tine of division.

Value was

defined in ter.Tnsof the two previously mentioned dimensions of seed
input antl quality.

1 4,7

7.2.3

Parents,

Children

be referr

That is,

ing to equitable

exchange with

Testing

this

hypothesis

term interaction

oF heirs

childrenrl

by testators.

shares proportionate

to their

magnitude

parents.

their

'7
exchange.'

measure social
short

rrequal shares to aff

treatment

were receiving

children

of social

Exchange

f also suggested that

Previously
night

and Social

logjalns on a famifiar
Cost accounting

even the simplest

is a complex methodological

be seen in any review of the work with

problem - how to

Laboratory

two-party,

problem.

This can
in sociaf

experinents

exchange .
Parent-child

rank among the rnore complex in any society.

interactions

Exchanges begin at the cradle,
newborn.

parents

with

They end at the deathbed, wlth

dying parents.
counter-prestat

Any summarization

advice,

unrnit igated prestid igitation
Furthermore,
geometrica]ly

with

courts

comforting

error

types
his

of social

is faced not only with

on peoplers

of field

observation.

descriptions

of their

are obscured by the obliqueness
These methodofogical

difficufties

is lirnited

interaction.

have discouraged

distinct

because of his

forces

strong

reliance

Such descriptions

of fanguage in describing
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tableau.

problem - but also

worthl

This lirnitation
past

types of

in rheighting"

difficulties

of commodities - the 'how much is a kiss

period

and quantity.

exchange, as a variable,

problems as different

the analystrs

sumrnary of such long terrn relationships

short

his

and approaches

exchanged lrcornmod
itie s rr are incl-uded in the cost-accounting
The analyst

their

of prestations,
quality

of varying

for

data.

operationafization

increases

a generation

and conf]ict

of these interactions

nurturance

the offspring

Between these events lie
ions,

providing

sociaf

refations.

exchange theorists

from studying one of the basic long-tem

in any hurnan society

relations

-

that between parents and chil-dren.
this

Fortunatefy,
differences

problem demandedonly a le$Elvg-

in social exchange between siblings

and their

Leaning toward the rnacro-side of the cost-accounting
The indicator

constructed a crude indicator.

ngsEglg of
parents.

spectrum, I

rests upon two assurnptions

and a corollary.

social exchange, the greater will- be their
to any third
corol-lary,

spend in

assumption is that the more tine two parties

The first

mutual obligations

party with whom they have exchanged for less tirne.

to exchange arnongthemselves

are more likely

than with membersof different

domestic groups.

is that most co-residents exchange positive
Given these assumptions, it

follows

The second assumption

(i.e.

beneficial)

chil-d.

counter-debts,

cornmodities.

that the more time a child

co-resides with his parents in a household, the greater will
nunbers of debts,

The

to the Zapotec case for the rnoment, is that mernbers

Iirnited

of the same domestic unit

this

relative

be the

and repa;ruents betueen the parent and

Thus, the length of shared co-residence between parent and

child should be a crude indicator
exchange with this
This definition
operationalized

ch i1d relative

of the testatorsr
to aff

proportionate

others.

of the magnitude of social exchange was

by suruning the nurnber of co-residence years spent by

each child with his parent(s) and then creating a discrepancy measure
similar

to that used to detect skewednessin the distribution

The tiqe

in co-residence was cafculated

fron birth

until

being defined as the first

transfer.

The time of transfer

indication

by the parents as to what proportion of their
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of shares.

the time of
definite
estate their

chifdren were to receive.
Given a measure of the length of co-residence with parents and
the measure of the degree of inequality

each chikl,

in co-residence

times (Ds) was definetl as:
FOR EACH CASE

- t"rz

D "= (ri

N

Where: ri

is the actual time in co-residence for the
''a"tn

cna-Lo

re is the average residence tine
sibling set

for the ent ire

N is the nunber of children
A11 cases could then be ranked according to the ir degree of disproportionate

(i.e.

co-residence times represented by the children

heirs)

in

the transfers.
measure is that

A disadvantage of this
sirnilar
all

assunes exchanges of

wil-l occur during the sane period of co-residence for

quality

individuals.

parents until

it

For exanple e I assumethat a girl- co-residing with her

she narries

at age twenty--e ight has exchanged "moretr with

her parents than her married brother, who moved out of the domestic
group at age twenty--one.
remained with their

This measure would be inval-id

parents for sometine practicing

That is to say, the above sister
of her co-residence fighting

if nany children

negative reciprocity.

could have spent the l-ast seven years

with her parents, thereby changing the

balance of the social exchange equation.
loow about Zapotec domestic groups, it

However, given the liftle

appears unlikely

that a child

would remain any length of time under his parents roof practicing
reciprocilz

(see Selbyrs discussion of the ltprinciple

authoritvrt).

ls0

we

of parental

negative

As an alternative

possibiliQz,

I consiilered giving extra weight

that bring a spouse into the i-r parents I horne. The argurnent

to children

would be that this

doubled his exchange potential

had at least

chiltl

with his parents, per unit of time.

As the results

of the analysis will

demonstrate, this weighting would have changed the findings.
social exchange measure is its siluplicity.

One advantage of this
Cost--accounting different

types of exchanges is avoided.

Also, a

co-residence measure proves applicable to both sexes - a distinct
in societies where the kinds of social- exchanges that children

utility

for daughters and sons.

have with parents might differ

Furtherrnore, the measure requires
mini$al details

concerning their

that

informants only recall

past - when they were born and when

natal domestic group.

In aIf honesty, even this proved

they left

their

difficult

for someto renember. Considerable double-checking was

necessary to achieve some consistency.
T wish to be perfectly
calculate

social- reciprocity

cl-ear that I am not saying that Zapotecs
in this manner. Whenand if

of his life,

cost--accounts his social exchanges during the tviilight
he probably bases his sense of exchange upon factors

a Zapotec

that the anal-yst

!i i1l never discover.
7.3

Inequality

and Preference

Rank order correlation
neasures of inequality
influencing

coefficients

were cafculated

(seed input and quality)

preferences (sex, sibling

between both

and the potential

factors

order, estate size and co-residence).

Use of sex as a preference factor necessitated the exclusion of transfers
having only one sex represented in a set of co-heirs.

Cases shwing

only one heir were also excluded as inapplicabfe to any discussion of

ls1

This reduced my original

sample of thirty-one

incfud ing other exclusions

for lack of reliable

preference factors.
cases to eighteen,

data.

Sibl-ing Order

7.3. L

Sibling order, defined as a preference for junior
showedno reLation to differential

children,

of shares proved significantly

any preference in sibling

order (Tables 7.3 and 7.4).

order and inequality

infornants

that birth

parents I tillabIe

order makes no difference

order in this

definite

preference

to

related

This independence

corresponds to the majority

lands an heir receives.

sibling

Neither

distribution.

measure of the inequality

of sibling

over senior

opinion of

in the proportion

of

Moreover, the unimportance of

sphere of agricultural

lands contrasts

shown for younger male siblings

with the

in the realm of the

natal house (Table 4.1).
7.3.2

Sex and Co-Residence
Preliruinary

rankings revealed a strong preference

for males to

receive larger shares than females. This preference occurs using either
measure of l-and value (Tables 7.5 and.7.6).

In addition,

rel-ation r^?asfound between co-residence differences
exchange) anrl an unequal distribution
7.7 and 7.8).
share value.

This relationship

exchange are strong factors
However, further

(Tables

appeared to hold for both rueasuresof

influencing

appears that both sex and social
inequality.

examination revealed a strong association between

the two independent variables,
7.9).

(as measure of social-

of shares ainongsiblings

glance, it

Thus, at first

an equalJ-y high

sex preference and co-residence (Table

This brought into question the feasibility

variables were related to unequal distribution,
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that both independent
i.e.

it

seemspossible

TABLE7.3
Case No.

22
2
10
2I
7
9
f3
l_
4
l-5
18
L6
8
19
?o

I2
26

REIATIONOF SIB],ING ORDERTO INEQUALITY
Preference of Juniors
Over Seniors

Degree of Inequality
of Shares

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

f6.5
9
11
4
1 2.5
JO.

O

7
14
I
16.5

10
11
12
13
14
15
f6
17
18

9
' 19

(

9
16.5
tq

-Spearmant s Rank Order Coefficient, correction for ties:
significant at the p4.05 1eve12for N = 18.
-Measure of estate val-ue: seed input.
TAB],E7 .4
Case No.

ORDERTO INEQUALITY
RXLATIONOF SIBI.,,ING
Preference of Juniors
Over Seniors

2
22
7
10

I2.5
L7

8

14. 5

Degree of Inequality
of Shares

1t
_L. O

to

2I
13
4
16
1
19

rs = -.25r not

14.5
3
4

Id

10
17

9
26
12

L7

t s Rank Order Coefficient, corrected for ties:
-Spearrnan
signif icant at p z- .0 5.
-Measure of estate val-ue: land quafity.
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I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ff
12
13
14
15
16
I7
18
rs = -.02, not

TABLE7.5
Case No.

REr,arroNoF PREFERENCE
FoR UAIJES
oliERFEMAIES
To rNEQuALrfy
fiEqua]-ity

I
2
4
8
9
10
J2
13
l_5
L6
18
1"9
2T
22
23
26
29

of Shares

heference

9
2
10

l_0.5
+
16
l_0.5
4
16
4
t6
8.5
4

D

!4
o

tl

8

II

'tQ r

t2

4
IO

4
1

12
6.D

L8
t6

to

16

r s Rarik Order Coefficient,
-.'Spea:man

corre ctert for ties2

r" = .43,

sig. > .05.
+{eaaureof estate value: eeedinput.
TABI,E 7.6
Case No.

2
22
7
10
L5
8
29
23
2I
13
4
16
1
19
l-8
9
26
12

n)f

REUITION OF PREIERENG FOR MALE O\IERFEMALE]IEIRS TO IMQUALITY

tneduility

of sharee

Preference for
Malee Over Femaleg

t
2
e

D

4
5
o

8
9
10
11
L2
l3

1i

tn

<

a4

L0.5
15
5

n

n

15
16

?9

18

lt

rs
_RarikOrder Correlation Coefficiente
-Speaman
corrected for ties.
+teaaure of estate value:
Jand quaLity.

].s4

E
<

r" = . 5 3 , s ig . a t p 1 . . O S ,

a

TABLE 7.7
Case

TO ]NEQUALITY
REI,ATION
OT IONG CORESIDENCE
Degree of Skewing From
Equal Proportion of
Co{.esidence AnonE.-lglre

Degree of Skewing From Equal
Division To Each Heir

22
2
l0
ZI
7
9

I
2
f0
9

f

I
4
15
18

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll
t2

IO

-LO

8
19
29
12
26

L4
15
f6
I7
18

z3
-LO

6
1l12
8
f5
-L,f

3
f8
7

u

4
f6
T4

-Spearmanrs Rank Order Correlation r. = . 5 3 2 , s ig . > . 0 1 l-e v e l.
-Measure of estate vafue: seed input.
TABIE 7.8
Case No.
2
22
7
10
15
8
to

23
2I
13
4
16
I
19
f8

z6
12

TO TNEQUALITY
RELATIONOF I,ONGCORESIDENCE
Degree of Inequality
of Share

Deoree of Differences in
Coresidence AmongSibfings
2
f

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
f0
t_1
12

10
l-3
7
4
1t_
9
12
l5
18
8
17
3
6
14
I6

14
- LC

T6
77
18

t s Rank Order Correlation Coefficient
-Spearrnan
-Measure of estate value: land quality.
ID D

ro = .5f,

sig. at p4.OS.

TABIE 7.9

FOR MALES OIGR FEMAI,ESTO LONG
RELATIONOF PREFERENCE
SIDENCE
CORE

Case

Preference m>f

f
2
4
7
8
9
10
12
13

1 0 .5
4
L6
10. 5
4
16
4

-LO

16
18
19
2L
22
23
26
29

Inequal-itv

of Coresidence

8
2
15
7
6
f0
IO

-LO
EE

12

4
4
4
13
12
4

-LO

18
3
U
9
l_
1I
14

IO

4

16

!
-Spearman s Rank Order Correl-ation, r=
seed inputl
-M-easure of estate value:

l_c o

was creating a spurious correlation.

relationship

that an indirect

parents

be recalled that males tend to reside longer with their

wilf

residence

than fenales because of the queued sequencing of patrilocal
(Section 3).

Shoufd the high inequalities

expressed through differentiaf

to long co-residence, regardless of sex? 0r

be attributed

divisions

be considered

should the rel,ation between co-residence and inequafity
from males co-residing

specious, resulting

It

parents

longer with their

than females?
for

One alternative

trestatesrr were factored

Two artificiaf

lands received
control
to

by males; the other,

sex perrnitted

for

seed input

with

not result

by females.

of the relation
for

those
This

of co-residence

shares measured by

and disproportionate

between co-residence

regard to the quality

in a qualitatively

does long co-residence

better

for

this

as an indicator

share (Tabfes 7.I0

females appear to

measured in terms of seed input
favoritism

does

Long co-residence
A and B).

Nor

(Table 7.11 A).

l{owever, long co-resident

mild

of shares.

is

division

give mafes an edge in terrns of the seed input

value of shares received

(Table 7.11 B).

an increased period

inherit

larger

increased

or,
social

form oF prefe rence are djrect.

femafes reduce their

chances of finding

r57

shares,

This may be considered

of co-residency

of social, exchange, for

The consequences of this
co-resident

those received

proved different

of all

consists

and land quality.

The relation
spurious

estate

the examination

The resufts

inequality.

out from each case having at feast

One artificial

of the same sex.

two heirs

on

and unequal division.

between co-residence

sex, and exarnine the interaction

control

was to use a statistical

deciding

if

one accepts
exchange.
Long

a husband and

TABLE7.10

REI,ATIONOF LONGCORESIDENCE
AND INEQUALITY,COTTTROI,LING
FORSEX

Case No.
(A)

Male lleir

Degree of Inequalitv
of Distribution
Amons Heirs -

Degree of Difference
In Coresidence
..lmong Herrs
;-----------" '--r:=

Test
SEiFistics

rEstatesrr

I6
2I
1
19
18
8
f0
7
4
13
26

f
2
3
4
5
6
7

L2
7
7
3
13
I
11
10

9
L0
12
12
12

2

Ts= -'27
Not sig. at
p t.05
N=13

7

Feruale Heir tEstatesti

(B)

I
2
7
4
15
22
2I
10
9
f3
26
to

-lleasure of estate

I
2
3
4
(

3
9
t_
11
6
2
1t_
8
4
5
1l_
7

6
7
8
9
f0
fl_

t-2
value:

land quality.
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Not sig. at
p a -. 05
N= f 2

TABIE 7.11

TO INEqUAI,ITY, CONTROLLING
RE1ATIONOF IONG CORESIDENCE
FOR SX

Case No.
(A)

Male Heir
2L
1
18
23
19
10
8
L6
12
7

DeFree of Inequality
of Dri$tribution
AmonA Heirs

Desee of Difference
in Co-Residence
Anons Heirs

rEstatestr
7
3
1
7

I
J

-LO

10
It
T2

o

7
8
I
10

9
2

1'

12
26

Test
Statistics

1t

7

rs = '00
Not sig. at
P z- o s
N

-

la

Fersale Heir rEstatesrr

(B)

22
7
2!
o
to
1
10

13
12
,o

2
I
Lt

I
2
3

A

u l. J

7

7
8

9
8

ln

(

10. 5
1 0 .5
1 0 .5

+{easure of estate value:

o

It
LL
seed input.
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<1

Sig. at
p L . O5

producing legitinate

Given Diaz 0rdazts social systeme where

chil-dren.

children and husbantls are the providers for women, a womanrswelfare
is increasingl-y endangered by long co-residency with her parents.

A

womants l-iberation advocate may wish to argue that an old bacheforrs
welfare is equally threatened but, with Zapotecs, this
A spinster
If

has rnore d ifficulty

finding

she happens to have additional-

is not the case.

a spouse than an old bachelor.

inherited

land,

it nay give her an

edge over younger, less-landed competition.
with a larger

Pr.oviding spinsters

is adaptive both for the individual
concept).

sense of this multilateral

portion

of the inherited

and the connunity (in the survival
Aclditionaf fand equips the spinster

with a means of support in her dotage, husband or not.
it

At the same time t

of the comnunity having nany l-andless sPinsters

reduces the likelihood

thrown into a relationship

of dependenceon other households.

is supported by the observation

interpretation

that afl

theme.

Such an

unmarried spinsters

in Diaz Ordaz liverl in independent, sub-nuclear households.
an earlier

estate

This echoes

Inheritance provides t.ielfare for dependents - young

and old.
E state Size

7.3,3

Inheritance
estates.

was more unequally distributed

This relation

(tabl-es 7.12 and 7.1-3).

among heirs

holds for seed input, but not for quality
I have diagramed the relntionships

size, preference for nales over females, and inequality
Double lines
above.

in larger

indicate a relationship

Speannanls coefficients

significant

are also listed.
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of estate

(Figure 7.1).

at the .05 level or

TABIE 7.12

I
2
4
22
7
12
I6
10
2I
T9
8
9
f8
15
23
_LO

26
29

REI,ATIONOF ESTATESIZE TO INEQUALITY
Estate Size

Degree of Inequality

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
2
10
f
5
U

10
11
T2

f5
T4
6
12
It
7
8
18
I6

I')

3

-LC

14
l_o

f6
U
f8

Rank Order Correlation Coefficient,
-Spearmanrs
of
estate value: seed input.
-Measure
TABiE 7.].3

REIATION OF ESTATESIZE TO INEQUALITY

Case

Estate Size

I
2
7
4
I2
22

I
2
3
4

-L O

2I
10
8
9

a9
26
t8
-L C

29

r" = .45, Sig. at p4.05

Degree of Inequality
of Shares
L.f

6
7
8
9
10
11
12.5
14
15

f
3
f1
18
2
12
9
4
6
LO

10
14
8

u

-LO

5
7

17
18

-SpearrnanrsRank Order Correlation Coefficient,
r * = .19, not sig . a t p = . 0 5
i{eaSure of estate value: land qual-ity.
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corrected for ties,

FIGI'RE 7.1

REI,ATIONOE ESTATESIZE AND
PREFERENCE
TO UNEQUAL
DISTRIBLITION
FOR SEEDINPUT
Esfafe

S r'zo

- 4s n ---" -- \.r:

u\

Inequality
of shares

Preference
-13

Reference: Tabl-es3.5, 3.I2, 3.I4
FORIAND QUALITY

'7

Tnequality
of shares

Estate Size
\..,

Preference
.SJ

-=
Reference: Tables 7.6, 7.I4, 7 .I5.
Interestingly,

no significant

size and a preference
of the variance

association occurs betr,reenestate

for males over females.

Then, what is the source

strong enough to produce a correlation

between estate

size and inequality?
ControlLing for sex, the association between estate size and
inequality
relationship

vanishes (Table 7.16).

This indicates that the source of the

comes from cross-sex distinctions

in share val-ues.

Sinply

stated, mal-es are receiving more than fenales, but there is no variation
in shares received by membersof the sarnesex.
The resufts rnay be displayed graphically

]..62

(Figure 7.2).

TABLE7.14

FORMALES O\,'ER
REI,AT
ION OF ESTATESIZE AND PREFERENCE
FEMALE
S
Estate Size

t_
2
4
22
7
12
_LO

10
2I
19
8
9
18
15
13
26
29

Preference for
Males Over Fenales

1
2
3
4

10.5
4
f6
4
10.5

6
7
8
9
IO
f1
12
13
14
15
f6
t-7
18

LO

4
4
12
4
16
4
4
a(

16
16

-Spearrnan;sRank Order Coefficient r corrected for ties,
sig . a t p 4 .05.
-.I,leasure of estate val-ue : seed input.
TABLE 7.15

z6
18
15
29

''| E
.fu9

n^+
lru !

DeAree of Inequality

1
2
3

10.5
5

A

T7

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

LO

f9
23

-

S
FORMAI,E
S OVERFEMAIE
RXLAT]ONOF ESTATESIZE TO PREFERXNCE
Estate Size

I
2
7
4
T2
22
16
ZI
10
8
9

rs

T4
15
I6
17
f8

-Spea:rnants Rank Order Correl-ation Coefficient,
r s = .2It n o t sig. at P = . 0 5 .
-Measure of estate value: land quality.
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q

''| t

(

c

5
10.5
5
q

1 2. 5
5
15
14
17
5
5
I7
corrected for ties,

TABIE 7.16
(A)

FOR SEX
REI"{TIONOF ESTATESIZE TO TNEQUALITY,CONTROLIING

Male Estate s

rEstate

Size rr

Case
I
I6
TZ
4
10
7
2I
19
8
18

I
2
3

2

A

12
6
10
1
5
7
3
4
12

8
q

9
10
'II

t2

13

t s Rank 0rder Correlntion
-spearrnan
= .14, n o t sig. a t p4.0 5 .
(Bl

te m a l e

Coefficient,

2
7
22
21_
9
10

fs

29
26
J,O

162 corrected for ties

L s ta te s
"L State

1

Deffree of Inequality
Between Males

btze'

1
2
3
4
5
6.5
8
9
l-0
11
12

-Speanuants Rank 0rder Correlation Coefficient,
r " = .3 4 , not sig . a t p4 . 0 5 .
+leasure of estate val-ue: seed input.
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Degree of InequafiW
Between Femal-es
6
f0.5
7

2
f
3
4.5
8
]n (
10.5

corrected for ties,

F]GURE7.2

DIFFERENCE
IN TIIE SIZE OF SI{ARE
S IN
LARGEAND SMALI E STATES

IN SHARE SIZE BETWEEN
DIFFERENCES

F c1-efa

Brothers

Sisters

T,.e r oo

B o= B o

Si = Si

Bo )

Smalf

Bo =, Bo

Si = Si

Bo ( Si

Size

Brother/S ister
$ High Inequality

Si

Q Low Inequality

In farge estates, brothers receive larger shares than their

sisters,

in terms of seed input or farm area.

In smafl- estates, brothers receive

less than or equaf to their

Arnongbrothers and sisters,

sisters.

other hand, there is no significant

reduce differences
differences

testators I estate.

sphere of tillable

fand shovrsa tendency to

in share size amongfemales, while accentuating

amongmafes.

This tendency2 however, is limited

sets with both males and femal-es.
have on marriage patterns,

it

From the inforrnation

to sibling

that

I currently

appears that most men do not consider

wealth when looking for wives.
this

in the size of the shares

tlifferences

they receive no matter what the size of their
Thus, the inheritance

on the

Parents certainly

wish they wouId, but

decision seemsto be based upon other factors,

such as 1ove, good

If the marriage pattern is random, with respect to

looks, and contact.

parental wealth, then this preference for mafes over females in large
estates and females over males in smafl estates might be interpreted
a wealth feveling rnechanismin inheritance.

Positive

confirmation of

this hypothesis demandsmore information of marriage patterns,

with

respect to the wealth of parents.
7l

Conceafed Cases
The preceding

confrontation

with

statistical
the question

analyses and generalizations
of the overal,l

165

effect

avoided

of preference

as

factors

in Zapotec inheritance.

has been considered.

The d

In fact,

onJ.y part of the evidence

eroroaof excrudecl cases has been succinctrv

expressed by Koestl-er in The Act of Creation;
Statistics are Like a bikini.
What they reveal is suggestive.
What they conceal- is vital-.
At the beginning of section 7.8, thfirteen of thirty__one inheritance
cases wete excluded from these analyses of preference, based on the
assumption that they were not germane to the question or test
It

seems worthwhile

at hand.

to reconsideL the irnportance of these inheritance

cases that did not fit

neatly into the statistical

tests.

what do thev

conceal?
Certain demographic conditions
opportunity
contingent

to express preference.
upon a sibling

meet such preconditions.
upon denographic factors.

froru having any

An expression of male preference

set having at least

nust be femal-e; the other male.

inheritance

prevent a testator

two children

sone inheritance

situations

The frequency of such situations
This neans that

generalized

is

of which one
fail

to

partlj,

stater'ents

depends
of an

sy stern based so]ely upon evidence of preference tendencies

must be approached cautiousl_y.
As an illustration,

only eighteen of thfuty_one

sampled were relevant to tests of sex preference, i.e.
above preconditions.

More correctry,

of trtechnical problemsrt: division

fenal-es.

by municipality

R
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they neet the

officials,

incomprete

six cases were excludecl

that is, the heirs were arl mares or.

And two cases were inappropriate

ne 1r. "

I

four cases were excr-udeirbecause

data, or absence of farm rand in the estate.
because they were unisex transfers,

cases that

because they had onJ_yone

The frequency of unisex sibling
of (a) the time of transfer

(relative

sets in a population is a function
to ages of hol-der and heirs),

and (c) mortal-ity rates.

(b) fertility,

decreased mortality

Increased fertility

increases the average sibling

And the frequency of unisex sibling

population.

and inversely related to the average siblilg

remains probleruatic,

set size - being analogous

of the iateraction

the directions

for these three

of variation

are

A11 other things being equal-, increased fertility,

discernable.
nortality,

sets is geometrical-ly

as the number of coins increases.

Although an exact estjmation
variables

set size in a

of the coin toss outcome I'either heads

to the decreasing probability
or tailstr

and/or

or an earl-ier transfer
in a population

unisex transfers

decreased

time would reduce the proporlion
and thereby,

for an expression of sex preference

of

increase the opportunity

in the universe of inheritance

transfers.
Inversely,
consistjng of

a reduction

in population

heirs-in-waitingrt

augments the proportion

growth rate in that

and/or clelay in transfer

of unisex sibling

segment

time

sets, thereby making the

exercise of sex preference fess important to the overal-l frequency of
inheritance

outcones.

L.,ikewise, the frequency of transfers
depends on demographic parameters.
increased fertility,

involving

AIL other things being equal,

decreased rnortality,

or delayed transfer

reduce the frequency of one-heir only transfers
Such crude directional-

fornul-ations

Given a combination of fertility,
all

tirnes would

in a population.

suggest intere sting hypotheses.

mortality,

and transfer

cornbine to create ar ever increasing sibling

_LO /

onl-y a singl-e heir

time, which

set size, preference

of inheritance.

overal-l- distribution
discovered (figure
inheritance

7.2) would

The wealth adjustment tendencies

have a greater imPact on the overal-l

systen.

Inverting

this

any combination of tlemographic parameters

rel-ation,

reducing the average size of sibling

sets woul-d make unisex and one-heir

nore conmon. Under such conditions,

transfers

ttpreferencett were to be coroe a significant

conditions,

inequality

component under such

then it woul-d have more universal

irnpact on the society

it were (a) expressed ir tems of some other criteria,

of sex), or (b) expressed by extending the definition
beyond the confines of being only children
In Diaz 0rdaz, decreasing mortality
coull be interpreted
the Revolution.
variable
felt

affecting

such as sibling

and universe of

of the testators.

and relative

steady fertility

as increasing the average sibl-ing set size since

Thus, preference nay be gaining momentumas a systemic
the distribution

of fann land.

that the frequency of early transfer

since the Revolution.
further

if

set with two or more members, regardless

order (appl-icable to any sibling

heirs

based on

for the populntion to express.

sex preference would be more difficult
If

impact on the

would have an increasing

expressed by sex discrimination

If this

Howeverr inforTnants

( inter-vivos

) has increaserl

should turn out to be the case, then

modelling would be necessary wherein the tine

of transfer

acts

to counter-balance dernographicpressures.
7.5

The Other Meanings of Equality
It may come as a surprise

question about the equality

to know the infonuants I views on this

of their

measurable inequal-ity in ahost

all

l_68

inheritance.

Although there was

of the preceding cases, interviews

during this

early

divisions

fieldwork

were equal.

found informants

that the

insisting

This opinion was expressed afber two orf mor.e

hours of discussion on what appeared to be unequal division.
considerable soul-searching,

this

investigator

question by appearing to disbel-ieve their
informants

changed their

an equal distribution.

"

pressed deeper into this

answers. Whenpressured,

responses to the negative
What explains

AfEer

this

. . .rrit was not

flip-flopping

of

viewpoints ?
It

appears that Zapotecs claim the ir

inheritance

divisions

equal and not depending on the context of the discussion.
conditions,

they may claim that the ir testators t division

Here, the purpose would be to reaffirm
respect for their
litigation,

wishes.

conflict,

their

distribution

But in other social situations,

distributed

was equal.
and

and if

or doubt are brought into the conversation,

they have several options for evaluating
and each criteria

difFerent result.

Under certain

parents I authority

same informants roay choose to claim an unequal distribution.
is certain,

were

the

One th ing

the i-r parents I

for measuring the ir shares produces a

The answer to the question rrls inheritance equally

among the Zapotec heirs?rr is revealed in the ir response

to the question.

rrYes, it

is equal and not.rr
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ENDNOTE
S

1.

sampfed casesr only one invofved lands being exclusively
0f thifty-one
And in
to heirs other than chil-dren of the testators.
transferred
non-children
heirs
that
were
of
the
remaining
cases
were
only tr{o
part of the co-heir set.

2.

of equality used by the local
This is equivafent to the definition
necessary
to divide an estate between
it
becomes
court
when
levef
I might afso note that eiido l-ands are excluded
disputant co-heirs.
from alf tests in this section, because Zapotecs do not consider
even though such fands
ejido lands part of an estaters inheritance
parents
to
children.
from
are often transmitted
In this
In Oaxaca, one alrud of rnaize is equivalent to four kilos.
tkllo-lr
rather
than
as
a
to
this
measurenent
refer
essay, I prefer-to
in
measurements
of
almud
an almud scafe because of the discrepancy
various pa:rts of Mexico.

4.

N = 13r mean = 1713 square
four kilos in value:
Irrigated
fields,
=
of the same
dry
farrned fields,
3f5.
Non-irrigated,
meters, S.D.
=
=
=
530.
2686
meters,
S.D.
N
8r mean
square
kilo input:

5.

Irrigated
fiefds are more valuabfe than dry fiefds
Among these advantages are:
than yields.
a.
b.
c.

for

reasons other

A wider variety of cul-tigens may be planted on them.
is
in yields for any given field
Their yearly variations
rnuch less than occurs on dry fields.
And, they are usually more accessibfe to cart roads, and
periodic visils
because they are focated on the edge of
the river,
which serves as a major rneans of comrnunication
when it is not flowing or has been diverted upstream for
purposes.
irrigation

Given these additional-

advantages,

a 2.5 multiplier

seems conservative.

or dry
and non-irrigated,
Most estates have a mix of both irrigated
quality
a
from
a
seed
input
to
the
tTansformation
fiefds,
farmed
ordering of rankings on estate
measure did not blur the refative
population of estates was being
that
the
same
recognition
size beyond
between estate size measured
The
rank
order
correfation
considered.
qual-ity
was
.95,
using
Spearmanrs rs.
and
in
in kifo input

7.

social exchange
difficulties
in quantifying
The cost-accounting
Kuhn
of
the
theory
itself.
criticism
cannot be considered a vafid
physical,
sciences
the
history
of
the
(1961) finds fong lag periods in
breakthroughs and the theoryis verification
between major theoretical
This represents a crude, first
by rneasurement techniques.
quantification
of social- exchange theory.
approximation at

u0

8.

Numbersof excluded cases may be broken down more specifically:
all r[ale heirs, five cases; af1 female heirs, one case; only one
heir, two cases; no farm lands in the testatorrs estate, one
one case; and incomplete
case; division by municipality officials,
data. tvio cases.
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8.

IN]IERITANCEANDWEAITHDISTRIBUTION

The last section offers

a glimpse of the conplexities

awaiting

attempts to moder the economic consequencesof inheritance.
should consider not only inheritance rules,
popul-ation patterns.
using a different
sections.

but also rnarriage and

section, this argument will

research stratery

be pursued

than that used in the preceding

Rather than squeeze ideas out of a handful of Zapotec

inheritance
wilf

In this

The moderfer

be first

institutions

cases, a more deductive thrust will

be made. The objectives

to di.scuss the place of inheritance
that distribute

in relation

to other

wealth and second, to consider methods of

measuLing and model_ling the economic irnpact of inheritance.
8.l-

WeaLth Distribution

Imagine a society divided into X social groups (or individuals
)
holding excrusive rights to y units of property.
The distribution
of
sociaf
1905).

groups to property

may be represented by a Lorenz curve (l,orenz

This curve compares the percentage of social groups (horizontal

axis) with the percentage of property they hold (vertical

axis,

Figure 8.1) .
Line A represents absol_ute equality.
groups own ten percent of the property,
percent, and so on.
origin

Absolute inequality

Ten percent of the social_
twenty percent have twenty
is depicted by a line frorn the

to point D and then up the right-hand side of the graph.

If

property can be assigned a val_ue and mutually excl_usive social- groups
be defined, then the weafth d istribution
represented by either

of any society coulcl be

of these lines or, more ljkely,

between these two extrene s.
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by some curve

FIGI]RE 8.1
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Lorenz curves permit
weafth

(or

neasurement and comparison of the degree of

income ) stratification.
the distribution

represent

then society

of property

B has a greater

society

C.

It

society

is weal,thier

For example, if
for

must be emphasized that

measure refative

rather

this

than absolute

one society

through

the distribution

of property

for

periods,

indicating

for

thereby

d istributed

inevitabfe

tendency for

regardless

of social

taxationrr

for

and political-

including

Refutation

to measure

distributions

rrthere is an

He felt

in the same way and regardless

Paretors generalization

of

was refuted

of income over the past few decades

that

case, it

through

time and is undoubtedly

Law generates new questions.

the distribution

effected

by other

of wealth
social

varies

institutions.

Wealth Adj ustrnent Mechanisms
Lorenz curves and other measures of wealth

distribution

symptoms of numerous, poorly

understood processes that

store,

wealth.

disperse,

and destroy

a

evidence from the U.S. economy showing

In this

8.2

these wealth

institutions

of any Naturaf

was realized

time

(Yntema 1933).

afL societies.

change to a rnore equaf distribution
(ibid:1f1).

at two successive

income to be distributed

(Samuelson 1967:111).

from many sources,

and

B and C could represent

SeveraL methods exist

The Swiss economist Pareto believed
Law and stable

one

weal-th be came more unequally

between t irne B and C.

of Natural

does not mean that

compare changes in wealth

time.

these changes in weal-th distribution

part

than

eafth.

a society

that

respectivel,y,

these curves are percentages

l,orenz curves also may be used to
distribution

two societies,

of propert]z distribution

equality

than another;

curves B and C
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All

factors

are

accumulate,

influencing

the

d istribution

of wealth

mechanisms (WAMS).!'
ttpeople adjustj'lent

It

as wealth

in the wealth

distribution

whiclt,

in fact,

l for

shifts.

and plagues are exarnples.
anthropofogists
present

dynamics of different
Weafth adjustment

degree of abstraction

effect

of

processes toward more equitable

example, taxes,

but al,so to

land sal,es, reciprocity
floods,

famines,

iniluding

behaviors

quantiry,

identiEi,

economic

and compare the

types of WAMS.
nechanisms may be cl,assified
This distinction

userl in the analysis
or institutions

into

ttio types:

is actual,ly

The list

based on the

of WAMS. Substantive

which are believed

!{AMS

to have some

of these mechanisms is long

and should incl-ude fand sa1es, marriage,

auctioning,

potlatching,

and inheritance.

Structural
reciprocitSz,

processes are fewer and more generalized:

redistribution,

Unfortunatefy,

a ridicul,ous

economic.
dampen their

If

they include

and market exchange (Polanyi

economic anthropologists

these processes on wealth
with

impl-ication

Others are physical;

on weal,th distribution.

marriage,

lrwealth

Nashrs tenn,

Socio--economic theorists,

and structuraf.

are specific

is re]ative:

, wish not onl-y to measure the degree of inequafity

in a society,

substantive

these factors

call

distinction

is to people.

adjustment

to

nay not be present.

Some WAMSare cultural
and population

'\,realth adjustment

would also be permissable

mechanismsr'r is not used because of its

directionality

rules,

may be called

rnechanisms" because this

people are to wealth
leveling

in a society

distribution

have ignored the effects
because of their

debate over what is and isnrt

the next generation
enthusiasm for

this

f957).

preoccupation

worthy of being calIed

of economic anthropofogists
debate,

r 75

of

several, rnore concrete

can
issues

age.

Both can involve economic consequences.

(2) Individuat

are more within
SomeWAMS

control-.

an individual-rs

control than others, e.g. a choice as to whether a child
should study outside his vilJage

is rnore controlled

than the

occurrence of a drought.
(3)

Frequenc5z. SomehIAMSoccur armually and regularly,
0thers happen infrequently,

and rents.
funerals,
(4)

like

taxes

such as marriage,

and disasters.
efFects on the

Magnitude of Effect.

SorneWAMS
have radical

wealth hol-ding units,

such as an expensive political

illnessr have

Other WAI"IS,such as a ninor

in a cargo system.

office

fess disastrous consequences.
It might prove interesting
dimensions.

to test hypotheses concerning these

Do weal-th adjustment mechanismsthat occur with high

frequency show a weaker nagnitude of effect?
more control
control

over the least

Do individuals

? Or do populations
randon WAMS

exert
exert least

over WAMSwith a great nagnitude of effect?

Answering these queries demands dlmamic, innovative
rlemonstrate how incremental
To achieve this

changes in WAMSeffects

rlegree of specificity,

model-s that

wealth distribution.

these rnodels must (1) define

parameters that infl-uence the process being considered, (2) state rules
as to how the process operates, and (3) show results
tion

of changes in either

on weal,th distribu-

the rul-e s or the parameters.

serve as an example of the problems involved
adiustment mechanism.
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in nodelling

Inheritance
a wealth

may

8.3

Pr-oceduresfor Discovering the t^/eafth Distribution
Tnheritance
A brief

consequencesof

review of the ways in which the econornic consequencesof

inheritance have been studied might cIarifo
present study.

the approach taken in the

Nash and Wolf considered bil,ateraL inheritance a

'lvealth -leveling

mechanism.rr Their analyses consistecl of functional_

arguments, e.g. under certain conditions inheritance shuffles wealth
al-ong descent fine s.
Earlier,

I offered severaf criticisms

now be nade more specific.
family

lines

in societies

transmission of wealth.
emphasis on lineal

of Nashts approach which may

He searched for continuity
that place little

of wealth along

importance upon the l-inea1

Deciding whether this

is a result

of a decreased

descent or a resul_t of an inheritance pattern that

de-emphasizes sex when transmitting
and egg question.

Chicken:

property is essentiafly

Amatenangovillagers

a chicken

do not ernphasize

descent when considering wealth transmission because of the shuffling
effects

of their

inheritance

system. Eggr

they de<mphasize l_ineaf

transmission of wealth along one descent line because they maintain
bilateral-

descent.

r cannot see how this

issue may be clearly

I
r^
^l.
-'-^L-.a:!s^ rnaDr-Llcy
ro perceive the sensitivity
-\asn
l\I-

oF inheritance to

demographic parameters is a more serious failing.
expression of preference in Diaz Ordaz and coll-ierls
inheritance suggest that the effect
distribution

resol-ved.

My discussion of the
modef of zinacantan

of inheritance rul,es on wealth

is heavily contingent on popuration parameters.

An aclequate

inheritance model_carmot ignore these factors.
Furthe:rnore, Nashrs claim that bifateraf
is ambiguous. If he means that inheritance
family lines,

inheritance

shuffl-e s wealth afong

preventing heirs from having more than their
178

fevels wealth

parents, then

his evidence neither

supports nor refutes his argument. He presents

evidence concerning the dispersal of weal-th along family

no longitudinal

0n the other hand, if he means that wealth is shuffled among

lines.

househokls and creates what he call-ed a trdemocracyof povertyrrr then he
to present diachronic evidence to support this hypothesis,

not only fails

but afso provides evidence to suggest that this hypothesis rnay be
incorrect

(rigure

8.2).

This figure

shows considerabfe inequality

of

wealth amonghousehol-dsin Amatenango. This may be seen by translating
his figure

to Diaz Ordaz and the

into a l,orenz Curve and comparing it

United States in terns of the refative

inequality

of wealth distribution.f

rs wealth distribution
Figure 8.3 intlicates that Amatenango
sinilar

to that of Dj.az Ordaz and the United States.

In fact,

had provided information on the property held by the wealthiest
of this

Chiapan village,

and the actual distribution
than this

even more skewed toward inequality

figure

Although the absofute weafth differences between it

show substantial
Finafly,

segment

might have been
suggests.

l{hichever

differences

and the United States

are srnal,l,. Al-1,three societies

inequafity.

Nashrs concept of 'health

leveling mechanisrns is as

suspect as his concept of the t'democracyof poverty.r'
intlependently

if Nash

not a lrdemocracyof poverQz.tl

is the case, Amatenangois certainly

are stupendous, the refative

is roughly

shown that

Colfier

and I have

may have wealth accr.lnulation

inheritance

tendencies at the sametime that weafth is feveled.
Verbally expressed, functional

expl-anations have serious shortcomings

in discussions of the wealth adjustment consequencesof inheritance.
Such explanations only inrlicate directionafity
accumulation, or maintenance of the status quo).
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in a WAM(either

dispersal-,

They lack precision

and
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the degree of inequality

do not state

it

system creates;

functionaf

to permit

for

lfinits

or those suggestions

in

useful,ness to studies

their

system or conpare

Atthough some directionality

is

in

indicated

paribus

dependent on ceteris

in the study of the dynamics of

flexability

shortcoming

models is their

of functional

changes in those paraneters

outcome of inheritance

that

to

inability

are known to influence

the

Each time a parameter r such as sibl,ing-set

rules.

is changed a new verbaf

size,

Wolf,

systems.

A related
adjust

systems.

inheritance

a T,orenz curve from the

rnodels, the model,s are too heavily

reservations
inher itance

a particufar

the dynamics of an inheritance

social

different

to derive

This failing

section.

search for

that

irnpossible

by Nash, Homans, Collier,

rnodels offered
the preceding

is

that

model- becomes necessary.

Manipulation

of

these model,s can become complex and laborious.

and wealth

distribution

functional

models.

in parameters,

shifts

might appear to rectifii

Historical
ru1es,

as unwieldJ-y as functional-,

and wealth

synchronic

is desired.

They have an additionaf

information,

aff

In Diaz Ordaz, the recovery

neither

the past

reconstructed.

Such analyses,

Frustration

absence of historical

incrementaf

disadvantage

of historical

rules
with

nor wealth

functional,

documentation

I82

however, are

models when parameter manipulation

Records on the transfer
inheritance

of

They also assist

distribution.

of which may not be relevant

proved frustratj.ng.

the deficiencies

models help document diachronic,

of causal relationships.2

in the discovery

rules

anal-ysis of changes in inheritance

Models based on historical

edged this

of requiring

considerabfe

in a forrnaf modef.
information
of estates

were incompl,ete,

distribution
verbal

on inheritance

coul-d be

model-s and the

research

to

consider

quantitative
generaf

approach

this

In retrospect,

models.

study

to the

of

fostered

decision

inheritance

a more

than was initially

anticipated.
rnodels, quantitative

Compared to verbal
advantages for

adjustment

parameters may be more easil-y manipufated

Their

than is achieved with

distribution

And tbey offer

fess."

systems than verbaf
considered

for

on equations

certain

with

but

is too abstract

formulas
at this
straight

forvard

of inheritance

algebraic

considered

a l,orenz curve based

to variables

such as estate

Sargan (1964) developed a
to this

I repeatedly

The probabilistic

probability
systens will

nature

problem,
refations

fail,ed

to

of inheritance
insoluabl,e
seems unlikely,

ever be modeled by relatively
techniques.

model,s of the economic consequences

a sirnplified

of alternative,
replica

an analogue model, of a society

analogue solutlons.

of those features

to the working of a system.

f83

ft

statements.

and probabilistic

lead to a consideration

essential

for

Unfortunatel-y,

to develop algebraic

An analogue model creates

modefs were

parameters produced hopelessly

inheritance

more, or
inheritance

comparing different

observabl-e socio-economic

from directly

conditioning

that

such as 'rgreater,

seems to approach a sol,ution

nesteal in conditional
time,

for

and sex of heirs.

an acceptabl-e algorithrn.

Inability

if

Greater

inheritance.

cross -cuIturally.

and their

rules

format

numeric ilputs

model that

equation

to be applied

expressions

model might give the formula

linear

discover

of inheritance.

or changed.

Two types of quantitative

models.

number of heirs,

it

a better

use in modelling

An algebraic

size,

effects

can be given to the measuring changes in the degree of wealth

precision

that

the wealth

cletermining

model-s have distinct

It

could be built

seemed reasonabl-e
with

specific

rules of property rights,

popufation dynarnics, marriage, and inheritance

then any operation on this model would be indicative

rules;

changes in the illusory

rrreal worl-d."

of cul-turaf

A computer program offers

rnethod to build such models which belong to an analytical

a

technique

called a ttcomputer s imulation. tl
8.4

Computer Simulation and Model-s
A computer simulation j.s an analogic representation of the elements

and variabl-es of a systetq including the rufes for their
through time.

interactions
time

By mirnicing events and processes in some artificial

framework (that rnay be expanded or compressed), the tlynamics of a system
may be stud ied.
It must be realized that a computer sinulation
anything in particular.
media:
few.

is not a model of

Modefs may be represented by many different

words, equations, diagrams, and physicaf structures are just a

Each rnedium can model an infinite

nrrnber of phenomena. Verbal

statements, for example, have been used to model-such diverse things as
nuclear reactors,

cross-cousin marriage, and landscapes.

It

obvious that the media of the model is not, in and of itself
Nevertheless, uninitiated

Nothing coul-d be more inappropriate

point out:

a theory.

enthusiasts continue to believe that conputer

simulations are machjles that grind data into theoretical

simulation

should be

than to assume that

is a data analysis technique.

general,izations .
computer

As Schuftz and Sullivan

(l-972)

t'eomputer simufations are the use of a process to model,

another process.tr

Computer sjmulations are to models, as words are to

poets, sirnply rnedia through which ideas can be organized and transmitted
to others.
The pros and cons of using the mediumof computer simul,ation have

r84

been extensively

discussed elsewhere (Schultz and Sullivan 1972,

Gullahorn and cuLlahorn 1972, Downing and Luebberrnann1973).
computer s imulations assist
(a) explicit

definition

In brief,

in:
of concepts, variables,

parameters, and

processes;
(b) experimentation

with a machine analogue of some referent

system that may be impossible or impractical

to di,Tect

manipuLation by the investigator;
(c) evaluation of the systenic importance of a variable
by its

manipufation

in a systen

in the analogue modeJ_.

Computer simulations also have disadvantages.
(a) Comparedto other analytic

te chniques, their

development requj-res

considerable time and monev.
(b) They are often unintelligib1e

to anyone except their

devblopers.

(c) They sometines becometoo complex because too much detail
incorporated

is

into them.

(d) The attendant mathenatics is poorl-y understood.
Other, more technical problems exist,
these with specific

but it would be wise to discuss

reference to INHERIT, a preliminary

cornputer simulation

morlel of inheritance.
8.5

INIIERIT I
INI'IERIT I is a prel_Ininary model that

and merger of wealth hetd by households.
entities

that (t)

these rights

have heirs,

to their

irnitates

the creation,

fussiorr,

Households are defined as

(2) hold rights to property,

heirs according to ir*reritance rules.

anrl (S) transfer
The

temporal dynamics of this model-are based on a s irnple notion of a
rrhousehold generation. tr A household generation
has taken place when

185

sequence of events has occurred.

the following

Every household in a parental generation receives an initial,

f.

allotment of property (the starting

conditions).

2.

A randomizedprocess assigns heirs to each household.

3.

Their heirs are married.

4.

These newlyweds forrn househofds of the succeeding generation.

E

r r r l- ^

- - - ^- + -

r

4^
E-neration passes proper"ty rights

to their

hei-rs in

the newlywed generation according to a set of inheritance rufes.
of weal-th for these newlyweds, who now have

The d istribution

6.

their

inheritance,

is plotted by means of a lorenz curve.

The newlyraedgeneration now becomesthe parental

7.

generation for

the next cycle and the process begins again (number 2).
sequence of events over and over again (figure

The model Tepeats this
8.4).

Comparison of the successive LorerLz curves permits an estimate
consequencesfor any conbination of inheritance

of wealth distribution

ruIes, population dynamics, and marriage arrangements. Most inportantly,
this model permits almost unlimited experimentation into the effects
various parameter changes on wealth distribution.

of

An experirnent takes

place when one or more variables are changedwhile everything else in
the simulation

is held constant.

allows a quantitative

Comparison of the outputs of experirnents

estimate of the effects

of clifferent

wealth

adjustment mechanismson weafth distribution.
Tn thjs model, weafth adjustment mechanismsare defined as any
variable

that changes or effects the shape of the Lorenz curve.

would excfude a variable
after

it

was permitted

one sense, this

that

failed

to inffuence

This

the shape of the curve

to range from one extreme vafue to the other.

In

I technique for discovering
is a formal statement of Homans
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FIGURE 8,4
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the functional
section 1.
villages
their

of an element in inheritance

significance

nentioned in

It wifl- be recalled that he searched for cases in which

had shifted

fron primogeniture

to ultimogeniture

before and after the change. t,/henhe discovered

social structrres

changes, he assumed that this

no significant

and compared

distinction

was unimportant.

I technique;
But INHERIT has an advantage over the Horuans
is not limited

to particular

historical

experimentation

circumstances or inheritance

rule s.
INHERIT I is a prototype

At present,

develop a s impl-e prototype

and generate results

system with the follor\'ing

:
has a zero growth rate

a.

the population

b.

marriage is random

c.

wealth is fixed,

d.

inheritance
household.

Conputeriz ing this

and infinitely

limited

is distributed

divisable

equally to all

offspring

of a

sirnple model proved cotuplex and is explained in

Appendix I and II by folJ-owing it
8.6

which (2) may be

changes in the model-. INIIERIT I might be considered

an rrideal- typert that minics a social
characteristics

base

The research design for this model-is (1) to

for future experiments.

compared with future

that forrns a comparitive

through its

step by step.

operations

Prel-ininary Results
To date, tfio experiments have been perforrned with this

first,
crucial

INHERITI,

is identical

to the secondr INHERITII,

The

model.

except for one

change. INHERITII does not assumea stabl-e popul-ationr as does

INHERIT I.
through tine.

Rather, it

pe:rnits the househol-d population

to increase

This change is made by changing the probabilities
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of the

number of heirs

per household to a mean of 3, and truncating

number of heirs

per household at I (figure

perfonn

adequately

develop a better

generations

eight

conditions

initial(i.e.

absolute

to skew toward greater
generation

eighth

values

Tt would appear that

initial

from its

this

to fluxtuate

distribution

Substituting
INHERIT IIts
equafly

generations

of these eight

stalting

ran out of living
of output

(figure

it

Only
can be

lower and mean

force

in INHERIT I.
a Lorenz

eventually

stabifizes

conditions.
stability

results.

assumption of INHERIT I with

growth produced different,

To prove the fal-Iibility

one encountered difficufties

suggest that

when its

generation.

space in the fourth
8.8)

the

when stabilization

rules

inheritance

into

or slowing.

of computer simulation

assumption of population

this

the Lorenz curve began

the upper,

around a mean after

the population

inconclusive,

simufations,

set of

of wealth

This skewing continues

8.7 illustrates

the

begins with

100 units

can demonstrate exactfy

system.

in the population

appears to be stabil-izjmg

Figure

expected to occur.

ideal

in the

The simulation

one generation,

inequality.

where it

fonger tests

further,

After

in variables

the current

indicate

of wealth held

of each househol-d holding

equality).

shifLs

incremental
results

in INHERIT I.3

each run,

control

of the rnodel- and suggest tendencies

8.6 shows the percentage

Figure
after

The preljminary

distribution.

status

working

system and test

marriage

is necessary to

For example, it

these experiments.

sequence of random numbers to

a different

on wealth

and

tentative

Many more runs of the model- would be necessary to

preliminary.

permit

8,5).

of these models shoul-d be considered

The results

the maximum

and

of computer
storage natrix

These four

generations

weafth '"ras skewing at a slower rate

than occurred in INHXRTTl .
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FlGURE
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78.6
100

prelirninary

The most interesting
the wealth

held

rufes.

inheritance
7

rre

ih :f

f} \a

probability
transfers

goverrunent or sink

by the

-urr"t"r"

---"-

of intestate

transfers,

to al-l intestate

of section

at the concfusion

Tn the Zapotec popufation,

stay r.Jithin the vifl-age population,

up with the property.

in the

set size, the srnaller the

sibling

th

growth of

to the

due to bottlenecks

set forth

The hvoothesis

]:r d a r

re fate

resul,ts

i.e.

another villager

The analogy of this

situation

ends

gain access

But assumethe state coul-d effectively

properfy.

intestate

was built

into INHERIT. The depository of these funds was call-ed the I'government"
or trsink".

Thus, the hypothesis would continue . . .trthe smaller the

probability

of an intestate

transfer

the l-ess wealth accumulated by the

goverrnnent.
Comparison of the tentative

results

of INHERITI and lI

this hypothesis is supported (Figure 8.9).

shows that

Beginning the initial,

population with 101000 units of wealth and the government hol-ding nothing,
TNmRIT I permitted the government to accunulate 67 percent of the total
wealth by the end of the eighth generation.
with that of INHERITII

Comparisonof this output

suggests that the accumufation occurs much

slower when the popufation is growing.

At the termination

of the fourth

generatlon, the government or sink in INHERITII owned 20 percent of the
total

wealth; comparedto 47 percent for INHERITI.
Future experiments with this model wifl

models through to stabilization
answers.

carry the INHERITI and II

and give a probability

rneasureof their

That is, each rnodel generates not one, but a variety

of answers.

These ansrvers may be likened to a belt or band across a Lorenz curve
indicating

the most probable results.

Although it woul-d be interesting

to see if the model could be calibrated with an ethnographic case, like
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Di.az Ord.az, it

is not necessary to establish

the valid ity

of a model

by searching for the correspondence of data or cases to each output.
The nodel rnay be used to test the dynamics of ideal type systens in a
nanner similar

to that used by theoretical

space or a perfect

the ideal concept of frictionless
truth

of the matter is,

generated by a few s imple cultural
although perfectly

when they eroploy
catalyst.

The

stochastic pararqeters are introduced into

if

then the nurober of possible

modelling,

physicists

outputs or futures

rules

that may be

is enorrnous. Any one path,

corresponding to the rules,

may not occur in the

ethnographic record because a1-1 systerns have a past and are contingent
If one of these inheritance simulations

previous history.

on their

suggests the wealth distribution
inheritance

ruIes,

and population dynamics that has never occurred
does not negate its validity

in the world, then this
tool.
that

It

of a combination of marriage rules,

simply provides a solution to non-occurring social situation
Somemight like to say it predicts,

is consistent with the nodel.

although that
current

as a theoretical-

is a bit

pretencious

given the simplified

status of the

simul-ation rDodels.

The important point
one effective

is that this

technique for attacking

simulation

model appears to be

the questions concerning wealth

adjustrnent mechanisms. I have demonstrated how such a rnodel-can be
buil-t

and shown the extremely tentative

exDeriments.
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results

of its

first,

infantile

ENDNOTES
Sourcee of data for figure 8.2
Di.az Ordazz Census of J-and holdings of 99 households hol-ding
l-324 rkilosrr of land.
Amatenango: Nash (1968:319, figure 3). It was assumedthat
rrover 12 tabf-onesrr on this figure meant at least
This assurtrDtion skews the curve in
14 tablones.
favor of a more equitabG wealth distribution
than
is probably the case.
u.S.:
Samuelson(L967 trr]-, figure 6-3b). The data is
approxirnate because the scal-e of his figure prevented precise duplication.

2.

Professors Robert Netting and Arthur Wol-f are independently expLoring
this histo).ica1 approach and I arxiously await the ir results.
These percentages do not include wealth held by the rrgovernnentit
or ?rsirk. tr
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CONCLUS
ION

9.

Research is uncomfortable
was no exception.

journey

was strewn with
in general,
cul,ture,

Foffor.,ring a rather

the substance of this

introduction,
defined

and untidy.

into

and one sphere,

research

expectations

was not discussed.

agricultural,

land.

considered

fraction

of the interesting

and possible

those effecting

consequences of inheritance

to only an investigation

Then, the ecological

structure.
fragmentation
fields

was discussed.

dissertation,

inheritance.

the meaning of equilateraf

to the thesis.

the importance of
in a set of heirs.

An interesting

in laboratorv

systems.
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of the

mechanisms.

of a computer simulation

This model would assist

type models of inheritance

adjustment

fragment

distribution

opens the second half

of wealth

as to the possibility

specified

on societal

was asked, rrdoes inheritance

of unequal distribution
the discussion

was further

of inheritance

on unequal distribution

Zapotecs becone triviaf

is raised

ideal

factors

of

and economic consequences of fiefd
It

Next,

the distribution

and drew on data from

Methods were developed to discuss

preference

The question

point,

was considered.

at a high rate?r'

different

of the effect

only a

The former topic

The question

Mexico.

the

problems"

(1) people to people and (2) people to resources.

the Zapotecs in southeastern

Diaz Ordaz 1

dehydrating

speck, the investigation

concerns the social

narrowed to one

Moreover, after

to an ethnographic

into

Inheritance,

one comnunity,

research

The problems were divided

The traif

ethnofogy.

and promises.

Tlacolulal

focused

shrank to a narrowfy

Rather the discussion

one valley,

discussion

rnagnanlmous and broadly

contemporary and unimaginative

unful,fil-fed

Zapotecs;

The preceding

At this
question

modef of

exoerirnents with

The preliminary
Again,

the resul-ts

related
rather

results
of this

then what progress

but tenuously

the questions

answered,

has been rnade other than the award of another
it

appears that

fittle

Riversr

can be placed in

faith

decide that
original

Ph.D.?

is the overriding

kinship

scrarnbfed

distinction,

and reassembled by Goody and Leach, rnust not be fost

by Radcliffe-Brown

of descent appears not to be true

What is true

of inheritance.

to be a study of the

a study of one should not be considered

Therefore,

asked about this

were only partially

of cufture

in inheritance.

consideration

I'INHERITTT
was presented.

proved interesting
And if

schemes which implicitly

taxononic

again.

corner

research,

From this

effort

reality.

to ethnographic
insignificant

of a model cafled

other.
appears the principle

Second, it

are testator

shoufd be considered
to property,

rights

produced a description

and heir

of inheritance

the tirDe of transfer,

re1ations,

An appfication

and rufes.

that

components of inheritance

that

of this

consideration

does not rely

on taxonomic

categories.
Third,

this

application

was supported by a particular

structure
the sociaf

context

of inheritance

the only mechanism effecting
research
primary

has elevated
variabl,e

considered
for

In Zapotec j:rheritance,

kind

of societal
system.

type of inheritance

requlred

that

it

Zapotec solidarity.

nothing

more, this

inheritance

is the

This hypothesis

to actively

consider

exchange between parents

solidarity

is strenghtened

ancl children
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that

may be

methodologies

and comparing the concept of social
sociaf

But

be de-emphasized as
If

to a hypothesis:

to my colleagues

quantifying,

a particular

Zapotec solidarity.

the topic

explaining

a challenge

defining,

sociaf

showed that

sol,ialarity '

by a form of

has structuraf

consequencesfor the villagers
appears to be a significant

groups.

societaf

Inherited property

coffnodity jJl this exchange system.

Fourth, models of inheritance that predict

an unbridfed dismantling

of fiel-d were shown to be demonstratively erroneous.
probabilistic

model of field

perrnits testators
fragnented.

to pass fields

to their

as welf as

Furthemore,

of estates and fields

the analyses isol-ated

that infl-uence the chances of

be ing fragmented.

And fifth,

it also seems clear that more caution must be exercised

when discussing equil-ateral, inheritance.
discover the relative
distribution

Someattempt must be rnadeto

val-ence of preference factors

of inequality.

measuring inequality,
sibling

heirs intact

This nodel,

consolidation mechanismswhich

becomeless important.

certain attributes
a fiefd

fragnentation was proposed.

Given this modification,

reunite fields

Instead, a

in skewing the

Methods were developed and presented for

and the strength of preference factors:

sex,

order, estate size, and a measure of social exchange. Application

of these measures to the Zapotec case revealed countervailing

tendencies

in Zapotec wealth distribution.

In farge estates, brothers received

larger shares greater than their

sisters;

and in smal-l-erestates, brothers

received shares less than or equal to that of their
other logical

possibilities,

approximately

the same size share.

brothers and sisters

this tendency on the distribution

Unfortunately,

sisters.

In the

tended to receive
the inportance

of

of wealth in the population could not

readily be discovered.
The difficulties
the last topic of this

involved in measuring wealth distribution
study.

formed

A general discussion of rveal-th distribution

did not resofve the question of the economic irnpact of Zapotec inheritance.
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Rather, it

focused on the theoretical- concept of weafth adjustment

rnechanisrns(WAMS),these are any cultural
the relative

distribution

processes that influence

The components and parameters

of uealth.

of one wealth adjustment rnechanism,inheritance,
to construct

an ideal type nodel- of an inheritance

The prelirninary
utility

of this

results

of this

were described and used
system in a computer.

computer simul-ation model suggest the

tool- in expl-oring this

question of the economic

consequencesof inheritance.
Naturally,

it

is hoped that future

move in the ali-re ct ions suggested here:
definition

taxonomic distinctions,

consequencesusing alliance

studies of iriheritance

wil-I

toward re consialeration

of

of components, analyses of the social

or other exchange modelso and precise

measurenents of systemic tendencies either through data analysis or
computer simufations.

This optimism should be ternpered with the lesson

derived from the earlier
on inheritance.

revieli of the pre\rious, discontjnuous research

Professor Roy G. D tAndrade used to proclaim to his

students that the best predictor
frequency behavior.
inheritance;

If his l-ittle

then this

study, like

of future

behavior is past high

l-aw holds for those that
those that preceded it,

to be unread by the next person studying inheritance.

20I

investigate
is destined

APPENDIXI.

THE STRUCTURE
OF INHERIT I

Computer simulations are difficult
resul-ts than their

to discuss their

to describe.

It

is rnore conmon

A comnunications gap

structures.

has been created between the simulator and non-simul-ator.

Unfanifiar

expressions in computer jargon and the bewil-dering complexity of
computer.simul-ation programs have becomeobstacl-es to the acceptance
and adoption of this

medium in anthropology.

assumeresponsibifity
anthropology.

The sinul,ator

himself rnust

for the anomalistic place of his technique in

In an attempt to bridge this

gap, INHERITI wil-l be

described in as non-technical terrns as possible.
A simul-ation model contains variables,
devices.

operations, and bookkeeping

Variables are things that can take on different

arranged and

Simulation variables are characteristicalfy

model-acts.

stored within the computer and these arrangements effect
and manipulation.

signs rlirecting

the model.

their

meaning

Operations are cornputer statements indicating

should happen nextrr as the simul,ation progresses.
traffic

vafues as the

They are like

'hhat
tiny

the flow of inforrnation and decisions within

Operations occur in either

subroutines or the Master Program.

Subroutines are clustered operations for some specific
a Lorenz curve, marrying heirs,
Program contTols the initial-

or dividing

property.

purpose:

drawing

The Master

conditions and sequence of subroutines

and the length of the sjmulation.
Bookkeeping devices may afso form a distinct
nested within

subroutine or be

the Master Program, These devices are used to determine

the status of the system at diffe rent points in its history.
simulation,
hoIds,

In this

bookkeeping devices include counts of the number of house-

mean nurnber of heirs in each generation, and drawing a I'orenz
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curve .
computer sirnulations have characteristics

In addition,
not expJ-icitly

written

These include the

into the conputer Program.

modelrs underJ-ying definitions

Someproponents of

and assumptions.

computer simul-ations optirnistical-Iy

feel that

definitions

do not explicitly

for between the lines.

assurnptions to their

reveal their

any more easily than other nodels.

and assunptions

Unfortunatefy,

are easily discoverable during model construction.
sirulations

which are

builders

Rather, assunptions must be searched
of assumptions for INHERIT

The foll-owing statenents

T are probabJ-y incomplete and more wiIL be discovered as this

simulation

nodel is tested and used by others.
VARIABIES
Households are the basic units

in this

sinul-ation.

They have three

address, wealth (which rnay be zero), and heirs (which

characteristic s:
may also be zero).

This definition

is very abstract and these units

do not need to be considered 'rhouseholds.rr At another l-evel- of
abstraction,

they couLd be consideretl to be any social unit having

exclusive rights

but for purposes of the present

to property and heirs,

work, they wiLL be referred to as rhouseholls.rr
Wealth is also defined in a general nanner.
has an interval- value and is hel-d by a household.
household may hold 100 units
is left
rights

to fishing

Wealth will

It

represents

or some other cornrnodity.

be considered synonymouswith property
divisible.
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For example, a

could be Iand, territorial-

grounds, goats, earrings,

Wealth is assumedto be infinitely

is sornething that

What rrwealthrr actually

of wealth.

to the readerrs irnagirntion.

It

in this

description.

Moreovet, this version

of the model simulates

only one sphere of inheritance.

assumptions reduce the realism
nodified

at a later

of the simulation,

sex and address.

They are defined

inheritance include sibling

however, at this point,

simulation are simpfe folk with only their

address to distinguish

position,

Future versions of the model might

and rnarital status.

consider these other variables,
of this

eould be

of a married couple in somehousehol-d. Other characteristics

of heirs that might influence their
personality,

but either

time.

Heirs have two characteristics:
as offspring

These two

the inhabitants

sex and househofd

them from one another.

Variables are stored in several one-d jrnensional matrices (figure

f).

This arrangement may be represented by 5 columns and X rows, where X
is the number of households in the generation.
household by listing
heirs (ua), and their

Each row describes a

its address (H1), arnountof wealth (H2), number of
sex (H4 and H5).

In Figure I, for example, row

6 is read as being a househol-dwith address 6 that has 40 units of wealth
and 4 heirs,

three of whornare female.

OPEMTIONS, INITIAI, CO\DITIONS
Simulation modefs assumean initial
before they can run.
TeaI or hypothetical

state of the sirnufated popul-ation

They may be primed with data derived from either
populations.

The realgime

ethnographic data on weal-th distribution

method might use

and the m.rnberof heirs per

generation from a group such as the Zapotecs.

This type of prining

involves assumptions, such as an expanding population that refl,ects a
high average nurnberof heirs per househol-d. In contrast,

the initial-

state of the simulated systen may be defined with hypothetical

data,

derived from what an ideal--type model of the ethnographic worl-d.
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INHERITI

FIGI]RE I

STORAGEARMNGEMENTOF INHER]T ]
INFORMATIONIN MATR]X
(ARMY MIfi)

Adclress
(H])
Household I

Arnount
of
Wealth
(H2)

Number
of
Heirs
(H3)

Household 13

Nurnber
of
Female
Heirs

(Hs)

r00

2

I

I

20

3

2

I

q

0

0

0

3

2
0

20

HOUSEHOI,DS
CHARACTERISTICS

Number
of
Male
Heirs
(H4)

50

I

I

40

4

I

30

2

0

2

22

I

0

I

1.6

0

0

0

3.4

8

4
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'r

1

0

I

2

t

]-

2

6

\ras not designed to predict
particular

This research

priming

could

anafogous to

space to which

reason, the hypothetical

For this

may be compared.

method was used.

The initial
holding

conditions

for

of sex and numbers of
to assumptions

according

internally

controfled

in the subroutine

and operations

each

INHERIT T are 100 households,

The distribution

of wealth.

100 units

in each household is

heirs

might be considered

strategy

rules

and inheritance

of a law of rnotion in a frictionless

the establishment
situations

consequences of a

was designed to form an ideal

it

which other populations

type model against

real

adiustment

case, rather,

ethnographic

be compared.

the wealth

ASSIGN.

SUBROIIIINEASSIGN
Given the initial

ASSIGN into

cal-fs the subroutine

described

conditions

sex and number of heirs

action.

above, the Master Program
determines the

This subroutine

to be assigned to each married

couple.

This moilel focuses on the number of people surviving
in a household (the

and not on the nunber of offspring
small-er than the fatter

s imulation

in this

statistic

If

population.

for

defines

the mean exceeds 2 heirs

increases

population

it

since

which selects

per generation

The mean number of heirs

children).

I calfs

in a population

a stable

and vice versa.
population,

the

thus it

forrner always is
its

firorn its

heirs

is a criticaf
growth rate

for

the

then the

per household,

The initial

to heirship

conditions

of INHERIT

uses a mean of 2 heirs

per

household in every generation.
Thc nexf nroblem to be resolved
of heirs
that

that

wifl

be tlistributed

concerns how a snpcific

to each househofd.

the minimum antl maximum number of heirs
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If

it

per househofd

nttrnher
is assumed
is 0 and 8,

then shoufd it

also be a ssr:rnedthat having 0 heirs will
as having 8 heirs?

the same probability
having 8 heirs
the distribution

approximate the distribution

distribution

Fortunatel,y,

of children per couple in natural populations

both sexes similarly,

the probability

it would seemthat

Intuitivelyr

is the less probable event having fewer heirs.

Assr:rningthat preheirship mortality

approximates a Poisson distribution.
effects

occur with

a Poisson distribution

may be used to

of heirs amonghousehold.

of having different

Figure 8.5 shows

numbers of heirs using a Poisson

with a rneanof 2 and a range between 0 and 8.

Each household is assigned a random nurnberbetween 0 and 1.
probability

space in the Poisson tlistribution

The

within which this number

fa11s corresponds to the nunber of heirs selected.

This decision on

the number of heirs

is stored in array ll3(i)

household address.

Thus, if househol-d#6 draws the random number .1222

it wiIL receive no heirs.

where i equafs the

The random ass igrlnent continues until- every

household receives its number of heirs.
0nce this

is accomplished, sex is assigned.

A second random number

between 0 and I is drawn for each heir in a househol-d. If this nulber
is .5 or greater, then the heir is classified
the heir

is femafe if

as a t'malerrr and conversely,

the number is less than .5.

keep records of the total

Matrices H4 and 115

males and femafes in every household.

ldhen the assig nent process terminates,

all- eligible

have been offered the opportunity to reproduce.

households

Control of the simufation

returns to the Master Program.
MARRY
SUBROUTINE
In this model, childrearing
since birth

and adolescence are inconsequentiaf

is irnme
d iate ly succeeded by marriage.
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Sinul-ating marriage

task

systems is a fonnidable
their

energies
A future

of model- buildingr

state
the

consequences of marriage

simplest

it

Further

systems may be able to use the results

This proved most simple for

mating.

does not have a geneaological

state,

rrremenberrr kinship
Random mating

assignment Toutine
that

marriage

PTototyPe was random

this

more to computer

reasons related

The mode1, in

memoryl that

is,

it

its

present

does not

is achieved by making a copy of each heirrs
(Figure

II).

Matrix

A fists

for

females.

the househol-d
B holds

Even though the objective

of the

is an equiprobabfe

it

distribution,

is often

the mrmber of mafes does not equal the number of femafes.

one array

wilf

be longer

than the

third

and randomly shuffles

phase unromanticafl-y

of adjacent
marriages

cell-s of matrix

unmarried.
the nert

its

occupants between ceIls.

A and B to fonn a new household.
mernber of the shortest

occupants of the larger

Unmarried individuals
generation.

Thusl

of the
Then, the

consumates marriage by merging the occupants

cease when the last

The rernaining

the case

other.

The second phase of the marriage process takes the longer
two arrays

household

and matrix

rnale in the population

adrlress of each eligible
infomation

with

beyond parenthood.

address in two matrices

similar

marriage by modelling

simPle systern for

of this

theory.

than to anthropological

technologz

for

experiments

The s irnple system chosen for

comparison.

However, at this

systems.

atternpted to control

system irnagirnble.

problem.

this

hypotheses concerning the

of INHERIT is to test

objective

have devoted

to computer models of iust

specifically

adjustment

wealth

and anthropologists

itself

array

has nerged.

are then classified

also form single

These unrnarried individuals
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for

they are eligible

they carmot reproduce during the

This forces a decision concerning the disposition

ASSIGNsubroutine.
of their

inheritance,

inheritance.
of the random marriage model is its

The most serious failing
treatment of incestl

it

Future explorations

is not modelled.

build irrg a geneaological menorT into the

maffiage systems r^?ill require

program so that the range of ma:riageabl-e individual-s
be rnore restricted

of

for any ego wiIL

than the catch--as-catch-can assumption usetl fu this

version.
SUBROUT
]NE DIVIN
In the subroutine DIVIN, the parental
to its heirs.

This transfer

course, the possible

generation Passes its weal-th

is regulated by inheritance rules.

combinations of rules that

0f

could be incorporated

into this model are enormous. Again, I cling to the strategy that
simplification

is meritorious

the model woufd work).
which is essentially

(if

for no other reason than to see if
rule

INIIERIT I nimics an equal inheritance

the Zapotec rridealrr system.

It reads:

AIL CHILDREN

IS WEALTH. ThAt iS, A
RECEI\,'E EQUAI SHARESOF THE PARENTAIHOUSEHOI,D
couple wilJ- receive shares from two clirections I from the husbandls and
the wivets parents.
that received by their

In each case, they wil-I receive a share equal to
siblings.

If there is only one heir,

then he or

she wil-l- receive everything.
In FORTMN, this
expression.

The total

rule translates
wealth inherited

zIO

into a simpl-e mathematicaf
by a household (X) will

be:

X = HS + l{Sr
where HS = TWHP/HSand WS = TWWP/l4S
HS is the number of heirs to the husbandrs parental househofd
WS is the number of heirs to the wifers parental household
TWHPis the total

wealth held by the husbandrs parental household

TWWP
is the total

lrealth held by the wifers parental househofd

A need for further

interpretation

arises in two situations:

household was assigned no heirs (either

where the

SH or SWis zero) and where the

household consisted of a s ingle person who, therefore,

coutd not be

assigned heirs.
In the first
was transferred

situation,

the wealth of a household lacking heirs

to a source called ltgovernrnent.It The name of this

source does not i:nply that this

t'sinkrr represents somepolity.

just a convenient narne. In reality,

this

sink night actually

church, a 1and1ord, or some other corporate entity
when it

is intestate "

It is
be a

that takes weafth

For example, in France much intestate

land

autornatically reverts to the state.
In the second situation,
effect

their

abilities

where children do not marry, this

to receive inheritance.

succeeding generation, their

inability

However, in the

to reproduce results

inheritance to the goverrunent, just as childless
assumption permits the prototype

to test

distribution

source fron calculations

anal view it

as a distinct

in passing

parents must do.

the influence

rufe on the accumulation of wealth in a single source.
to exclude this

does not

This

of an intestate
It was decirled

of the rel-ative wealth
resofution

to the question of

wealth adjustment mechanisms.
After each household receives its

2TI

inheritance.

the control returns

to the Master Program and a Lorenz distribution

ls cal-culated.

Next 1

the model returns controf to ASSIGNand the househofds that have just
received inheritance are now assigned heirs and the process continues
to the next iteration.

Iterations

continue for as long as they are

defined in the Master Prosram.
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APPENDIX II

]N]IERIT II

PROGRAM
COMPUTER

PR0GRAM Tt DA (INPUT T0UTPUTTTAPE5=INPUTr IAPE6=0UTPUT t
C
C

INHERITANCE SIMULATION
RUN l.lITH T.QUILATERAL RULES
BY THEODOREEDMOND OOWNING
BEGAN HAY 1972
POPULATION INCREASING

C

c

INTEGER H1 (5001, HJ (500 |, Ht*(5001rH5 {500 } ,Gb ( 500 ),GZ (500 },
1 0 M ( 5 0 0 ) r DF ( 5 0 0 1 r T H l r X X r A r B r P T I TP T 2 r P T + r
2 PT3IMKTTTCTETF
REAL G0VTPD(9t rH2 (5001 rG2(500r, MH
AD0TIESS COLUHN
H1
H2
GOODIES COLUHN IN THIS GENERATION
H3
AR.RAYLISTING NUllEaR 0F HcIRS IN tACH H0USEHoLI-)
Hti ARRAY LISTING NUHBa( 0F HEIRS IN EACH
HOUSEHOLD
H5
ARRAY LISTING NUMBiR OF FEMALi iEIRS IN
HOUSEHOLO.
GZ
ATIOUI'ITOF PROPERTY OR GOODIES IN NEXT
G'NERATION.
T
TIIlE (COi4PLETED ITERATIONS)
L1
LORENZ CURVL TABLET NUHEER CF HCUSEHOLDS
3Y PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 6OODIES.
PD IS A POISSON OISIRUEUTION I.IITH A i',IEANOF 2.0.
L2 IS AR,RAY l.lHICH GIVES LORENZ CURVE.
GOV IS RESIOUAL GOODIES GI 1/EN TO GOVERNMENTI../HEN
THERE ARI NO HEIRS.
TH1 IS NO OF HARRIAG-S IN THIS GEN
C IS NO OF MARRIAGES IN NEXT GeN
E IS NC OF HOUSEHOLOSIN NEXT GEN
I TO Q ARE EOJKKEEPING VARIAtsLES IN PROGRAI.4
INITIALIZE
AND SET VALUES OF TOTAL LAND AND TOTAL HOUSE
HOLDS IN lNITIAL
POPULATIoN
TH1=100

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

i- a

C
C
C
200
60 1
600
C
C

55

nn

G0V =0.0
RE .A DIN P 0IS S 0 N DI S T RI B UI I 0 N F 0 x NUi' I B E RS0 F HE I RS
P E R HOUS E HO L D.
ME A N0F THIS 0 I S T RI B UT I 0 N = 2 T T RUNG A T E 0A T 8 .
RE A 0 (5r2 0 0 1 P 0
F0 Rt4 A T(F5.3 )
!,lRITE (6 ,601t
F0 RMA T(1H1 r5X r+P 0 I S S 0 N 0 I S T RI B UT I 0 N+ )
|{RITE (6' 600 I (P D ( I l ; l= 1 ' 9 1
F0Rl4A T(5 X ,F5 .3t
FIL L H1 A RRA Y rl lT d G 0 0 O I E S T A S S UME1 0 0 Ho US L HO L o S
l^lITH E QUA L A MCUNT SO F G O O DI E SI N ; A CH.
XX=[]
0 0 5 5 I=1 r500
X X =1 +X X
H1{I) = X X
CONTINUE
0 0 1 I=1 r 10 0

z13

1
C
C

c

C
c

C

C

C
C
C
C

H2(I)=1 0 0
CONTINUE
P RINT A LORE NZ OIS T RI B UT I O N CURV EF O R
S TA RTINGCONOITIO NSO F T HI S RUN.
CA LL LOREN (THl ,H 2 I
r + f f + + f + + + |+ + l+ + + + aI + r r allr + r r l r . }r l ++r t ++++t +l r +: F ++t l | . +++++1 1

H AI

N

PROGRAIl

+ f f + + + + + f t + t at + + : r r at t + t + + + t r r r r t l t r t l r t +++r t t r ++3 *r t ++++++++r

0 0 66 M=1' I
RA NOOI'IA S S IGNHE NTO F HE I RS O N HO US iHO L OA RRA Y H1
CA LL A S S IGN(E 'P O'H 3 ' Hq ' H5 '
T=H
t{RITE (5t2 1 1 t T
211 F0RHA T (/ // 1 $ \,+1 1 g g S E H0 L 0A RRA Y A F T E R A S S I G NI NG ' T I l' lE= + r I 3 l
HRITE (5,? 1 2 )
I r5 HHE I RS r 1 O Xr lO HHA L E H E I R S ,
T 7 X ,2HIO' 1 3 X , T HG O O DI E SllX
212 FORMA (1
1
5X , l2HFE HA L E HEI RS / / I
O0 2 1 3 I= 1 r TH1
l{RITE (6'2 1 r{rH1 (I t rH2 (I l rH3 (I t rH4 (I l rH5 (I l
213 CONTINUE
214 F ORHA T(5 X t I1 5 r F15.5 r 3 I 1 5 1
CA LCULA TEI.IE A NNO , O F HE I RS
PT.r=0
0 0 3 7 I=1rE
P Tr+ = P T4 + H3 { I I
37 CONT I NUE
tlH = P T4lE
l{RITE (6,3 8 ' MH
3E F0RllA T(/'1 0 X '+HE A N N0 . 0 F HE I il, S = 1 , F L 5 . 6 1
A RRA NGEHE IRS IN T WOA R, RA Y S 'O H F O R HA L E S A NO
DF FOR FE I.IA LE S .
A =1
B =1
A = N0.0 F I4A LE SE L I G A B L E F o R I { A RRI A G E
B = N0 0 F FE HA L E S E L I G A B L E F O R HA RRI A G E
HK=1
00 12 I=1rTHl
HK = I
P T1 = HJ(Il
IF(P T1II?IL ? IL3
L3 P Tz = H4(II
P T3=PT 1 -P I2
IF(P T2 l14r1 rrr15
0 0 15 J=1'P T2
L5
0 H(A r=HK
A =A +1
CONIINUE
16
1r IF (P r3 t12tL ? tL7
0 0 1E K =1 rP r3
L7
DF ( Bl =|'lK
8 =B +1
18 CONIINUE
12 CONTINUE

2r4

A = A -1
B = B -1
C = MA X OIA 'B I
E = t'1IN0(A 'B l
F = A -8
I{RITE (6I1 9 'A 'B

1 9 F0RHA T(/r10X e+A = lr1 5 r+ il = + r 1 5 l
3 3 l{RI TE( 6,3 4 t r
rf HA RRI A G E S A T T I HE + rI 3 l
3 r+ FORMA (IHIT6X
T
IF(A .GE .B } GO T O 1 O t |
CA LL HA RRY (C'OF '
G0 TO 101
1 ()O CA LL I.IA RRY
IC'JHI
1 0 1 0 0 1 u 2 I=1 rE
G5 (Il : DH(I t
(
G7 L = 0F ( I t
1 O2 CONTINUE
E = E +1
IF(Fr103r1 0 3 r10'+
1 0 3 D0 105 I = E 'C
GTlIl = DF(I l
1 (l5 CONT I NUE
G0 T0 1 0 7
1 0 I+ 00 106 I=E rC
G6(Il = 0 H( I l
106 CONTINUE
107 E = E -1
t{RI TE (6,1 0 8 t
TO
1 0 8 FORHA T(5 X ,+},IAL E
FEI'IALE+I
0 0 1 0 9 I=1 'C
l{RITE (6 r1101 G 6 (I t ' G 7 (I t
1 0 9 CONTINUE
1 1 0 F0RHA T{8X ,I5,6 X , I 5 t
C
OIV IDE UP INH!RI T A NCE I iI T H P A RT I B L E , : Q UA L S HA RE SR U L :
CA L L DIV IN (ErCrG 2 rG 6 1 G 7lHZ t H3 rG 0 V rT Hll
r{RI TE (6,2 0 9 } T , G 0 V
+tF10.4)
209 F0 RMA T ('{X '+G0V E RN S HA RE A I lI l, lE + r1 3 r} iS
0 0 500 I=1 r500
H2 (It=G2 (Il
G? (Ir=0.0
G6 (I)=0.0
G7 (It=0.0
H3 ( I I =0
H4(Il=0
H5 {I} =0
5Ot) CONTINUE
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TH1 =C
HRITE (6,5 0 4 ) TH l
50 4 F0Rt'1 A Tl/ lJyr+1 1 1 1 B E F 0 RE L O RE NZ= + r1 5 l
HRITE (6 r 2 5 0 ) T
25 0 F0RHA Tl// /iix'+1- g RE Nz DI S T RI E UT I 0 N A I T I ME + , I 3 )
CA L L L ORE N (TH 1 rH2 }
t{RITE (5,5 0 2 } T
T
502 FORI.lAI1H1
r5X rT H1 A RRA Y A T B E 6 I NI NG O F T I I , , I E + , I 3 I
l,lRIT!(6 ,503)
( 1 3 X ,2 HI O , T J X , T HGOO O IE Sr EX , 5 HHE I RS , 1 t )X,
5O3 FORHA T
1
lOHHA LE HEI RS , 9 X , 1 2 HF E I . I A L EHE I RS )
0 0 11 I=1, T H1
r.tR
IT E I5, 5 0 1t Hlt I t , H2 (I t
rH3 (I t rH4 (I )
11
CONTI NUE
5 0 1 F0RHA I t5 \, IL5rF L 5 . 6 t ? I L 5 '
88 CONTINUE
99 9 S IOP
E NO

a
c+ +++++++

C
C
C
C

V

l

2
/+52
C
C
C
13
3
C
1I]()
776

+ + + t+ + + rt+ + + ++ + + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + f + + + + + + + l + + + + + 4+ + + +

+ ++.

S UE ROUTINEL OR E NII H1 , H2 I
FILL A RRA YLl WI T H P E RCE NT A G E
O F T O T A L L A NO
HE L O B Y HOUS E HO L DS .
INTE GE R P T3 ITHT T Y
RE A L U,V ,I{
= P E RCE NT0F IoT A L I { E A L T H
U = P E RCE NT0 F T o I A L H0 US E Ho L DS
RE A L Lt(500 | , t12t ' g 0 ) rT t { rK RrI L 0
00 1 I=1t 5 0 0
L 1 (I | = 0 .0
CONTINUE
TH = 0.0
D0 2 I=1' TH1
TH=H2 (Il + fli
CONTINUE
|{RfTE (6ttr5 2 l T |{
F0RllA T (10X t+T0T A L t I E A L T H I N H0 US E Ho L DS= + , F 1 5 . b )
L1 IS A RRA Y L IST I NG P E RCE NT A G E
O F T O T A L L A ND O I , { N[ O
B Y E A CH H0 US EH0 L Dl, { I T HO UTG 0 V E RT ' , t MELNT
A N0
INCL UOE O.
i{RITE (6 r13t TH1
Fo RHA T (/'191'r191
I N L 0 it E N = + rI 5 t
0 0 3 I=1 rTH1
= H?lIl
L1(Il
/Tul
CONT
I NUE
L1 IS S ORTE O'{If H L O l{ V A L UE S A T T HE T O P .
l{RI TE ( 6 , 1 0 0 l
FORilA T{1 H1 , 5X ,T L 1 B E F O RES O RT I NG +I
t{RITE {6 '776, llLl I l r I = 1 r T Hl l
F0 RHA I(5X ,F10.7 r

2].6

Y =TH1- 1
D0 9 I=1r Y
D0 E J=lrY
P f 3 =J+1
GO TO 8
IF(L1IJI .L E " L 1 (P T 3 I I
K R=L 1 {Jl
L 1 ( J) =L 1 { P T 3 )
L1 ( P f3l =K R
8
CONTINUE
9
CONTINUE
HRITE ( 5 1 4 5 1 f
451 F0R]'tA T{lf ltS X ,r+LL A F T E R S 0 RT I NG T I
llRI TE( 6 r 775 ) (Lt I Il rI = 1 rT H1 )
C
L 1 IS NOH S ORTE B
l{ = 0.0

u=0.0

V = 0 .0
H = 1 0 0 /T H1
D0 15 I=1r TH1
U=L 1 (L + U
V = V+ H
HRITE (5 rl+5 4 lV rU
15 CONTINUE
Il 54 FORI{A T (5X rF5.2 r+P ERCE NT 0 F T HE H0 US E HO L O S
0 } lN
+P
E
RCE
NT
THE
H
E
A
L
T
HI
I
OF
1
777 CONTINUE
RE TURN
E NO
c

r+ + .} r+ tl

++l+++r

+ fl

r+ f+ f+

+ + + + + I + + r; trrr+

21:t

r+ + j }+ +

+tF6.2t

I | | ++t ++++ |

C

l

C

98
C

702
99

S UB ROUTINEA S S I6N (ET P DTH3 T H4 T H5 )
A S S IGN HE IRS TO E ACH HO US E HO L O .
INTE GE R p IJ, q H, H3 (50 0 t , H{ (5 0 0 | I H5 (5 0 0 t r E
RE A L QrP O(9 I
D0 1 I=1'5 0 0
H4(It = 0
H5(Il = 0
CONTINUE
QN=1
YX :RA NF(1.3 )
P T3=0
RA NOOHA S S IGNME NTO F NUHB E RO F HE I RS P E R HO US E HO L O.
00 9 9 I=1 rE
(B l
Q=RA NF
QH=0
DO 9 6 J=1 ,9
IF(qi.t.Gt.0 . 0 f
G0 T0 98
IF{Q.GT.P O(J ) I G O T O 9 8
p T3 : J - 1
(I
=P
T3
H3 I
q H= 1
CONTI NUE
IF(P t3.E Q.0 t
G0 T 0 9 9
A S S IGN S E X TO HE IRS I N E A CH HO US E HO L D
D0 102 K =1.P T3
Q = RA NF({ 1 )
IF (Q.GT.0 .51 Hr. (L = Ht r(I r + 1
IF ( Q. t E .0 .51 H5 (I l= H5 (I l+ 1
CONTINUE
CONIINUE
RET URN
E NO
r + trl tt+ t

c

C

5
6
7
2

+ + + + + + + + + trI r+ + + + + + f

+ + + + + + + + + + + + tt

+ + + + + + + i j }f

S UB ROUTINEHA RRY (C, O DI
RE A L R1,R2,P C
INTE GE R Cr P TlI P T2 r PT J r O D(5 1 1 (|I
YX = RA NF{1 .51
A ND RA NOOHLYS HUF F L E S E X A RRA Y I { I T H MO S T HE ME E RS
PC =I.0 / C
C = C-1
00 2 I=1rC
R1=RA NF( 0l
P T1 = Rl/ P C
IF (P T1) 5 r5r5
R2 = RA NF(0!
P Tz = R?I P C
IF (P t?t 6 r6,7
PT 3 = 00{P f Z)
00 lP T2l = D0{P T 1 ,
00 (P Tlf = P T3
CONTINUE
C=C+1
RE TURN
ENO
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+

c

C
C
C

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

+t + t rl + + + ++ + + + r | + r+t r ++ + ++ +++ + + + + | + + + + + ++ + t++ + + + ++ + + it + { +
(E t Ct GZt G5r G7r H2' H3 tG0V t fH1 )
SUBROUTINE 0MN
(
INTEGER E t C t G6 5 0 0l r G7 ( 50 0l H3 ( 5 0 0 ) r PI6 PT 7r TH1
'
'
REAL X rG0Vr G2( 5001'H2 (5001'Y
(6,6
}{RITE
) C, E
+r14r+E=
+rI4l
6 FoRHAT (7Xr+C:

X = 0 .0
Y = 0.0
A L L I.IA RRIE DC0UP L E S RE CI E V E T HE I T t I NHTRI T A NCE
TO AN EQJAL
FROH THE IR P A R,E NTSA CCO RO I NG
OIV IS ION OF I.IE A LTHB E T T { E E NA L L CHI L O RE N.
D0 3 0 1 I=1
'E
P T6 = G6(It
=
P T7
G7(Il
P T6rP TT
HRITE {6r{I
+eII+l
4 F0RlfA T(/r1 0 X rtP T5 = + t I { rt + P T 7 :
(HZ(P
I6llH3
(PT
6
)
X =
t + { HZ lP I T l / H3 lP r7 l I
G2 {I) = X
Y = Y +X
HRI TE (5 r5t 6 0 V
!'|RITE (5 ,2) X
2 FoRl''lA T(1 0 X r+X = +p F 1 5 . 6 )
I{ RITE (6rJ' Y
' =', tF L5 . 6 1
3 FORf'lA T(10X+Y
301
CONTINUE
E =E +1
HEIRS I{HO A RE NOT IlA RRI E D HA V E T HE I R I NHE RI T A NCE T RA NS F ;R E D
TO T HE M. THE Y K E -P T HI S I NHE RI T A NCE I HRO UG HO UTT HE NE X T
GENE RA TIONTE UT
OO NOT HA V E HE I RS A NO ' T HE RE F O RE ' MUSPTA S S I T
A FT E R T HiY US E I T F O R O NE G E NE RA T I O N.
IO T HE GOV E RNHE NT
00 303 I=E tC
P T6 =G5( I I
P T7=G7lIl
I'IRITE (6 r4 I P T6rP T T
IF (P T5 .E Q.0l G2(I ) = { HA lP I T l/ H3 lP T 7 rl
GZ (I ) = (H2 (P T 6 )/ H3 (P T 6 l)
IF { P T7. E Q.0 )
JO 3 CONTINUE
t,{HOOID NO T HA V - HE I RS B : CA US E iI T HE R
ALL HOUS E HOL DS
(1I THE Y DID NOT M A RRY
OR
I? I THE Y OIO NOT GE T HE I RS O URI NA A S S I G NHE NT
HAVE THE IR INHE R,ITA NCEP A S S E OT O T HE G O V E RNI lE NT .
IHl = TH1 - 1
00 3 0 2 I=1rTH1
G 0 V = G 0 V + HZ (I t
IF{HJ(Ir.E A .0t
302
CONTINUE
TH1=TH1 + t
HRITE {5,5 I GOV
5 FORtiA T(1 0 X '+G0 V IS = + rF l5 . o l
E =E -1

c f + a+ + + + a + + | + + + + + | + + r+ r+ + rr+ l + + + + + + + t+ + + f

RETURN
END
2lL9

+ + tl

+ + f + + l F+ I+ + + + + + + + + +{
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